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Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
PLAINTIFFS' REBUIT AL TO 
DEFENDANTS' CLOSING 
ARG{TMENT 
Plaintiffs, by and through counsel Ronald J. Landeck, submit this rebuttal to Defendants' 
Closing Argument. 
NUISANCE ARGUMENT 
Undisputed proofs offered by McVicars in this case are, in significant part, that the 
ChTistensens' placement, construction and use of their fabric building have been offensive to the 
senses, health thTeatening and interfering with McVicars' enjoyment of their property and lives 
PLAINTIFFS' REBUTTAL TO DEFENDANTS' 
CLOSING ARGUMENT -- 1 
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as a result of excessive iights, noise, odor, dust and traffic, close proximity and unsafe structure. 
Proof of anyone of these elements would suffice for this Court to determine that a nuisance 
exists, but on the facts of this case, the combination of these eiements has been proven to exist. 
Defendants argue that their fact witnesses, most of whom had been present at the site 
only intem1ittently, did not experience or encounter offensive conditions, but such testimony 
does not rebut the facts attested to by McVicars and their wItnesses. McVicars and others have 
testified clearly about the conditions they and their family have been sUbjected to on a consistent 
basis for 4 1/2 years. To Mr. Christensen, McVicars' complaints are merely an annoyance and 
subject to his derisive dismissal. To McVicars, on the other hand, the constant annoyance and 
disturbance to the peaceful, comfortable enjoyment of their home lives has been devastating, and 
the prospect of a catastrophic event from fire or windstorm constitutes an ever present and 
substantial tlu'eat to the lives and property of all, specially including themselves, who are in or 
near the building. 
Christensens' defense regarding the building's unsafe condition seems based on their 
theory that the 88 cubic yards of concrete used in the foundation meet all foundational 
requirements set forth in the building's plan. Christensens rely on several engineers to argue this 
point, only one of whom even viewed the foundation and he, Mr. \Vatts, did so only after the 
discovery deadline had passed. None of Cluistensens' engineers made independent, structura1 
calculations regarding the building's capacity to withstand horizontal and veliicalloads. Each 
expert's conclusion was also premised on a false assumption, namely that the foundation was 
constructed to a unifoD11 depth. Defendants' counsel repeatedly elicited testimony that placement 
of 88 cubic yards into the foundation \vould have resulted in a 37.5 inch average depth. That 
testimony, of course, did not take into account the 60 inch depth testified to by Mr. Keane and 
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others, in the northerly section of the foundation nor did it account for the monolithic nature of 
the pour by which more concrete is used per lineal foot than is used in a fomled foundation. The 
fact, as testified to by M1'. Keane, l'v1r. Johnson and others, that the foundation's n0l1herly haif 
used substantially more of the 88 yards of concrete than the southerly half only adds credence to 
the careful, skilled observations made by the only structural engineer who testified in this case, 
R. Bryce Stapley, and the only geotechnical engineer who testified in this case, Andrew Abrams. 
These two qualified witnesses were the only engineers testifying who had exposed and 
then inspected the foundation. They did this primarily throughout its southerly half, and Mr. 
Stapley testified that the foundation in that portion of the building had an average depth of fifteen 
inches (15") with six inches (6") above grade and nine inches (9") below grade. Excerpt, pp. 51 
- 53. Mr. Abrams agreed with that depth range, having observed that, from top of concrete to 
bottom of concrete in the dug holes, the foundation was between 14 and 18 inches in height with 
approximately 6 to 10 inches below ground sm-face. Excerpt, pp 252 - 253. 
Mr. Stapley also testified that the building plan called for footings to be thirty inches 
(30") below grade and the foundation to be twelve inches (12") above grade. Thus, based in 
large pari upon his and Mr. Abrams' observations, the proofs show that approximately one-half 
(1/2) of the foundation was substantially underbuilt. As Mr. Stapley further pointed out, it is the 
below grade pOl1ion of the foundation that dictates a foundation's capacity to withstand the code-
described wind uplift load and horizontal wind load and, further, that an adequately sized 
foundation in one end of a building will not have any affect on the loading that occurs on the 
other end of the bUilding. Excerpt, pp. 51 - 53. 
M1'. Stapley'S calculations demonstrated that even if the fuundation were 30 inches deep, 
which it is not, it would provide less than fifty percent (50%) of the capacity needed to safely 
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resist the uplift and horizontal loads shown on the building plans, which he independently 
verified to be appropriate loads. Excerpt, pp. 51 - 63. He opined that a 30 inch foundation 
would safely resist code-described uplift loads if a floor slab had been constructed. Mr. Stapiey 
also noted that the building plans called for such an interior floor system, but none was 
constructed. Excerpt, p. 14. Mr. Stapley testified that without a floor slab and with 
approximately half of the building constructed with a foundation averaging nine inches (9") 
below grade, the building is "dangerous" and the McVicars are at risk of "impact" to their home. 
Excerpt, pp. 51 -64. As a result of these and other discrepancies, he believes the building plans 
were not final engineered plans. Excerpt, pp. 46 47. 
As to the fire danger from the building, Defendants' assertion that I.C. § 39-4116(5) 
exempts the lntemational Fire Code ("IFC") is without merit. The IFC has been adopted by the 
State of Idaho as the minimum standard for fire protection in the State of Idaho and applies to 
any property in Idaho, including the fabric building. I.e. § 41 - 216. The agricu1tural exemption 
statute speaks to exemption "from the requirements of codes enumerated in this chapter" and the 
IFC is not so "enumerated." 
That statutory argument aside, the IFC's importance this case is not whether its 
requirements have been exempted or not, rather the IFC's importance is that it sets forth fire 
safety standards that provide assistance to this Court in detennining whether the fabric building 
is a nuisance because it poses a fire risk to McVicars' lives or property. Mr. Creighton testified 
that based upon the building's enormity and proximity to McVicars' home and the building's n011-
.fire rated characteristics, the McVjcars are at unacceptable risk to a fire origin in the adjoining 
property that 1S "at least 300% at risk over what the code \vould allow." Excerpt, pp. 129 - 133. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 259. Violation ofthe IFC is not at issue. Christensens' creation of a 
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substantial risk of fire that interferes with McVicars' comfortable enjoyment of their lives and 
property and that is likely injurious to McVicars' heaith is at issue because it constitutes a 
nmsance. 
ABATEMENT REMEDY 
This Court must detennine how to abate the nuisances. Christensens, of course, believe 
that removal of the building should not be an available remedy, but it is. Idaho cases instmct that 
"abatement is limited to the necessities of the cases. Property may be ordered destroyed under 
certain conditions, but only if the nuisance cannot be abated in another way." Albert v. City of 
ivfmmtain Home, 81 Idaho 74, 80,337 P.2d 377, 381 (1959), citing Echave v. City of Grand 
Junction, 118 Colo. 165,171, 193 P.2d 277, 280 (1948). What are the necessities of this case? 
What wi]] it take to a1low McVicars the comfortable enjoyment of their lives and property? 
These are the questions that need to be answered to atTive at an appropriate remedy. 
Excessive light usage can be abated prohibiting the use of the two (2) bays oflights 
putting out their 14,400 watts that are positioned near the ceiling of the building and by 
prohibiting the use of exterior lights. Excessive noise can be abated by prohibiting the use of the 
interior and exterior speakers. It was interesting that during the Court's visit to the site on the 
first day oftria1, the music being played within the fabric building at a low volume was heard 
more clearly on the McVicars' patio than within the building. Any music emanating from within 
that building becomes music the McVicars must listen to at home. They simply have no choice 
and, from their testimony, music is played often in the building, day and night, including when 
no one is even present in the building. 
Excessive odor can be abated by prohibiting horses, pigs or whatever other animals 
Christensens would otherwise choose to confine and feed in the area behind McVicars' pool and 
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backyard from being confined and fed in that area and by prohibiting animal waste from being 
stored or maintained in that area. 
Excessive dust and traffic, which seem to go "hand-in-glove," can be abated by 
prohibiting all persons except the immediate Christensen family from driving vehicles in the area 
behind McVicars' home. This, of course, would be consistent with the purposes for which the 
siting permit was E,'Tanted being for the "personal use" of the Christens ens as attested to by Jack 
Little, attomey for Nez Perce County, and Pat Rockefeller, its building official. 
This scaling back of Christensens' usage pattems might result in a normalized and 
reasonable residential situation for McVicars as opposed to the high traffic, all hours, public user 
circumstance that is and has been the status quo for several years. The photographs tell the story 
as to these elements of nuisance. Dust and traffic have not been controlled or abated. Noise and 
lights continue to interfere with any I1Olmal, residential use of Me Vicars' property. Unless a 
strict and enforceable prohibition is ordered that absolutely restricts Christensens' conduct, 
Christensens will do whatever they wish as they have done since the building was constructed. 
Abating the offensive conditions arising from the fabric building's close proximity to the 
McVicars' residence, which conditions include that the fabric building structure is unsafe and 
"dangerous, II that Mc Vicars' property is at "an unacceptable risk" from fire originating in the 
fabric building and that the building's placement is offensive as it deprives McVicars of any 
comf0l1able enjoyment of their yard, pool and patio, cannot be accomplished by prohibiting uses 
as may be the case for other offensive elements. These conditions, related to the proximity of the 
building, require other abatement remedies. 
It appears at least possible that the unsafe structure and the fire risk could be abated by 
repair or reconstruction of the building to remedy the substandard construction and materials. In 
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the first instance, the law may require such an opportunity for repair to be afforded to the 
Christensens, but such may be cost prohibitive or not desirable to Christensens for other reasons. 
See Echave, supra. Whether Christensens can accomplish any such repairs or reconstruction in a 
manner that avoids the structural and fire d,mgers is for Christensens to solve. It may be that a 
reasonable time should be granted for Christensens to remedy the problems, Albert, supra; also 
Kobielski v. Belle Isle East Side Crean'lery Co., 222 Mich. 656, 663,193 N.W. 214, 216 (1923). 
However, ultimately the nuisance must be abated and if not done so within a reasonable time, the 
fabric building must be ordered removed or destroyed. !d. 
Lastly, should the Court conclude that the placement of the fabric building itself, its 
looming presence and its concomitant depreciatory effect on McVicars' enjoyment of their lives, 
enjoy:ment of their property and their property value constitutes a nuisance, that nuisance could 
only be abated by the removal or destruction of the building. The law supports such an extreme 
remedy when the "nuisance cannot be abated in any other way." Albert, supra; Echave, supra. 
This is such an extreme case. If the conditions which were done "with impunity" by 
Christensens cam10t ultimately be remedied by other means, the remedy of removal or 
destruction of the building should be ordered. See Crea v. Crea, 135 Idaho 246, 250 16 P. 3d 
922, 926 (2000). 
DAMAGES 
Plaintiffs, in their Closing Argument, cited the Court to the authority that provides for an 
award of damages as \vel1 for abatement of nuisances. Plaintiffs urge the Court to award both 
f0I111S of relief as the proofs establish their right to both damages and abatement. I.e §§ 52-110 
and 11] . 
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CONCLUSION 
McVicars have proven that the Christensens have created nuisances that must be abated 
and compensated. McVicars respectfully request that the Court, upon its careful consideration of 
the circumstances of this case, enter orders that will abate and enjoin the nuisances and award 
McVicars damages far the discomfort, annoyance and inconvenience they have sustained and the 
diminished property value they have suffered. 
Respectfully submitted this 17th day of Navernber, 20] O. 
RONALD J. LANDECK, P.e. 
/---, 
By \ [jftoJJ" GJ~ClLJ~._, 
RonaJ# J. Landeck, P.e. 
Atton\leys for Plaintiffs John M. McVicars and 
\ 
Julie McVicars 
I hereby certifY that on this 17th day afNovember, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy af 
this document to be served on the following individual in the marmer indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225 
324 MAIN STREET 
LE\VISTON,ID 83501 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[X] FAX (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
r"J ,/ 
" \ ()J&)_b~ ~11~.It.~_ 
Rof1ald J. Landeck 
( 
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DEFENDANTS' REBUTTAL BRIEF TO 
PLAINTIFFS' CLOSING ARGUMENT 
COME NOW the defendants above-named by and through their attorney of record, 
Charles A. Brown, and hereby provide the following as their rebuttal to the Plaintiffs' Closing 
Argument: 
The defendants have already addressed the primary issues in the Defendants' Closing 
Argument. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main Sl DEFENl)AA'TS' REBUTT.-\L BRIEF TO 
PLAIJ\TTIFFS' CLOSING ARGUMENT 
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In the Plaintiffs' Closing Argument they state: 
John thom!:ht Brett was talking about an outdoor arena. 
See p. 4 of Plaintiffs' Closing . ..\rgument (emphasis added). 
Thus, the plaintiffs are asking this Court to believe that an outdoor riding arena with 
lights, dust, noise, and the attendance of the public would have been acceptable to them, but when 
a building is put in place where the dust is contained, the lights are muted, and access by the general 
public is not allowed somehow this turns into a nuisance. 
Additionally, the plaintiffs make complaint about the storage of hay in the building, 
but their own experts' testimony clearly established that the storage of the hay in the building greatly 
reduces the fire hazard of the hay. Without the building, the storage ofthe hay could have literally 
been stored on the plaintiffs' property line at an unlimited height. 
Nez Perce County official, Mr. Pat Rockefeller, testified that the storage of hay and 
the selling of hay from the buildLl1g in question came within the ambit of the agricultural use 
exception, as would such activities from any bam in the Tammany Creek area, or throughout the 
state ofIdaho for that matter. 
The Plaintiffs' Closing Argument states: 
Nez Perce County did not require that the fabric building be built to 
standards of the International Building Code or the International 
Fire Code and did not inspect the building for compliance with any 
building or fire codes. 
See p. 5 of Plaintiffs' Closing Argument. 
The peculiar aspect oftrus stance is that the testimony showed that the building was, 
indeed, built according to the International Building Code. The building plans in question do not 
require an interior floor system, and the building plans do not have any type of design for the 
installation of an interior floor system. 
Both Mr. Bryce Stapley and Mr. Warren Watts agreed that the weight of the 
foundation in question was the determining factor as to the uplift load of the building. Mr. Stapley, 
as already discussed in Defendants' Closing Argument, conveniently made the assumption that the 
foundation was only 15 inches deep and that only 9 inches were below grade. This is a convenient 
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assumption for Mr. Stapley to make despite receiving a letter dated October 22, 2007, wherein 
Mr. Stapley is specifically informed by the plaintiffs through their counsel, Mr. Garry Jones: 
The only exception to this is on the western side towards the 
northwest comer where an approximately 30 foot wall was 
constmcted which is 36 and 42 inches in height. 
See Defendants' Trial Exhibit G. 
Mr. Stapley simply chose to not take into account this great weight of additional 
concrete in his calculations. Of course, more than 30 feet of the foundation was deeper than 36 and 
42 inches in height, but why did Mr. Stapley choose to ignore what the plaintiffs conceded? 
StapJey's only visit to the site in question was focused upon the two ends of the 
building which did not even factor into his calculations in regard to the uplift factor. The digging 
and shoveling was literally in the hands of the plaintiffMr. John McVicar's son-in-law, and the 
Strata repOli literally states: 
JolmMcVicars and his staff left the site at approximately 12: 15 p.m. 
See Plaintiffs' Trial Exhibit 258. 
Why would their expert insert that statement if it were not true? 
It was ahnost unbelievable that both Mr. Abrams and Mr. Stapley testified that they 
did not go into the lllterior and dig along the length of the two sides of the building in order to 
determine the depth of the foundation. Since they knew that at least 30 feet was 36 to 42 inches in 
height, would they not want to dig along both sides to determine the exact depth and the length of 
the concrete foundation? Even the photos they took of their "dig" simply show that the so-called dig 
took them to the top of the rock which Mr. Jolmson laid for the French drain on the outside of the 
building. 
Also, the Plaintiffs' Closing Argument ignores the multiple holes that were dug upon 
the premises in question, where all anyone had to do was insert a yard stick and a flashlight down 
each hole in order to determine the depth along the entire length of the foundation. 
Mr. Stapley chose not to call the contractor who actually constructed the foundation 
in order to make inquiry of the volume of concrete he used, nor the depth of the foundation that was 
poured. Mr. Sta~ley had literally left the courtroom before the contractors even testified. Both 
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l'vir. Keane and Mr. J olmson testified with great clarity about the significant depth of the foun.dation 
on both sides of the building. 
J'vfI. Stapley also admitted that he did not take into account the fact that 88 cubic 
yards of concrete had actually been poured into the foundation in question. 
He also testified that he did not take into account the weight of the steel and tarp in 
regard to his uplift factor calculations. 
He also testified that he did not take into account the skin friction factor of the 
foundation poured. 
He also testified that he did not take into account the fact that portions of the 
foundation had been rebarred into bedrock. 
He also testified that he did not take into account a concrete slab that lay beneath the 
interior soil, which was rebarred into the foundation. 
Mr. Stapley essentially made a computation based upon a I5-inch foundation, only 
9 inches of which were below grade, and he ignored all the surrounding facts and factors that are 
present on the site in question. 
As noted on page 9 of the Plaintiffs' Closing i\rgument, Mr. Stapley does opine that 
if you use his depth of foundation it would give a weight of 3,760 pounds, and then he makes a 
vague and nebulous reference to the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings. The Abatement of 
Dangerous Buildings was not produced as a piece of evidence in this matter. The language that was 
generically referenced was not produced as a piece of evidence, and it was not estab lished and cannot 
be established that the abatement of dangerous buildings has been adopted by the city of Lewiston, 
Nez Perce County, or even the state of Idaho. Regardless, l'vir. Stapley testified his safety factor 
concern only applied if you go with his assumption of the I5-inch foundation and, thus, he ignored 
the true depth, the weight of the tarp and steel, the "friction factor," and the downward force of rocks 
and dirt on the monolithic pour which protruded out beyond the 12-inch width throughout the entire 
length of the monolithic pour. 
Plaintiffs' Closing Argument makes reference to l'vir. Creighton, but does not point 
out that Mr. Creighton's testimony was in regard to the wrong year for the IBe. Regardless ofbeing 
for the wrong year, the plaintiffs attempt to argue that the International Fire Code has somehow been 
adopted by the IBC for the building in question. Such is simply not the case, both statutorily and by 
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looking at the language of the codes in question. (See detailed discussion in Defendant's Closing 
Argument.) 
The plaintiffs ' argument that Appendix C ofthe IBC requires a greater setback simply 
fails. Appendix C of the IBC specifically requires that it be adopted with specificity, wrLich has not 
occurred and was not shown to have occurred. Again, regardless, a clear reading of Appendix C, 
reveals that the 60-foot setback does not apply to the building in question because of its size. 
Defendants' buildLTlg is not an "unlimited" building as contemplated by Appendix C. The only 
setback requirement contained in the IFC, which does not apply in the first place, reads as follows: 
The 2006 IFC § 2404.5 specifically states: 
The areas within and adjacent to the tent or air-supported structure 
shall be maintained clear of all combustible materials or vegetation 
that could create a fire hazard within 20 feet (6096mm) of the 
structure. 
This is the only setback requirement that could even be arguably applicable to the defendants' 
property, and the defendants' property is compliant with the setback requirement. 
Additionally, Plaintiffs' Closing Argument takes great literary license with its 
interpretation of the IFC. Plaintiffs' Closing Argument states that the IFC does not allow a building 
the size of the defendants' building. That statement is simply not supported by the IFC references. 
Mr. Creighton was an excellent witness upon cross-examination for the defendants 
because he clearly stated that, at worst, the fabric would simply melt and any type of emanating 
smoke from the fab11c would go into the air at such an angle that it would not be a bother to the 
plaintiffs. More importantly, he also testified that an advantage of the building is that it would 
protect the hay from drying out or from spontaneous combustion, whereas without the building, the 
hay could be stored along the property line and be subject to the drying out and susceptible to 
spontaneous combustion. The building would also protect against burning embers emanating from 
a fire outside of the building and help contain a fire emanating from the interior by helping to deprive 
it of oxygen which acts as a fuel to a fire. 
The Plaintiffs' Closing Argument as to hay sales is an attempt to basically ask this 
Court to USUTp the power and authority of County officials as to whether or not hay sales are going 
to be allowed by the defendants, and if so, how those hay sales are going to be regulated. That is a 
decision within the ambit of authority of the Nez Perce County officials. Said authorities have 
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already had public heatings on the issue and accepted testimony, etc., in regard to the plaintiffs' 
extreme allegations, which are revisited in the Plaintiffs' Closing i\rgument. Despite the plaintiffs' 
extreme protestations, the County still issued the conditional use permit in order to allow for the 
defendants' hay sales. This shows that the plaintiffs were not allowed to be the tail that wags the dog 
in the Tanunany Creek area, but rat.~er the input of the Tammany Creek residents and the County 
officials in charge of regulating the Tammany Creek area were the deciding factor. 
The plaintiffs' testimony in regard to what they perceive as a nuisance was peculiar 
because it basically came down to plaintiffs John and Julie McVicars making extreme statements 
and complaints. \Vhen the light of day was placed on those extreme statements and allegations, they 
crumbled. 
The extreme allegation as to the unkept manner in which the defendants maintained 
their premises crumbled immediately when witness after witness testified to the exact opposite. The 
extreme allegation in regard to the volume of dust emanating from the defendants' property 
crumbled immediately \vhen the very DEQ agent, called by the plaintiffs in response to their 
complaint, testified with clarity and expertise that the allegation was not factual nor accurate, and 
that what was presented to him was actually confirmation that fugitive dust was not escaping from 
the defendants premises. The plaintiffs made complaint to Ms. Amity Larsen of the Department of 
Agriculture for the state ofIdaho, and her unbiased testimony was a stunning rebuke to the extreme 
allegations by the plaintiffs, all based upon 4 separate, unannounced visits to the property. The 
plaintiffs are somehow asking this Court to believe that an outdoor riding arena subject to noise, 
dust, and lights would be more conducive to the enjoyment of their backyard. The plaintiffs are 
asking this Court to believe that having 50 to 70 horses on the pasture behind their property and 
using the feeders with their accumulated manure were more acceptable when they sat out in their 
bach.yard. 
The extremeness ofu~e plaintiffs' allegations are simply irresponsible. 
MISCELLA.NEOUS OBSERVATIONS 
When the plaintiffs talk about the activities that occur on the defendants' property 
being a public nuisance and state that it affects at the same time an entire community or 
neighborhood or a considerable number of persons, they had no one but themselves and their 
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immediate familiy members to testifY on their behalf. In contrast, the defendants had many people 
in the community come to testifY just the opposite - that what the defendants were doing on their 
property was in compliance with and consistent with what goes on on a daily basis in the Tammany 
Creek area. Rather than being a nuisance, the defendants' activities are a benefit to the neighborhood 
and community. So, the plaintiffs' nonsense of claiming a public nuisance is unsubstantiated. 
At no time during the trial did the plaintiffs show actual evidence from non-biased 
individuals that the fabric covered building has been or is injurious to their health. No report or 
doctor's opinion was ever presented at trial that anyone's health has been injured or is being injured 
because of the building. The plaintiffs themselves tried to testifY that their health has gone down. 
Without a doctor backing their claim, it was just an unsubstantiated allegation. Plaintiff 
Mr. John McVicars' claim that his blood pressure went up since the construction of the building is 
unsupported by evidence of medical records and doctors' notes and, thereby, unsubstantiated because 
the plaintiffs failed to make a cOlmection to anything the defendants were doing on their property. 
As far as the claim that the activities ofthe defendants on their property are offensive 
to the senses of the the public are unsubstantiated. There was no testimony other than that of the 
plaintiffs and their immediate family members. 
Plaintiffs Jo1m and Julie Mc Vicars testified about their dream home on Thiessen Road 
which was built 20 years ago. Everything they are concerned about revolves around themselves. 
What about the years of work and toil perfoffi1ed by the defendants so that they can build their dream 
home and enjoy the activities on their own property for which they have worked so hard to obtain. 
It is interesting that the plaintiffs have built another "dream home" in Coeur d'Alene so that they can 
get away from their dream home. They, according to plaintiff Mr. JOfh'1 McVicars' testimony, were 
building their Coeur d'Alene dream home before the defendants started to build their Cover-All 
building. 
Yes, defendant Dr. Bret Christensen applied for a siting permit application after 
getting instruction from the government officials that run the permitting process for Nez Perce 
County. There was nothing hidden or deceptive done by the defendants. The storing of hay in the 
building is something permitted outright for an agricultural building. The siting permit appbcation 
specifically states that it was also to be used for an "indoor arena/stables" and it specifically states 
"120x260-indoor Coverall" so as to show the other intended uses ofthe building (see Defendants' 
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Trial Exhibit A, emphasis added). According to Nez Perce County ordinances, riding arenas and 
stabling of horses are permitted outright and do not need any special permits. 
far as the conversation that occurred between defendant Dr. Bret Christensen and 
plaintiff Mr. John Mc Vicars prior to the construction of the building, the Plaintiffs' Closing 
Arguments states, "Jolm McVicars testified that Bret Christensen did not tell him about the siting 
permit and plans for the building until the building materials were being delivered in March, 2006. II 
See p. 4 of Plaintiffs' Closing Argument. This is absolutely false. Defendant Dr. Bret Christensen 
testified that in the fa1l of2005 he went out in the llirtouched field and set up p,mels to show plaintiff 
Mr. John McVicars where the arena would be built. Plaintiff Mr. John McVicars testified that it was 
in "February, 2006, several weeks before the building materials arrived, he had seen from a distance 
the effects of grading from work and some metal panels." Id. The metal panels were set up before 
any excavation of the ground was ever performed. Excavation commenced in January and was 
completed in Febru31)l. PlaintiffMr. John McVicars testified that he did see the panels and had a 
conversation with defendant Dr. Bret Christensen. It is convenient that plaintiffMr. JoP..ll Mc Vicars' 
memory has failed him on when and what condition the ground was in when he saw the panels, had 
the conversation, and the content of said conversation. If defendant Dr. Bret Christensen was trying 
to be deceptive as the plaintiffs claim, why would he go to the trouble of setting up panels to show 
plaintiffMr. John McVicars the dimensions of the building, and why would he go and talk to him 
ifhe \vas trying to hide something? 
The Plaintiffs' Closing Argument states that in his deposition defendant 
Dr. Bret Christensen contradicted his own testimony. This is absolutely false. In the deposition 
Dr. Christensen stated that he and plaintiff Mr. John Mc Vicars did not discuss the type of building 
materials to be used for the building. At trial, Mr. Landeck then cut off defendant 
Dr. Bret Christensen from going down two more lines in the deposition to clarify that he did talk to 
plaintiffJolm McVic31's about the building being an indoor arena. This is typical of trying to pick 
out a part of a conversation to prove a point and not finishing the conversation as a whole to get the 
big picture and the truth. 
The P1aintiffs' Closing Argument stated that the plaintiffs l.ro.ll1ediately went to the 
County after tins conversation to try and stop the construction of the building. Yet, at trial, they 
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testified that they did not go to the County until the materials for the building arrived. \Vruch was 
it? After the conversation with Dr. Christensen or after the materials arrived? 
Contrary to the Plaintiffs' Closing Argument, defendant Dr. Bret Christensen had 
never met:Mr. Jack Little. It was not testified in Court that upon Mr. Little's advice, Mr. Rockefeller 
told the defendants what they could and could not do with the Cover-All building before the permit 
was issued. Rather, Dr. Christensen had conversations with Pat Rockefeller about his intended uses 
to make sure he would be in compliance with the County ordinances. There was never any 
deception on the part of defendant Dr. Bret Christensen. There was never any exchange with 
:tv1r. Little. Mr. Little's email was just something between him and Mr. Risley, and it did not even 
have the prior approval of the County attorney, Mr. Dan Spickler, nor the County Commissioners. 
The definition for an agricultural building is the storing of agricultural products, 
which includes hay. As far as hay sales, defendant Dr. Christensen testified that he did go to the 
County and ask Ifhe needed a permit to sell the hay stored in the building. He was told that he did 
not need a permit. It was not until after the plaintiffs made a complaint that the County asked 
defendant Dr. Christensen to apply for a conditional use permit to "sell hay." It was obvious in the 
conditional use permit meeting that the issue at hand was not whether or not the defendant 
Dr. Christensen could store hay in the building, it was as to whether or not the County would permit 
him to sell hay. The pem1it was granted. Even the permitting officials upheld the permit after an 
appeal was made, recognizing that the ability to store hay in an agricultural building is permitted 
outright and needs no special conditional use permit. 
Mr. Rick Keane testified that the building plans and drawings showed no sign ofthere 
needing to be a cement slab. He stated that the general construction notes are just that, general notes 
that are put on many plans. \Vhen there is correlation with the actual plans, it would direct the 
contractor to the notes for direction. If those plans do not have a correlation, then they would not 
be relevant to the construction of the project. Therefore, although the general notes talk about a 
cement floor, the plans show no sign or direction for pouring a concrete pad and are therefore 
irrelevant. Plaintiffs' Closing Argument states in regard to the building plans, "that it indicates a slab 
on grade could be part of it tI See p. 7 of Plaintiffs' Closing Argument. It did not say that it was part 
of the plan. There were no indications in the structural part of the plan that show a requirement for 
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an interior floor. This building was to be an indoor riding arena. Horses are ridden on dirt and sand, 
not on concrete. 
Mr. Stapley's testimony never showed how he came to his conclusions on the design 
strength of the building. He did not take into account that the foundation was a continuous pour and 
connected by rebar throughout the whole foundation, making the whole foundation one piece of 
continuous concrete. He tried to say that because the building has a shallower foundation on the 
South end of the building compared to the North end that it would not add to any strength on any 
other part of the building. This was refuted by Mr. \Varren Watts. It is also interesting that in the 
Plaintiffs' Closing i\rgument they are trying to still use the fictional weight of 3,760 pounds to 
calculate their fonnulas and to prove their case. It was ShOVvTI time and time again not only from 
concrete tickets to a walk through with Judge Kerrick and the attorneys that the foundation was 
significantly more substantial that what Mr. Stapley alleged it was. 
The Plaintiffs' Closing Argument discussed J\1r. Abrams from Strata pounding a 6-
inch long, 2 I!2-inch diameter tube supposedly underneath the foundation. This measurement was 
where the concrete extended more thal1 6 inches laterally out into the ground and he just did not 
reach the foundation with his ttlbe. See p. 10 of Plaintiffs' Closing Argument. 
Again, Mr. Pat Rockefeller testified that he came out and inspected the building for 
habitation and slgns living in the building. There were no signs ofliving arrangements 
in the arena. There were no bedrooms, bathrooms, cooking facilities, or even bleachers evident in 
the arena. 
The understanding between the defendants and Nez Perce County concerning "new" 
purchases or acquisitions of hay until after the conditional use permit process was completed was 
understood by the defendants and followed by them. \Vbat the plaintiffs failed to understand is that 
contracts had already been agreed upon for hay purchases and the trucks that brought hay into the 
arena from the time of the application until the pennit was granted was for that hay. There was no 
violation of any agreement and the defendants played by the rules set forth by Nez Perce County. 
Again, the plaintiffs looked through their narrow view of what they think is going on and made 
allegations as to their misinfonnation. 
Plaintiff Mrs. Julie McVicars estimated thattherewere 5,000 motorized vehicle trips 
per year on the road behind their house. She never showed how she came to the conclusion of this 
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preposterous number If this was true, there would have to be 14 customer vehicles per day traveling 
behind her home. She says she got these numbers from defendant Dr. Bret Christensen's hay sales 
records but never showed her work. There has obviously been a miscalculation because it was 
shoVv'll with statistical data that there was, on average, 50 customers per month, which would average 
out as 1.6 customers per day. PlaintifLMrs. McVicars' calculations are not substantiated, and it is 
impossible to figure out how she got 14 vehicular trips out of 1.6 daily customers. Even if you count 
each vehicle twice, going in and then coming out, that would be 3 passes per day. 
The Plaintiffs' Closing Argument says that the 5 cOllLrnercial speakers are 90 feet from 
their home and 50 feet in the air. See p. 14 of Plaintiffs' Closing Argument. Actually, the speakers 
are exactly in the middle of the building. The building is 260 feet long. So, the speakers are 130 feet 
from the Northwest comer of the building at the point where the building is 90 feet from the 
plaintiffs' home. (90 feet 130 feet = 220 feet from their home.) The defendants set the decibel 
meter far below the city ordinance while in the building at 130 feet from the source. 
Every year the defendants placed washed gravel on the drive. 
Propeliy values have gone up according to Nez Perce County appraisal and tax 
assessment, an increase in value not a decrease. 
CONCLUSION 
The plaintiffs have essentially made a wide range of unsubstantiated allegations and 
accusations, but when the reality of the situation is reviewed, when objective witnesses are called, 
and when Tarnmany Creek residents are called to testify, it all goes to substantiate the fact that the 
defendants are responsible and have acted responsibly in regard to their property throughout the 
history of the situation. 
By comparison, it is the plaintiffs who dealt in secrecy by literally creating a granite 
factory on their property and subj ecting others to the life-tl1reatening risk of silica in the air. The only 
statement the defendants and the public have to rely upon for their safety is the word of plaintiff 
Mr. John Mc Vicars, that he somehow knew what he was doing in containing the silica even though 
he had never before owned or operated a granite manufacturing shop in his life. 
The defendants were open with their neighbors as to what, \vhere, and when they were 
building. The defendants were transparent with Nez Perce County as to what, where, and when they 
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desired to build, and they even provided a copy ofthe building plans. The defendants did what they 
were directed by the County to do as to hay sales and the usage of the building. The defendants were 
open and honest with the residents of the Tammany Creek area who embraced them in return. The 
defendants worked with 4-H children and people with children and horses. \Vhen the DEQ, or 
Amity Larsen arrived (4 times), the police, or others, the defendants were open to inspection. They 
were open to discussion with the police (decimal meter), the local prosecutor (what they could or 
could not do on their property or in the building), with Pat Rockefeller, and others. The defendants 
showed charity toward others, pride in their property, care for their animals, and a usage of their 
property which was respectful of others and consistent with the Tammany Creek area. 
The plaintiffs have the bmden of proof as to all of their allegations, and they have 
failed to show they are entitled to reliefboth factually and legally. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this 17th day of November, 2010. 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Defendants. 
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BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN AND ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRlSTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV 07-01460 
FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND 
ORDER 
This matter carne before the Court on August 30, 2010. The Plaintiffs were 
represented by Ronald Landeck, Attorney at Law. The Defendants were represented by 
Charles Brown, Attorney at Law. The Court, having considered the file and record in this 
matter, the testimony presented, and the applicable law, does hereby render its Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law as follows. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 
Overview 
This matter arose as the result of a dispute between neighbors who reside in the 
Tammany Creek area in Nez Perce County, Idaho. Ta!lL111any Creek is south of 
Lewiston, Idaho and it is known to be an area where people can purchase acreage and 
live a rural lifestyle. Raising livestock is common in the area, and many people own 
horses. 
The Plaintiffs, John and Julie Mc Vicars, have resided at their home on Thiessen 
Road since 1991. The Defendants, Bret and Eddieka Christensen, moved to their 
residence in 2003. The Plaintiffs' property is bordered on the north and west sides by the 
Defendants' property, which has an "L" shaped layout. From 2003 to 2006 there were no 
major disputes between the neighbors. 
In 2006, the Christensens made plans to construct an agricultural building to be 
used as an indoor riding arena and for hay storage. The construction of this building and 
the resulting uses of the building and the Defendants' property in the vicinity of the 
building are the basis for this lawsuit. 
Characteristics of the Tammany Creek Area 
1. The Tammany Creek area is known as a rural farm-type community, where homes 
and agriculture coexist. Many of the residences have outbuildings, barns, outdoor 
riding arenas, and livestock. The ovmership of horses is common in this area. 
2. Tammany Creek, and the properties associated with this lawsuit, are zoned 
Agriculture-Residential by the Nez Perce County Zoning Ordinance. Defendants) 
Exhibits Q and R. 
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3. The Lewiston Roundup grounds are located in Tammany Creek. The Roundup 
grounds contain a large outdoor arena, stalls, and other associated buildings. The 
Roundup grounds are located some distance east of both the Christensen and 
Me Vicars homes, and can be seen from both residences. The Roundup grounds '"vere 
in place prior to either party living in the area. The outdoor arena at the Roundup 
grounds is surrounded by large outdoor lights and the venue has a speaker system 
utilized for events. A variety of events are held on the premises, including the 
Lewiston Roundup Rodeo, motorcycle races, and demolition derbies. 
4. Another well known outdoor arena in the Tammany Creek area is the 4gers Club. 
This facility is a small outdoor arena that is located some distance to the north of the 
Christensen's residence. The 4gers Club utilizes outdoor lighting a.'1d a speaker 
system for announcing at events. Youth rodeo events and other horse riding related 
activities are held at the 4gers Club arena. The 4gers Club outdoor arena is 
significantly smaller than the Lewiston Roundup grounds outdoor arena. 
History of the McVicars' property and association with neighbors 
5. The McVicars purchased their property and built their home 1991. At that time, 
the Plaintiffs' property was bordered on the north and west, in an "L" shape, by the 
property of neighbors Orie and Lisa Kaltenbaugh. Defendant's Exhibit S. The 
Plaintiffs' eastern property line is bordered by Thiessen Road. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1-
2. 
6. The Plaintiffs' home is placed centrally upon their property, with a pool and patio 
area joined to the south-west comer of the home. The yard surrounding the home is 
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neatly landscaped. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1, 2, and 34. 1 The Plaintiffs' property 
consists of slightly more 1r1.an five acres. \\'hen the Mc Vicars designed their home, 
they purposely faced the windows predominantly to the west and south, in order to 
insulate the home from possible road noise from Thiessen Road traffic. 
7. On the north-east corner ofthe property, the McVicars have a large garage/shop and 
also a pole building shop. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1-2. John McVicars operated his 
general contracting business, Mc Vicars Construction, from the garage/shop. Mr. 
McVicars employed from one to five employees who would meet at the garage/shop 
at the beginning ofthe work day; however, the majority of the work associated \",ith 
Mc Vicars Construction was completed at job sites where either new homes were built 
or existing structures were remodeled. 
8. The McVicars enjoyed a congenial relationship with their neighbors, the 
Kaltenbaughs. Orie Kaltenbaugh described the Mc Vicars as excellent neighbors. 
From 1990 to 2003, the Kaltenbaughs engaged in various agricultural activities. At 
different times, Dr. Kaltenbaugh raised approximately 60 llamas, 20 to 25 longhorn 
cattle, 4 emus, 2 goats, and two wallabies. 
9. Dr. Kaltenbaugh would place animal feeders at the north end of his property, near 
Tammany Creek Road, because it is typical for manure to pile in the area where 
animals eat. Dr. Kaltenbaugh placed the feeders in a manner to alleviate the potential 
of odors affecting his home and the McVicars home. Dr. Kaltenbaugh would spread 
manure amongst his pastures for fertilizer. The Kaltenbaugh property that was west 
1 Many of the pictures and other documents admitted into evidence in this case have handVvTitten 
commentary placed upon them. By agreement of the pa.rties, the commentary is to be struck-through. The 
Court did not refer to, or rely upon, any of the commentary for purposes of the findings of fact or 
conclusions of law herein. 
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of McVicars home was irrigated pasture land, and Dr. Kaltenbaugh would 
occasionally harvest hay from this pasture. 
10. Dr. Kaltenbaugh constructed the pole building which later became Mc Vicars' granite 
shop. The building encroached upon MeViears' property, but the neighbors had a 
gentleman's agreement regarding this arrangement. Dr. Kaltenbaugh sold the 
building and his portion of the property it was placed on to the McVicars prior to 
moving from the Tammany Creek area. 
11. The Kaltenbaughs were aware that John McVicars based McVicars Construction 
from the McVicars' garage/shop. Orie Kaltenbaugh testified he hardly knew the 
construction business was operated from the McVicars' garage/shop. John McVicars 
discussed the possibility of expanding his business to include custom granite work 
with Dr. Kaltenbaugh, which resulted in Me Vicars purchasing the entirety of the pole 
building. John McVicars insulated the pole building (hereinafter "granite shop") in 
order to insure that noise from the granite saw did not disturb his neighbors. The 
granite saw and granite shop component of :!'v1c Vicars Construction was ready for 
operation by March, 2003. 
12. John McVicars and Orie Kaltenbaugh tested the noise level of the granite saw by 
having Dr. Kaltenbaugh stand on his porch and listen for noise from the saw. 
According to Dr. Kaltenbaugh, ifhe heard noise from the granite shop, it was no 
louder than the traffic on Tarrilllany Creek Road. Further, there was no dust 
generated from the granite shop. The roadways around the gra.'lite shop were all 
paved. Once a month slabs of granite were delivered to the area behind the granite 
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shop via semi-truck, and it would take about an hour to unload the delivery. 
Mc Vicars operated a forklift for purposes of moving granite slabs. 
13. From 2003 to 2008, the focus of McVicars' business shifted away from new home 
construction and remodeling work to predominantly custom granite design. In 2008, 
the McVicars decided to relocate their granite operation, in part because the business 
was expanding. However, the decision to relocate was also predicated upon concern 
that the location of the granite shop2 might interfere with resolving the matter 
currently before this Court. 
Development of the Christensen property preceding construction of the fabric 
building 
14. Bret and Eddieka Christensen purchased the Kaltenbaugh property in 2003. The 
Christensens were drav,lll to the Tammany Creek area primarily because it is a rural 
area known for properties with horses. They wished to raise horses on their property. 
The Christensens operate a limited liability company known as Bar Double Dot 
Quarter Horses. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 290. The Cill-istensens' main focus of ranching is 
raising horses, but they also maintain a cattle herd which is located offsite. 
15. After purchasing their property, the Christensen family temporarily resided in the 
upper-level of a barn on the property while their home was remodeled. This bam is 
adjacent to the northern boundary of the Plaintiffs' property, near the McVicars' 
granite shop. Dr. Christensen testified that he was concerned that the Mc Vicars ran a 
granite saw which creates silica dust in a building located very close to the barn 
where his family had temporarily resided when they first moved to their property. 
2 As tensions between the parties grew, Dr. Christensen complained to John McVicars regarding the noise 
generated by the back-up beeper of a forklift used in conjunction with the granite operation. 
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16. Initially, the Christensens' horse operation involved pasturing fifty head of horses in 
the area adjacent to Plaintiffs' property. The Defendants placed feeders in this area. 
Their use of the area was consistent with the Kaltenbaughs' use; however it was more 
substantial than Dr. Kaltenbaugh's agricultwal activities. The McVicars testified the 
initial use of this pasture was not an intolerable or inappropriate use. 
17. The Defendants installed stables on their property to accommodate the horses. The 
stables were placed along the fence line that borders the northern end of Me Vicars' 
property. Since installing the stables, the Christensens have rented some of the stall 
spaces out to other horse owners as well. 
18. In 2006, the Christens ens applied for a siting permit from the county in order to 
construct a building for agricultural use. Defendants' Exhibit A. The siting pem1it 
requires the applicant to describe the agricultural use intended for the building. The 
Christensens indicated indoor riding arena/stables as the intended agricultural use of 
the building. 
19. Nez Perce County building official, Pat Rockefeller, testified regarding the permit 
obtained by the Christensens prior to the construction of the fabric building. 3 Mr. 
Rockefeller explained that no building codes were enforced because the building is 
exempt as an agricultural building. Mr. Rockefeller testified that Dr. Christensen 
represented that the building was for personal use, including storing hay for personal 
use. 
20. The Christensens elected to build an indoor arena for purposes of training quarter 
horses. Dr. Christensen testified that the size of the arena is based in part upon the 
3 At the time the building was constructed, the Christensens' property was in the Area of City Impact; 
however, due to reconfiguration, the building is no longer in the Area of City Impact. 
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need for distance and the patterns used when the horses practice running and stopping 
skills. Dr. Christensen and his family have competed successfully in world-wide 
quarter horse events. The Defendants' horse herd size decreased because they 
focused on a breeding program. 
21. John Mc Vicars testified that in 2006 he and his vviJe observed a significant amount of 
construction occurring in the pasture behind their home, including the shifting of dirt 
and the eventual placement of a cement foundation. Both John and Julie testified 
they believed their neighbors were constructing an outdoor riding arena, which was 
typical in the Tammany Creek area. The Plaintiffs even allowed construction crews 
to pass over the pasture south of their home in order for the construction crews to 
more easily access the Christensens' arena. 
22. The Plaintiffs were first apprised of the fact that the Defendants were building an 
indoor arena when several trucks carrying building materials for the fabric building 
arrived. John McVicars described the number of trucks as a "flotilla." The fabric 
building was constructed very rapidly by a crew of about fifteen people and it was 
generally completed by the end of the day the material arrived. 
23. The trucks that delivered the fabric building materials damaged the McVicars' 
pasture when they passed over it to deliver the material. The Plaintiffs submitted a 
billing statement to the Defendants in the amount of $600 for this damage, which the 
Defendants have disputed. The Plaintiffs were alarmed by the size of the building, 
and its close proximity to their home. 
24. The Plaintiffs immediately contacted the county when they realized that a fabric 
building was being constructed. John McVicars questioned City and County officials 
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regarding whether the proper building permit process was followed to allow the 
building to be constructed. John detailed the efforts he engaged in to stop the 
building from being constructed and utilized. 
25. Three days after the construction of the building, John McVicars finally \vas able to 
speak with Bret Christensen about the construction of the fabric building. Bret 
Christensen's response to John's inquiry was to essentially state, "I can do what I 
want with my property-you can do what you want with your property." 
26. The relationship between the Christensens and Mc Vicars as neighbors deteriorated 
very rapidly from the time the fabric building was constructed. A number of 
examples of the friction between the parties are discussed within the Findings of Fact. 
Size and placement of the fabric building 
27. The building at the heart of this lawsuit is a fabric covered structure known as a 
Coverall building, specifically a Cover-All Titan Series II Building. Plaintiffs' 
Exhibit 283. The building has a steel structure frame that is covered by a white, non-
fire retardant fabric material, also known as a membrane. The building is fully 
enclosed by the fabric membrane. See id At the north end of the building, there is a 
regular sized doorvvay, and two garage doors. The central garage door is large 
enough to allow a semi-truck to easily enter and exit the building. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 
35, 65, 107,117, 118, 134. 
28. The size ofthe building is significant. See Plaintiffs' Exhibits 199-202. The 
dimensions of the building are 120 feet \vide by 260 feet long. There are 31, 200 
square feet of floor space within the building. The height of the building was 
characterized by witness Scott Creighton as 42 feet, which was arrived at by 
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averaging the peak height with the side height. Testimony at trial indicated the peak 
of the building was over 50 feet. The slightly triangular shape of the building is 
characterized in photographic exl>ibits. See Plaintiffs' Exhibits 1, 2, and 35. The 
outdoor pictures of the stmcture may not adequately represent the expa.'1siveness of it. 
29. The Christensen building is one of the largest stmctures in the Tammany Creek area. 
Defendants' Exhibit S. The only other stmctures that are comparable are located at 
the Roundup grounds, and another indoor arena that is at the western end of 
Tammany Creek, which is known as Lucky Acres. Both the RoUt'1dup grounds and 
Lucky Acres have been in place for well over twenty-five years. Tammany Creek has 
grown up around these facilities. 
30. The fabric building was placed near the McVicars' home in a manner that differs 
from other structures in the area that are comparable in size. Other large stmctures in 
Tammany Creek were not placed in close proximity to their neighbors. The fabric 
building is approximately 23 feet from the McVicars' property line; 60 feet from their 
pool and patio area; and approximately 90 feet from their home. Plaintiffs) Exhibits 
195 and 196 illustrate the close proximity of the building to the property line. The 
building is significantly larger than the McVicars' home. Plaintiff'" Exhibit 33. 35, 
and 72. Julie McVicars described the size of the building as "beyond 
comprehension." She also testified the building has totally changed the characteristic 
and privacy of their property. 
31. The Christensens elected to place the building at the southernmost point of their 
property to maximize the beneficial use of their property. Dr. Christensen testified 
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that there was no rul.hllUS, ulterior motive, or intent to disturb the Mc Vicars \vhen they 
decided on placement and construction of the building. 
Changes in the use of the Defendants' property located west of the Plaintiffs' horne 
32. The placement of the fabric building at the most southerly point of the Defendants' 
property resulted in centralizing and concentrating the Christensens' horse operation 
to the property that lies directly behind the McVicars' home. The use of this property 
is now considerably different than the Kaltenbaugh's use of the property. The 
concentration of activity is greater in the area behind the Plaintiffs' home than any 
activity to the north, east, or south of their property. 
33. Bret Christensen testified that his horse operation has become smaller because they 
now only personally own about 15 horses, compared to the 50 they had when they 
first moved to Tammany Creek. While the number of horses ovmed by the 
Christensens has decreased, the overall character of the Christensens' horse/ranching 
operation expanded and became concentrated within the area behind the McVicars' 
home. The overall operation expanded as a result of the addition of horse stables, 
rental of horse stables to other individuals, greater use of the property in conjunction 
\\;1th th~~w.nber of people who utilize the stables and the indoor arena, and by 
allowing 4H participants to house pigs for fair projects in the summertime. 
34. Dr. Christensen explained that people who stable horses on his property have access 
to the arena for hay to feed their horses and they can bring their horses into the arena 
for riding. Dr. Christensen also confirmed that he allows children to raise pigs on his 
property for 4-H projects as a service to the community. 
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35. Following the construction of the fabric building, the Plaintiffs complained to the 
county because the Defendants had placed stables on the north property line. The 
stables were not set back from the property line ten feet, as required. In response to 
the Plaintiffs' complaint, the Defendants placed additional stables directly behind 
McVicars' home \vith a sign that read "Future Home of Bar Double Dot Quarter 
Horses." Bret Christensen indicated that he set up these additional stables to let the 
Mc Vicars know where his stables would be placed if the Mc Vicars prevailed on the 
set back issue. 
36. The area directly behind the McVicars' property contains the indoor arena, as \vell as 
additional outbuildings and stables along the western fence line of the Christensen 
property. These stables are in addition to the stables previously mentioned that 
border the McVicars' north property line. Plaint(ffs' Exhibits 36-38, 39, 40, 46, 49, 
52. Horse feeders are placed north of the fabric building and manure piles have 
accumulated. 
37. In addition, the Christensens' expanded their ranchinglhorse operation to include the 
sale of hay to the public, which substantially increased traffic coming and going from 
the property. Julie McVicars testified that 20 to 30 semi-trucks drive to the arena in 
the summer to deliver hay 
Building lights 
38. Mark Walker, an electrical contractor, testified that he installed the lights and stereo 
system in the building. There are 36 lights, each 400 watts, within the structure. 
They are placed in two banks of eighteen lights. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 92, 93. Walker 
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also installed outdoor lights on the north and south end of the building. Plaintiffs' 
Exhibit 35. 
39. Because the building is constructed of white fabric material and is not insulated there 
is a unique illuminating effect when the lights are on in the building at night. Julie 
McVicars testified that when the lights are on at night the entire building glows, 
causing portions of the interior ofMcVicars' house to be illuminated. This includes 
their bedroom, which has windows facing weshvard toward the building. 
40. When the lights are on past 9:00 p.m., the invasion oflight into the Plaintiffs' 
bedroom is disruptive to their sleep. Julie Mc Vicars estimated the lights of the 
building have been left on past 9:00 p.m. approximately 222 times. 
41. On October 12, 2007, Nez Perce County Sheriff s deputies \vere dispatched in 
response to a noise complaint. When the deputy arrived, the Mc Vicars complained 
about the noise, as well as the lights. Deputy Lucas Martin asked Dr. Christensen if 
there was any way he could tum off the outside lights of the arena when they were 
not necessary to help lessen the dispute behveen the neighbors. Plaintiffs} Exhibit 
272. 
42. On January 12,2010, the Nez Perce County Sheriffs office responded to a complaint 
about the lights being left on in the building past 10:00 p.m. Plaintiffs J Exhibit 2 
The lights were off when Deputy Christopher Brown arrived, however, he still 
contacted the Christensens. Dr. Christensen was upset about \vhat he referred to as 
the Mc Vicars using the sheriff s office to harass him. He told Deputy Brown that he 
could leave the lights on all night if he desired. Dr. Christensen walked back to the 
arena and two minutes later, as the deputy was leaving, he noted the lights were 
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turned back on. The Plaintiffs made a second call to the sheriff s office at 10:40 p.m. 
Ultimately the lights were left on all night. Deputy Brown testified that he observed 
the lights from inside the McVicars' home and that they were noticeable. 
43. Dr. Christensen testified the arena lights are usually out by 9:30 p.m., or occasionally 
by 10:00 p.m. He testified regarding one instance where the lights were on all night 
for two or three nights straight. The lights were left on because three foals were born 
within two days of each other. These horses were stabled in the arena and the lights 
were necessary for the safety of the horses, to prevent the mares from stepping on the 
foals. However, according to Dr. Christensen, it is a rare occurrence that the lights 
are left on all night. 
44. Dr. Christensen compared the lights in his facility to the lights that are used at the 
4gers Club and stated that he can see the lights from his bedroom window when 
events are held at the 4gers Club. However, the 4gers Club is some distance away 
from the Christensens' home. 
Sound system 
45. The structure is also equipped with a quality sound system. There are four speakers 
suspended centrally from the ceiling of the building, as well as outdoor speakers. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 93, 97. The sound system includes a P.A. system with a 
microphone and music often is played over the system. 
46. There are people other than the Christensen fa...'l1ily in and out of the arena regularly. 
These individuals typically play music over the sound system. Julie Mc Vicars 
testified that the music is turned on at all hours ofthe day. Whenever the arena sound 
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system is turned on, the music C3.il be heard clearly witrtin the Plaintiffs' yard and 
patio area. 
47. There have been several instances where Nez Perce County Sheriff deputies have 
responded to calls from the Mc Vicars regarding noise complaints. On March 28, 
2007, a complaint was made at 12:30 in the afternoon. The individual using the arena 
told the deputy that the outside speakers may have been on when he first turned the 
sound system on. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 271. 
48. On April 15, 2007, Julie McVicars phoned in another noise complaint to the sheriffs 
office at 6: 11 p.m. Wnen the officers arrived the music had been turned off. The 
Christensens informed the officers they had purchased a decibel meter and were 
testing the equipment. The Christensens stated the decibel reader measured the noise 
level at 70 decibels. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 274. 
49. On October 12,2007, deputies again responded to the arena for a noise complaint at 
6:00 p.m. When the deputies arrived, John McVicars was at the arena confronting 
Bret Christensen about the music. Ivtr. Mc Vicars was required to leave the 
Christensen property. In an ongoing effort to mediate, the deputy discussed with the 
Mc Vicars a sound level they found acceptable, then he returned to the arena. The 
deputy informed Dr. Christensen that the lower music level was more acceptable. Dr. 
Christensen marked this volume on his sound system vv1th a note that the sound 
should never be louder than this level. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 272. During the same call, 
another deputy suggested Dr. Christensen may want to lower the speakers, which may 
help alleviate the noise complaints. The deputies also informed Dr. Christensen that 
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music playing past 10:00 p.m. could be cited for disturbing the peace. Plaintiffs' 
Exhibit 273. 
50. The last complaint called into the sheriff's office occurred on November 19, 2008, at 
7:00 p.m., when Mrs. McVicars reported what appeared to be a lot of vehicles at the 
arena. The sound system was being used by an individual giving direction while Dr. 
Christensen and his acquaintances rode horses. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 275. 
51. Twice when deputies responded to noise complaints, they stated that they could hear 
the music, but that it was not too loud or at an intolerable leveL Plaintiffs' Exhibits 
271 and 272. The Plaintiffs testified that the music had been loud enough on 
occasion that they could not speak on the phone in the house. Mostly, however, there 
is a constant invasion of the Plaintiffs' pool and patio area of music over which the 
Plaintiffs have no control. Use of their patio area is often disturbed due to the 
continuous playing of country and western music. In addition, the lack of insulation 
and composition of the building creates a stereo effect where the music may not 
sound too loud in the arena, but can still be clearly heard on the McVicars' patio. 
52. Julie Mc Vicars retired from working prior to the time the building was constructed 
and she planned to enjoy her retirement time reading on her patio and working in her 
garden. Julie Mc Vicars testified she can rarely sit out on her patio without hearing the 
constant music playing from the arena. 
53. William McVicars, John McVicars' father, and Bob Earp, his brother-in-law, both 
testified that family events have been disturbed due to noise coming from the arena, 
either in the form of music or from vehicles. 
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Increased traffic and greater number of people utilizing the Defendants' 
arena/property 
54. The construction ofthe arena has also caused an increase of traffic directly behind the 
Plaintiffs' home. The traffic has increased even more so since the Defendants began 
selling hay to the public. The addition of hay sales has increased traffic in the form of 
a semi-truck which delivers hay, as well as individuals who come to the arena to 
purchase hay. When hay is delivered or sold, a tractor is utilized for loading and 
unloading. Further, several people stable horses on the propeliy which increases the 
amount of traffic driving onto the property. These people also utilize the 
Christensens' six-wheeler to transport hay from the arena to the stables. Pickup 
trucks often tow horse trailers to the arena. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 31, 38, 39,47, 56-
59,61,62,64- 70,72,73,76,80,85,87,89,97,99,100-104,107,109,110,114, 
115, 117, 118, 128, 133-135, 146, 148, 156- 160, 166, 1 1 178,179,180,181, 
199,201. At night, the headlights from the vehicles often shine into the McVicars' 
home. 
55. The Christensens installed a gravel roadway for purposes of accessing the arena. The 
roadway is next to the McVicars' north and west property lines. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 
1-3. The roadway provides the only route for vehicle access to the fabric building 
fi:om Thiessen Road. 
56. Rodney Klimar testified he delivers hay to the Christensens. He drives on the gravel 
road and then enters the barn with his semi-truck. .Mr. Kllmar uses the Christensens' 
tractor to unload the hay. Mr. KlImar estimated he delivered 500-600 tons of hay to 
the property in 2010. The truck loads of hay consist of approximately 20 tons. Vlhen 
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Mr. Kilmar delivers hay, it takes between half a.11 hour to an hour to unload the truck. 
The barn door is open while the hay is unloaded. 
57. Julie McVicars testitled that traffic can be on theQ:ravel road to the arena for hav 
~ -' 
sales any time from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. There is a constant influx of individuals who 
access the building in conjunction with the sale of hay. This influx includes the 
Defendants vehicles as well as other vehicles including semi-trucks that deliver the 
hay, a tractor to unload the hay, private vehicles which pick up hay, and a six-wheeler 
that is used by individuals who stable their horses at the Christensen property and 
feed their horses daily. 
58. Julie McVicars believes the building cannot be used by the public, and she has 
documented in detail the individuals who have used the building. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 
41-47,56-59,61,62,64-70,72, 76,80,85,87-91,97-105,107-115,117-120,125, 
126, 128, 130, 131, 133-139, 146-175. Julie McVicars is disturbed by the traffic that 
has been generated since the construction of the building, especially when the 
Christensens allovv'ed a horse clinic to be held on the property in 2007. 
Increased amount of dust 
59. The McVicars' property is invaded by dust and noise as a result of the increased 
amount of traffic along their property line. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 127, 145. John and 
Julie Mc Vicars testified the wind blows predominantly from the area west of their 
property and during the sum.'l1er months the amount of dust that is generated becomes 
unbearable at times. Wnen vehicles drive along the road, dust is generated. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 65, 76, 85, 87, 88, 108, 111, 118, 120, and 121. There are on 
average 7 to 8 vehicles which travel in and out of the area every day. Also, because 
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the area is no longer a grassy pasture, there is no dust control on the property in 
general. 
60. Additional gravel has been added to the roadway by the Christensens since the 
construction of the fabric building. A white vinyl fence was installed on the eastern 
boundary of the Christensens' property. These additions have not eliminated the 
generation of dust from the roadway. In addition, in 2010 the Christensens had arbor 
vitae bushes planted along the eastern side of the fabric building. 
61. Clayton Steele, air quality manager at the Idaho Department of Environmental 
Quality (hereinafter "DEQ"), visited the Christensens' property after his department 
received complaints from the Mc Vicars. Defendants' Exhibit 1. Based upon the 
information gathered from investigations occurring on August 1, 2008 and July 17, 
2009, Mr. Steele found there were no violations noted from his visits which 
established a violation of DEQ air quality rules. Therefore, the Defendants were not 
required to initiate a DEQ air quality program. The investigation centered on whether 
there was evidence of fugitive dust leaving the Defendants' property. Mr. Steele 
stated that although DEQ could not determine there was a violation based upon the 
information DEQ had gathered, he suggested "you and your neighbor could work 
together to suppress the dust on the gravel road adjacent to your property." 
Defendants' Exhibit 1. Mr. Steele suggested various types of dust suppressants. 
There is no evidence that any type of dust suppressant has been used on the gravel 
roadways adjacentto the McVicars' property lines. 
62. After the building was constructed, Dr. Christensen had a French drain system 
installed to alleviate drainage issues caused by the building. Dr. Christensen testified 
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that he believes the building itself allows for greater dust abatement because an 
outdoor arena would be dustier and noisier than the indoor arena. 
63. There was one instance where John McVicars resorted to spraying the Christensen 
property with sprinklers in a,'1 effort to abate the dust in the sUITLmertime, Tnis resort 
to self-help resulted in making the Christensen property very muddy and did not help 
alleviate the tension between the parties. 
Odor from manure piles, flies, and piled debris 
64. There is evidence odor, dust and flies have accumulated from the concentration of the 
horse operation in the area behind the McVicars' home in addition to the dust 
generated from the greater amount of traffic. Odor is especially prevalent from 
manure piles which are located not far from the Plaintiffs' bedroom window. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibits 51,60,63, 71, 74, 75, 78, 79,81,82,84, 106, 116, 123, 142, 144, 
145, 176, 192, and 193. 
65. Dr. Christensen testified manure is either hauled away, or spread on pastureland or 
given away as fertilizer. Dr. Christensen explained that when he maintained higher 
numbers of horses there was more manure on the property and that it was only 
gathered and removed in the springtime, similar to the manner he learned as a child 
growing up on a ranch. 
66. The manure is piled in order to allow it to generate heat to prevent germination of 
seeds from weeds. Manure is also removed from the property by trailer load. Dr. 
Christensen testified that manure is a natural result from farming and manure 
accumulation is typical in the Tammany Creek area He also places fly predators in 
the manure pile and uses other forms of fly management Dr. Christensen testified 
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there were no complaints about odor from manure prior to the construction of the 
building. 
67. From 2008 to present, during the summer months, the Defendants have allowed 
children who participate in 4-H to raise pigs in the area that is north of the arena and 
west of the Plaintiffs' property. The manure pile is only removed twice a year. In the 
summer months the odor from the manure and animals is heightened, and even more 
pungent as a result of the pigs. The smell is especially noticeable from the McVicars' 
patio and through their windows. 
68. Amity Larsen, of the State of Idaho Division of Animal Industries, visited the 
Christensens' property on four occasions from November, 2007 to February, 2010. 
Ms. Larsen is a livestock investigator and her position involves investigating animal 
health issues and safeguarding the health of livestock. Three of Ms. Larsen's visits to 
the property were due to complaints from the Mc Vicars. \\Then Ms. Larsen inspected 
the property she found the facility in good repair and well maintained. The animals 
on the property were in good condition and health. 
69. Ms. Larsen observed two piles of manure when visiting the property in April, 2009; 
however, she testified she did not consider the amount of manure to be large 
considering the amount of animals housed on the property. Ms. Larsen noted that 
manure could be smelled when there was a light wind, but she noted the odor was not 
excessive. Ms. Larsen testified she did not visit the property during the summer 
months, nor did she visit the property when pigs were present. 
70. At one time there was a pile oflarge debris to the west of the entry way to the 
building, but that area has been filled and now is a place to park trailers. Plaintiffs' 
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Exhibits 50, 54, 95. Dr. Christensen also explained that debris was piled for purposes 
of filling a hole. The hole has since been filled and the area is now used for 
additional parking. 
Evolution of Christensens' hay sales business and concerns regarding public use of 
the building 
71. The use of the structure has evolved from simply being an indoor riding arena and 
hay storage facility, as indicated on the initial siting permit. In May, 2006, Pat 
Rockefeller was in communication with Nez Perce County Civil Deputy Prosecutor, 
Jack Little, regarding horse clinics that were advertised at the arena. The 
Christens ens were informed the building, as an agricultural building, could not be 
used for public events. See Plaintiffs} Exhibit 280. 
72. Mr. Little, now no longer a deputy prosecutor, testified regarding an email he sent to 
Pat Rockefeller regarding private versus public use of the arena. There was some 
discussion regarding the amount of hay sales and whether the sales resulted in 
commercial or private use. Mr. Little characterized one hay customer per week as 
private use of the arena, however, seven customers per week ventured into the area of 
commercial use. 
73. On July 9, 2009, Mr. Rockefeller informed the Christensens that a conditional use 
permit was required for the sale of all agricultural items not grown on their property. 
PlaintiffS' Exhibit 288. The County issued a conditional use permit for the sale of hay 
to the Christensens on June 1, 2010. Defendants' Exhibit K. l\1r. Rockefeller testified 
that other individuals in the Tammany Creek area also sell hay to the public. Frank 
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Dillon, another resident of t.~e Tammany Creek area testified that he sells 1,000 to 
2,000 tons of hay per year from his bam. 
74. Dr. Christensen testified he initially planned to store hay for his own animals, but as 
time went by he found there \vas a real need for hay sales in the region. In addition, 
the hay sales support his small ranching/horse raising business. Dr. CrlTistensen 
originally held a license from the State of Idaho in order to sell hay and when that 
program was discontinued he applied for the conditional use permit issued by the 
County. 
75. There were varying accounts of public use of the building, including the previously 
mentioned horse riding clinic held on the premises in 2007. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 280, 
285. Participants of the horse clinic paid a fee to the instructor who operated the 
clinic. After being informed by the county that this type of public use was not 
permitted in an agricultural building, Dr. Christensen testified that no more horse 
riding clinics have been held in the arena. 
76. The most prevalent public use of the building is generated from the commercial hay 
sales. The hay selling aspect of the Christensens' ranchinglhorse operation has grown 
since 2007. Dr. Christensen explained he does not vie\v selling hay as a public use 
because he only sells the hay by appointment. Regardless of the method of the sales, 
there has been a significant increase of traffic on the property, and much of this traffic 
is a direct result of people other than the Christensen family delivering or purchasing 
hay. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 286 documents the Christensen's hay sales from 2007 
through June 23, 2010. 
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77. The Defendants publicly advertise t.~at hay is available for purchase via a sign that 
can be seen on their property from Tammany Creek Road. The Defendllilts also 
advertise by word of mouth. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 55. The hay that is for sale is not 
grown directly on L~e property adjoiring the building, it is delivered to the arena by 
semi-truck. Plaintiffs' Exhibits 65, 107, 117, 118, 134, and 138. Buyers can 
purchase hay and pick it up at the arena or the Christensens often deliver hay from the 
building to others. The use of the building by a variety of people other than the 
Christensen family has been documented by several pictures. See Plaintiffs' Exhibits 
107-191. 
Interference of the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of property as a result of noise, 
dust, flies, odors and traffic 
78. John and Julie McVicars both testified their family cannot enjoy the patio and pool 
area because there is now traffic, dust, the smell of pigs and horses, and noise from 
inside the arena. The family used to utilize this area regularly for socializing and 
family get-togethers. Mrs. McVicars testified that they used to hold family functions 
at their home regularly, even including her daughter's wedding. Now, they rarely 
have company at their home because the odor, dust and noise make it difficult to 
enjoy their patio area. 
79. William McVicars and Bob Earp testified that family functions can no longer be held 
on the patio area because the tractor noise, flies, dust, and odors are terrible. William 
Mc Vicars described three family functions in which his family was not able to enjoy 
the McVicars' patio area-his 75th birthday, a 2008 graduation party and an Easter 
dinner were all marred by tractor noise, flies, dust, and terrible odors. Julie Mc Vicars 
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testified that the odors from the Christensens property are almost constant. She 
referred to one farnily birthday party where they counted over 300 flies in the pool 
and patio area. 
80. The Plaintiffs' patio and pool area used to be a private area. The characteristics of the 
McVicars' pool and patio, as well as their backyard are illustrated in Plaintiffs' 
Exhibits 198, 204, and 205. Due to the continuous use of the arena a.'1d horse 
operations located behind the Plaintiffs' home, the area is no longer private. 
81. Julie Mc Vicars testified the presence of the building has affected her health because 
she feels stress that she never used to endure. She has suffered from regular loss of 
sleep and must take medication in order to fall asleep at night. She hoped to enjoy 
her retirement at her home but the distress she feels as a result of the building causes 
her to not want to stay at her home. John Mc Vicars testified he feels stress now that 
he did not used to have before the building was constructed. William Mc Vicars and 
Robert Earp both observed that the McVicars seem to be affected by stress and 
frustration and are not as happy as they used to be prior to the construction of the 
fabric building. The Mc Vicars often leave their property on weekends to escape the 
situation at their house. They typically go to another property they own, near Coeur 
d' Alene, Idaho. 
82. John and Julie McVicars testified that the construction of the fabric building resulted 
in a significant change to the character of their home. William Mc Vicars and Robert 
Earp's testimony also supported this characterization. Further, William McVicars 
testified that the Mc Vicars lifestyle has changed tremendously since the construction 
of the building. 
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83. Robert Earp agreed that in the past the family used to meet and socialize at the 
Mc Vicars' home at least once a month or everv other month. He also a!=:reed that , ~ 
there has been a drastic change in the setting of McVicars' home. The piles of 
manure smell bad when there is any breeze, and the area is dusty \vith debris in the air 
because there is no dust control. Usually music can be heard coming from the arena. 
84. ".tI.1r. Earp also explained that he used to reside on Richardson Street, in Lev,riston. His 
residence overlooked the Tammany Creek area, and he testified that he could clearly 
see the fabric building from there. He compared the view of the building to a circus 
tent and also testified the building is very bright at night when the lights are on. Mr. 
Earp explained the McVicars' home used to be a beautiful setting, but, as a result of 
the construction of the arena, the area is now kind of foul from manure, smell, debris 
and dust. 
85. Jennifer Menegas, a local real estate agent, also described the property before and 
after the construction of the arena. Prior to the construction of the arena Ms. 
Menegas described the Mc Vicars' property as pristine and peaceful with beautiful 
views. Ms. Menegas returned to the McVicars' property two years ago and stated it 
was hard not to notice the large building. She described the property as dusty and 
noisy due to trucks, cars, and music. The loudspeaker was obnoxious. Ms. Menegas 
stated she wouldn't want to be on the back patio ever. The changes on the 
Christensen property made it so the back patio area was undesirable. 
Devaluation of Plaintiffs' property 
86. Terry Rudd has been a real estate appraiser since 1957. He is licensed in Idaho and 
Washington. Mr. Rudd prepared a report of the value ofthe McVicars' property. 
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Plaint~fJs' Exhibit 278. Mr. Rudd compared the before and after value of the 
McVicars' property with houses similarly affected and sold. He also referred to 
another appraisal, done by appraiser Rand LeVv1s. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 279. Mr. Rudd 
concluded the value of the property before the fabric building was constructed was 
$834,600. Mr. Rudd concluded that the current value of the property is an estimated 
26% loss in value, or a loss of $217,000. Don Kerby has been a real estate appraiser 
for twenty-four years. He testified that Rudd's calculation of the value of the 
property before the fabric building was constructed was thoroughly considered. Mr. 
Kerby did not disagree with this amount. However, Mr. Kerby did not feel that I\1r. 
Rudd's comparisons and calculation of the after value of the property followed 
generally accepted appraisal practices. Mr. Kerby did not offer an estimation of the 
loss in value. 
87. Real estate agent Jennifer Menegas has been a licensed agent for 16 years. Ms. 
Menegas testified that prior to the construction of the fabric building, she would have 
listed the McVicars' property for 1.3 to 1.6 million dollars. In Ms. Menegas' opinion, 
the construction of the fabric building devalued the McVicars' property by twenty-
five to thirty percent in a good market. However, in today's market, the house would 
be difficult if not impossible to sell. 
88 .. Another realtor, Kristen Gibson, testified regarding the character of the Defendants' 
property as a well-maintained, better than average horse property. She testified the 
Christensen property is used in a manner consistent with the Tammany Creek area. 
Ms. Gibson did not have an opinion on the value of the McVicars' propeliy and did 
not testify regarding the devaluation of McVicars' property. 
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Observations from neighbors and customers regarding the Christensen property 
89. Neighbors of both of the parties and customers who purchase hay from the 
Christensens testified regarding either the maintenllilce of the Christensens' property 
or their use of the Christensens' property. The majority of these individuals are 
fellow equestrians. 
90. MorIa Moser has visited the property since the building was constructed in 2006. She 
testified the property was probably maintained better than other acreage in the area. 
Ms. Moser purchases hay from the Christensens. 
91. Frank Dillon is a neighbor from the area who has visited ClLristensens' property. Mr. 
Dillon testified the property was average or above average in comparison with other 
properties in the Tammany Creek area. Mr. Dillon testified he also stores and sells 
hay from his property, and that manure piles were common in the Tammany Creek 
area. 
92. Charles Lamm lives to the west of the Christensens. Mr. Lamm testified he believed 
the property was one of the cleanest, tidiest, most organized ranches or small farms he 
has been on. Iv1r. Lamm also purchases hay from Christens ens. 
93. Tatnmy Long, a Christensen hay customer, testified the property was neat when she 
visited; however, most of her hay is delivered. 
94. Joe Smith, a local horse trainer, also purchases hay from the Christensens. Mr. Smith 
compared the Christensen property to the Lewiston Roundup grounds and the 4gers 
Club, which are in the vicinity of the property. He also characterized the property as 
a high end operation that would be similar to horse boarding facilities and arenas 
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found in larger cities. Mr. Smith testified the Christensens' property is consistent 
with the area because many people have riding arenas in the Tarr..many Creek area. 
95. Paula Pintar boards a horse on the Christensen property. She testified she visits the 
property every day when her horse is boarded there, generally during the fall and 
winter. Ms. Pintar testified the property is kept neat, with manure in a pile away from 
the stalls. Ms. Pintar also purchases hay from the Christensens. 
96. Dale Valentine is a customer who purchases hay from the Christensens. He testified 
that when he visits the property to purchase hay, it is a well maintained place and a 
nice looking facility. 
97. Gordon Mohr stables his horses on the Christensen property. Mr. Mohr exercises 
some of Christensens' horses in trade for what he would be charged for stable rental 
fees. I\1r. Mohr testified the property is clean and nicer thili'1 most. He also testified 
that he listens to the radio in the arena, aIld is often on the property four to five hours 
a day, three to five days a week. 
Structural safety of the fabric building and potential of fire hazard 
98. The structural and fire safety of the building were addressed at length. Rick Keane, a 
land developer, \vas hired by the Defendants to construct the foundation for the fabric 
building. Mr. Keane testified the foundation of the building is thirty inches at the 
southern end to five and half feet deep at the northern end. Defendants' Exhibit P. 
99. Mr. Keane testified that the foundation is only twelve to fifteen inches deep on the 
south west comer because there is a rock shelflocated in that area. For purposes of 
constructing the foundation in the south west comer, Mr. Keane roto-ha..1llIilered pegs 
into the rock every five feet and poured concrete over these. Mr. Keane poured the 
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foundation in a monolitr..ic manner, where the top of the foundation is poured into a 
form, but at the bottom the concrete spreads out into an earthen trench. Anchor bolts 
were placed along the foundation to connect to the steel frame of the building. 
100. Eighty-eight yards of concrete were delivered by Atlas Concrete to construct the 
foundation. Defendants' Exhibit C. Mr. Keane testified that the building was built 
according to the specifications set forth in the Coverall building plan. He stated the 
plans for the building do not require a solid concrete floor system in the building. 
Defendants' Exhibit B. 
101. Warren Watts, a consulting engineer, also reviewed the Coverall building plans. 
Defendants' Exhibit B. Based upon the delivery of eighty-eight yards of concrete, 
Watts determined the average depth of the foundation was thirty-seven inches. 
However, for purposes of calculations related to the dead load of the building, \Vatts 
conservatively applied a thirty inch average. Based upon \Vatts' calculations, he 
determined the building met or exceeded the requirements called for in the building 
plans. Watts testified that the building did not require a concrete slab floor, and that 
the building would resist forces shoVvTI on the plan without a floor. Watts observed 
holes as depicted in Defendants' Exhibit P. 
102. Steve Johnson installed a French drain system next to the building in the fall of 
2006. Johnson exposed foundation on the east and west sides of the building, put in a 
six inch perforated pipe, and refilled the area with drain rock. The purpose of the 
French drain is to allow for water drainage because the building has no eaves or 
gutters. See Defendants' Exhibit E. Steve Johnson's testimony corroborated the 
testimony of Rick Keane regarding the foundation of the building. 
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103. Paul Duffau, a licensed home inspector, inspected the fabric building to determine 
whether there were safety concerns. Mr. Duffau noted there were no signs of stress in 
the steel structure. Further, I\1r. Duffau stated that the building has performed 
adequately over a three year test of time. Within this time frame there is no evidence 
of strain on the building as a result of high wind events which have occurred in the 
area. 
104. Larry Harris has been a structural engineer for 20 years. In August, 2009, he 
visited the structure for one to tvvo hours. He walked the perimeter inside and out 
looking for signs of distress and found none. 
105. Eric Arnson, a geotechnical engineer employed by AllWest Material Testing, 
Geotechnical Engineering, completed a plate bearing test to determine the bearing 
capacity ofthe soil under the building. Mr. Arnson determined the soil was of 
sufficient capacity for bearing the building. 
106. Robert Stapley, a civil and structural engineer licensed in the states of Idaho, 
Utah, Oregon, California, Washington and Nevada, testified regarding the structural 
stability of the fabric building. I\r1r. Stapley did a comprehensive inspection of the 
Christensens' fabric building in conjunction with fuidrew Abrams, a geotechnical 
engineer. Stapley selected various sites where holes were excavated for purposes of 
inspecting the foundation of the building. See Plaintiffs' Exhibit 209-224. Stapley 
testified that with lightweight fabric or metal buildings, the foundation size and depth 
are crucial due to the possibility of damage from wind uplift, not so much from the 
concern of damage from downward forces. Stapley testified the building does not 
have a foundation system which would safely resist uplift and horizontal loads that 
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occur when the building is exposed to wind loads as specified in the International 
Building Code. According to Stapley, the building does not comply with the 
provisions of the Ida.ho Building Code. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 228. 
107. Andrew Abrams, a geotechnical engineer employed by Strata Engineering, 
accompanied Robert Stapley to the site visit of the Christensen building. Mr. Abrams 
evaluated the soil conditions where the building is located, and also evaluated 
whether reinforcing steel (rebar) was used within the concrete foundation. In the 
locations where the engineers had holes dug, the foundation appeared to be J 2 inches 
wide a.'1d fourteen to eighteen inches deep. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 258. 
108. Scott Creighton, of Creighton Engineering Inc., testified regarding fire safety 
issues the fabric building poses. Mr. Creighton is a licensed Professional Engineer in 
the State ofldaho. Mr. Creighton considered four risk objectives-I: occupant life 
safety; neighbor property protection; 3: owner property protection; and 4: 
emergency responder life safety. 
109. Mr. Creighton summarized that inadequate spatial separation between the 
building and adjacent property lines fails to meet the requirements for neighbor 
property protection and emergency responder life safety. My. Creighton testified that 
the Plaintiffs' property and lives are at an unacceptable risk from the potential fire 
hazard created by the building. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 259. IY1r. Creighton also testified 
that in the event of a fire, the membrane material would typically shrink and shrivel, 
and not become airborne. ld. 
110. Douglas BroVvTI, a former fire fighter and Deputy Fire Chief for the City of 
Caldwell, Idaho, also testified regarding the fire safety of the building. Mr. Brown 
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believed the building is exempt from building code requirements because it is an 
agricultural building. Mr. Brown testified that storing hay within the building helped 
keep moisture from the hay, which was useful to lower the risk of spontaneous 
combustion. In addition, in comparison to outdoor hay storage, the building vvould 
contain a fire ili'1d act to prevent wind from spreading a fire. Mr. BrovvTI testified 
regarding the advantages of a fabric building as compared to a wood building in the 
event of a fire. In a fabric building the membrane simply disintegrates, whereas 
wooden buildings fuel a fire. Also, membrane covers allow firefighters to attack a 
fire more directly because it is easier to see and locate the fire. The membrane would 
also act as a fire barrier if a fire was started in an adjacent wheat field. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
The Plaintiffs assert claims of private and public nuisance arising from the 
Defendants' construction of the fabric building and use of their property which lies west 
of the Plaintiffs' property. I.e. § 52-101 defines nuisance as "[a]nything which is 
injurious to health or morals, or is indecent, or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction 
to the free use of property, so as to interfere Vv1th the comfortable enjoyment of life or 
property." Public nuisance is defined as "one which affects at the same time an entire 
community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, although the extent 
of the annoyance or damage inflicted upon individuals may be unequaL" I.e. § 52-102. 
Conversely, "[e]very nuisance not defined by law as a public nuisance or a moral 
nuisance, is private." I.e. § 52-107. 
It is the Plaintiffs burden to show a clear case supporting their right to relief. 
An injunction may issue to restrain a threatened or anticipated nuisance 
when it clearly appears that a nuisance will necessarily result from the 
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contemplated act or thing sought to be enjoined .... In order to obtain an 
injunction against, or the abatement of, an alleged nuisance, the 
complaining party must show a clear case supporting his right to relief. 
Larsen v. Village of Lava Hot Springs, 88 Idaho 64, 72-73, 396 P.2d 471,476 (1964) 
(internal citations omitted). Former civil jury instruction IDJI 490 sets forth the elements 
which must be proven to establish a nuisance.4 
The plaintiff has the burden of proving each of the follO\ving propositions: 
1. That the plaintiff O\vns [an interest in] land [or the buildings (structures) 
on land]: 
2. That the defendant has engaged in a course of conduct which 
a. " . 
b. is umeasonably injurious to the health; or 
c. is umeasonably offensive to the senses; or 
d. obstructs plaintiffs free use of his land or buildings (structures); 
3. That, under all the circumstances, the defendant's course of conduct 
umeasonably interferes with the plaintiffs enjoyment of his property or 
with the enjoyment of his life while using the property; 
4. The nature and extent of the damages and the amount thereof. 
Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341, 346, 900 P.2d 1352, 1357 (1995). American 
Jurisprudence 2d provides a general discussion of nuis<L.'1ce law. 
According to some courts, a nuisance is the invasion of the plaintiff s 
interest in the reasonable use and enjoyment of his or her land, a..rrything 
which interferes with one's use, possession, or enjoyment of his or her 
. property, or which renders its ordinary use or physical occupation 
uncomfortable, anything which materially lessens the enjoyment of 
property or the physical comfort of persons in their homes, and an 
interference with the use and enjoyment of land including conduct on 
property disturbing the peaceful, quiet, and undisturbed use and enjoyment 
of nearby property. That is, nuisance is the umeasonable, unusual, or 
unnatural use of one's property so that it substantially LlTIpairs the right of 
another to peacefully enjoy his or her property. Further, any use of 
property by one which gives offense to or endangers the life or health, 
violates the laws of decency, umeasonably pollutes the air with foul, 
4 IDn 490 and 491 were eliminated from the Idaho Civil Jury Instructions in 2003. 
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noxious odors or smoke, or obstructs the reasonable and comfortable use 
and enjoyment of the property of another may be a nuisance. 
58 Am. Jur. 2d Nuisances § 32 (2010). For purposes of analysis, vihether the Plaintiffs 
have established clear evidence of a private nuisance resulting from the Defendants' use 
of their property \\Iill first be considered. Then, the question of whether the nuisance is 
public, or "one which affects at the same time an entire community or neighborhood, or 
any considerable number of persons" will then be addressed. I.e. § 102. 
1. Private nuisance 
There are a variety of Idaho cases which have addressed whether the actions of 
one property owner resulted in a private nuisance, or umeasonable interference with the 
neighboring property owner's enjoyment of his property or the enjoyment of his life 
while using his property. Agricultural uses of property have been determined to be 
private nuisances. See Crea v. Crea, 135 Idaho 246,16 PJd 922 (2000)(the presence of 
offensive odors and a copious number of nies from a neighboring hog farm were a 
private nuisance); Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341,900 P.2d 1 (1995) (sufficient 
evidence established a cattle feedlot was a private nuisance where offensive odors, 
unusual amounts of dust and an increased amount of flies affected neighbors) Sweet v. 
Ballentyne, 8 Idaho 431,69 P. 995 (1902)(nuisance as a result of the herding of a large 
band of sheep near the homes of settlers, resulting in an offensive smell) 
Other cases considered the placement of baseball fields in residential 
neighborhoods and the affect of noise, lights, and crowds on the neighboring residences. 
In Hansen v. Independent School Dist. No.1, 61 Idaho 109,98 P.2d 959 (1939), the 
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Court determined that under particular circurnstances5 night baseball games were a 
nuisance and injunctive relief was ordered. However, in another case involving a 
recreational sports field, Corp. of Presiding Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints v. Ashton, 92 Idaho 571, 578,448 P.2d 185,192 (1968), there was not clear 
evidence to support a nuisance determination. In this case there was conflicting 
testimony from surrounding neighbors regarding whether they were adversely affected by 
the use of lights and activity at the lighted recreational field which was located in a 
residential zone. 
M.cNichols v. J R. Simplot Co., 74 Idaho 321, 262 P.2d 1012 (1953) sets forth 
guiding factors to be considered and weighed when determining whether a neighboring 
property is a private nuisance. The McNichols Court considered whether a phosphate 
fertilizer plant constituted a nuisance to its neighbor, a nightclub/residence, which was 
built later in time in the neighboring industrial area. 
[\At1hether respondents' plant constituted a nuisance depended upon its operation 
being reasonable under all circumstances, considering the location of the 
respective premises in connection with the respective dates of their occupancy 
and construction and operation by respondents and appellants; that appellants, in 
effect, moved into the industrial neighborhood when the phosphate fertilizer 
plant was in operation, though later enlarged; and appellants had full knowledge 
of the situation at the time they built their night club and remodeled their 
residence . 
. . . [T]he rights of a property OViller to peaceful enjoyment of his property 
free from injurious interference by unreasonable odors, dust, smoke fumes or 
stenches, judged by common sense, not super-sensitive standards; 
inconsequentialness of the relative size or importance of the respective 
businesses (relative benefit or loss is a pertinent factor); and that modern 
construction, appliances or operation do not justify continuation of what is 
nevertheless a nuisance. That what is reasonable under all circumstances is the 
guiding criterion, considering the relative time of construction of the plant and 
5 In Hansen, the particular circumstances which established a nuisance were" the flooding of appellants' 
homes with excessive light; preventing or hindering sleep and rest; creation of excessive noise; trespass of 
balls and people, and parking of automobiles in such a manner as to greatly hinder ingress to and egress 
from appellants' property." Jd. at 116, 98 P.2d at 961. 
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the night club and what appellants knew or should have known of conditions 
when they built, and concomitant, but non-actionable incidents of an industrial 
neighborhood. 
McNichols, 74 Idaho at 324-25,262 P.2d at 1014. 
In the case at hand, the cumulative effect of the Defendants' use of their property 
west of the Plaintiffs' home since the fabric building was constructed results in a private 
nuisance. The Defendants use of this portion of their property unreasonably interferes 
with the Plaintiffs' enjoyment oftheir property or with the enjoyment of the Plaintiffs' 
lives while using the property. Wilen the factors are considered in their entirety, there is 
clear evidence to support the Plaintiffs' private nuisance claim. 
a. Size and placement of the fabric building 
The Defendants' decision to construct a fabric building of momentous size and 
then place this structure within a stone's throw of their neighbor's home is not reasonable 
under all circumstances.6 The building dimensions are 120 feet wide by 260 feet long, or 
31,200 square feet of floor space. The breadth of the building looms over the Plaintiffs' 
home and is accentuated even more so on nights when light emanates from the structure. 
In an aerial photo which encompasses the entire Tammany Creek area the Defendants' 
building is easily located due to its large size.7 
Dr. Christensen testified that they elected to place the building at the 
southemmost point of their property in part to ma.ximize the beneficial use of their 
6 Several people testified that the fabric building was a well built facility and one of the nicer looking 
structures in the Tammany Creek area. See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 89-97. The 
quality of material used in the structure does not diminish the fact that the building is unusually large and 
unlike any other indoor arena in the area. 
7 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 29-30. Defendants' Exhibit S represents the entire 
Tammany Creek area. Christensens' building is easily located on the map due to its size. The only other 
buildings of comparable size are the Lewiston Roundup grounds and Lucky Acres arena. The Court is 
unaware of a private indoor arena or bam on the map that is similar in dimension to the Christensens' 
building. 
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property. 8 \Vhile the placement of the building might maximize the use of the 
Defendants' property and benefit their ranching/horse operation, this does not establish 
that the placement was reasonable, or based upon a common sense approach. There is no 
indication that the Defendants made any consideration of the effect of the placement of 
the building upon the Mc Vicars when they placed the building 23 feet from the property 
line, 60 feet from the McVicars' pool and patio area, and approximately 90 feet from the 
their home. The Court is not persuaded that this is the only location on the Defendants' 
property that the building could have been placed. It is not lost upon this Court that the 
building is placed upon the Defendants' property in a man..T1er that is the least obtrusive to 
the Defendants' residence. The building is not placed near the Defendants' home, nor 
does it detract from the overall appearance of the Defendants' property. However, the 
site was selected with little or no consideration of the impact the building might have on 
the neighbors. 
Further, this is not a case where the complainant moved to the nuisance. See 
McNichols, 74 Idaho at 324-25, 262 P.2d at 1014. The Plaintiffs were first in time, 
having resided on their property for over fifteen years before the building was 
constructed. The installation of the fabric building in such close proximity of their home 
has resulted in the loss of the Plaintiffs' enjoyment of their home. The Defendants could 
have reasonably anticipated that the Plaintiffs would be negatively impacted by the 
installation of the massive structure. Placing a building of this magnitude in such close 
proximity is unreasonably offensive to the senses, and under all the circumstances 
unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' enjoyment of their property. 
8 See supra text accompanying Finding of Fact No. 31. 
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b. Changes in the use of the Defendants' property located west of the 
Plaintiffs' home 
The Defendants contend that the use oftheir property has not changed in 
character because the property has always been used for agricultural pursuits.9 This 
argument is unpersuasive for many reasons. First, the size of the building is unlike any 
other structure that was located upon the property. Second, as vvill be discussed in detail 
below, there is substru'1tial traffic traveling and out of the property directly along the 
Plaintiffs' property line. The placement of the fabric building and the installation of the 
roadway resulted in centralizing the Defendants' ranch/horse operation in the area 
directly behind the Mc Vicars' home. lO The prior agricultural activities that took place on 
the Christensen property were not centralized and concentrated to this portion of the 
property, nor did the former agricultural activities reach out to members of the pUblic. 
The area behind the Plaintiffs' house is no longer a private area. The placement 
of the access roadway next to the property line sandwiched the Plaintiffs' property 
between two roadways-Thiessen Road to the east, and the Christensens' access road to 
the west. The Christensen property is utilized by more than just the Christensen family; 
and it is unpredictable to determine how many people will use the access roadway, or 
what types of vehicles \\lill travel along the access roadway.l! The Plaintiffs could not 
have anticipated this change to the character of their property when the Christensens 
became their neighbors. The loss of privacy obstructs the Plaintiffs' free use of their 
land, especially their pool and patio area. Under all the circumstances the Defendants' 
9 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact No. 8-9. 
10 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 32-37. 
11 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 54-57. 
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course of conduct unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' enjoyment of their property 
and enjoyment of their lives while using their property. 
c. Building lights and sound system 
The lighting installed on the interior and exterior of the building interferes with 
the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of their property. There are evenings when the lights 
illuminate the Plaintiffs house, in particular the Plaintiffs' bedroom, interfering with the 
Plaintiffs' ability to sleep. Wilen the lights are used in the fabric building, the use is not 
similar to a typical barn. The lighting is magnified as a result of the composition and lack 
of insulation of the building. The illuminating effect was best described as a glow 
emanating from the entire stmcture. 12 The glowing effect is much brighter than a yard 
light, instead it is fu'1alogous to lights used on outdoor sports fields. The usage pattern of 
the lights is unscheduled and it is unpredictable to determine when the lights will be left 
on later into the evening. The unpredictable usage pattern of the lights, in conjunction 
with the brightness of the lights, unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' use and 
enjoyment of their home. See Hansen v. Independent School Dist. No. i, 61 Idaho 109, 
98 P.2d 959 (1939). 
The building also contains commercial grade speakers which are suspended from 
the center ceiling of the building. There is no insulation within the building to muftle the 
sound which comes from the speakers. 13 The sound system is utilized by the Defendants 
as well as guests who visit the arena. 14 The usage pattern of the stereo system is 
unscheduled and it is unpredictable when the system will be used and for what duration 
the music \vi.11 play. There is also an unexpected result when music is played on the 
12 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 38-44. 
13 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 45-53. 
14 See supra text accompanying Finding of Fact No. 97. 
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sOlh'1d system. The music might not sound too loudly inside the fabric building; however 
it can be heard clearly from the McVicars' patio area. \"\t'bile the county does not have a 
sound ordinance limiting the volume level of the stereo, the constant influx of music at all 
times of the day and evening is unreasonably offensive to the senses. The constantly 
playing music interferes with the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of their property, and is 
one factor which has limited the Plaintiffs from entertaining guests at their home. 
d. Increased traffic results in the loss of Plaintiffs' privacy and an increased 
amount of dust 
The placement of the gravel roadway parallel to the neighbors' fence provides the 
only access to the fabric building. 15 Traffic traverses the roadway directly behind the 
Plaintiffs' home daily in order to access the arena and the Christensens' horse facilities. 
There are a variety ofvehicles16 which travel on the roadway, including pickup trucks 
hauling horse trailers, the vehicles of private parties who purchase hay from the 
Defendants, semi-trucks and utility vehicles. 17 
The Defendants' expa11ding hay sales business has generated more traffic. The 
roadway is used at inconsistent and unpredictable hours. I 8 A tractor is also used when 
hay is loaded or unloaded and vehicles also may tow trailers in order to transport hay. 
The increased amount of traffic adds to the Plaintiffs' loss of privacy. 19 In 
addition, the increased amount of traffic generates dust and vehicle noise which 
15 See supra text accompanying Finding of Fact No. 55. 
16 Traffic is not limited to the immediate Christensen family. Friends of the Christensens travel along the 
roadway, as well as customers who stable horses or purchase hay. Semi-trucks also travel the roadway to 
deliver loads of hay in the arena. 
17 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 54-58. 
18 There was ample testimony to establish that hay can be delivered by semi-truck to the building during the 
early morning or later evening hours. Further, individuals who stable horses on the propelty retrieve hay 
from the arena at differing hours during the day. wnile the hours are unpredictable, there is no evidence of 
traffic through the night. 
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unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of their property.20 Dust is 
generated in varying amounts depending upon the time of year and the condition of the 
roadway. Dust generated from travel on the roadway often travels to the Plaintiffs' 
property due to the location ofthe roadway. 
There was evidence that the amount of generated dust may not be sufficient to 
require the DEQ to implement a fugitive dust program on the Defendants' property; 
however, the DEQ analysis does not refute the fact that dust is generated and it negatively 
impacts the Plaintiffs' property. The dust interferes \vith the Plaintiffs' use and 
enjoyment of their property, in particular the Plaintiffs' use of their pool and patio area. 
There was testimony that the Plaintiffs were unable to enjoy visiting with company or 
hold family functions outside because of the excessive amount of dust. 
e. Odor from manure piles, flies, and piled debris 
Large piles of manure are produced from the animals raised on the Defendants' 
horse ranch. These piles are located in the area directly behind the Plaintiffs' horne. 
There is clear evidence of odor emanating from the Defendants' property that is offensive 
to the senses.21 The odor is stronger during the surnrner months as a result of the warmer 
weather and also because pigs are kept in this area as welL22 The odor invades the 
Plaintiffs' property and home. 
Consequently, along with odor, a great number offties exist. The manure is piled 
in order to generate heat that kills weed seeds. The manure piles are only removed twice 
19 The Plaintiffs' loss of privacy is discussed earlier in conjunction with the changes in the use of the 
Defendants' property. See supra, page 39. 
20 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 59-63. 
21 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 64-70. 
22 The Christens ens do not raise pigs in conjunction with their ranching/horse operation, however, they 
allow children who participate in 4H to house the pigs they raise for fair projects in this area. See supra 
texi accompanymg Finding of Fact No. 67. 
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a year. 23 Due to the combination of odor, flies and dust invading their property, the 
Plaintiffs are unable to enjoy the patio area of their home or leave tbe windows open in 
their bome. This course of conduct unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' 
enjoyment of their property and their life while using their property. 
Offensive odor and flies were found to be a nuisance in Crea v. Crea, 135 Idaho 
246,16 P.3d 922 (2000) and Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341, 900 P.2d 1357(1995). In 
both Crea and Payne, offensive odors and flies were from the operation of a hog farm or 
cattle feeding operation which housed a significant amount of animals. The 
Christensens' ranchlhorse operation is not as extensive as a cattle feeding operation or 
hog farm; however, the concentration of the ranching/horse operation on the property 
directly behind Plaintiffs' home has yielded results similar to the complaints set forth 
in Crea and Payne. The McVicars' patio area is assaulted by odor, dust, and flies due to 
the placement of large piles of manure in close proximity to the Plaintiffs' property. The 
odor, dust and unreasonably interfere "\vith the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of their 
property. 
e. Evolution of hay sales business and concerns regarding public use of the 
building 
The evolution oftbe Defendants' hay sales business is a complex aspect of the 
case at hand. The Defendants portray their building as simply a private indoor arena, 
similar to many properties in Tammany Creek. The Defendants also contend that hay 
storage, and selling hay is a common event that happens on many of the rural properties 
in the area. However, the Defendants' portrayal is only partially adequate, especially in 
light ofthe size and placement oftheir facility in very close proximity to their neighbor's 
23 Dr. Christensen testified he does take steps to limit the number of flies generated from the manure piles 
by placing fly predators in the piles. See supra text accompanying Finding of Fact No. 66. 
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property and the amount oftraffic that is generated in conjunction with the hay sales that 
must pass in and out on the access road that is directly next to the property line. 
Witnesses testified that the Christensens' riding arena was consistent with the use 
of property in the Tammany Creek arei4 and there was some comparison of the 
Defendants' facility with outdoor arenas such as the 4gers Club and the Lewiston 
Roundup grounds. Both of these facilities operate in a manner that invites public use of 
the facilities. The arenas both hold public events, such as youth rodeo events at the 4gers 
Club and a myriad of large outdoor events such as the Lewiston Roundup Rodeo at the 
Roundup Grounds. The Defendants staunchly maintain that the use of their facilities is 
private use only, however, they claim their use is consistent with arenas which are 
publicly used?5 
In addition, both the 4gers Club and the Roundup grounds were first in time to 
their locations. The same cannot be said for the Defendants' facility. The case at hand is 
not one where a complainant moved to the nuisance, but instead, the Plaintiffs were 
established on their property for fifteen years prior to the construction of the building. 
The use of the Christensen facility may have initially been private use by the 
Christensen family, friends and acquaintances. However, categorizing the use of the 
property as private use is no longer accurate based upon the current use of the arena and 
the property. The Christensens rent stall space to individuals who are allowed access to 
the property and can ride their horses in the arena. This aspect of the horse operation 
24 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 88, 91, 94. 
25 Dr. Christensen also testified that he can see the lights of the 4gers Club from his bedroom window, 
however he does not complain about the use of those lights. This is not an adequate comparison to the 
lights on the Christensen facility. First, the 4gers Club is located some distance away from the Christensen 
home; as compared to the 90 feet of distance between the Christensen building and the McVicars' home. 
Second, being able to see lights from a bedroom window is not comparable to having a bedroom 
illuminated by the lights on the neighboring structure. 
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increased the amount of traffic on the property, however this use may not rise to the level 
of public use of property. 
In comparison, the rapid growth of the Christensens' hay sales business has 
resulted in an amount of traffic on the property which strains the Defendants' 
classification of the building only being privately used. The Christensens have a sign on 
their fence that invites any member of the public to purchase hay from them. The hay 
sales business has groVv'll at a rapid pace, and the amount of customers who utilize the 
business has grown every year. Due to the growth ofthis business, it is not reasonable to 
say the Plaintiffs live next door to a privately used arena. The evolution of this business 
has negatively affected the Plaintiffs use and enjoyment oftheir property. 
f. The elements of a cause of action for nuisance are supported by clear 
evidence. 
There is clear evidence in the case at hand to meet the elements of a cause of 
action for nuisance as set forth by the former jury instruction IDJI 490. See Payne v. 
Skaar, 127 Idaho 341, 346, 900 P .2d 13 52, 13 57 (1995).26 The first element which 
requires the Plaintiffs to OV,'ll an interest in land or the buildings on the land is not at 
Issue. 
26 The plaintiff has the burden of proving each of the following propositions: 
1. That the plaintiff ovms (an interest in] land [or the buildings (structures) on land]: 
2. That the defendant has engaged in a course of conduct which 
a .... 
b. is unreasonably injurious to the health; or 
c. is unreasonably offensive to the senses; or 
d. obstructs plaintiffs free use of his land or buildings (structures); 
3. That, under all the circumstances, the defendant's course of conduct unreasonably 
interferes with the plaintiffs enjoyment of his property or with the enjoyment of his life 
while using the property; 
4. The nature and extent of the damages and the amount thereof. 
Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341,346,900 P.2d 1352, 1357 (1995). 
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Whether the second and third elements were met is the crux of this case. Based 
upon the foregoing analysis, the Plaintiffs have shown clear evidence to support the 
second and third elements of a nuisance cause of action. Further, McNichols v. J R. 
Simplot Co. guides the Court to consider whether the Defendants' use of their property is 
reasonable under all circumstances, whether the complainant moved to the nuisance, and 
whether the determination of nuisance is based upon common sense and not super-
sensitive standards. 74 Idaho at 324-25, 262 P.2d at 1014. The placement of the facility 
in close proximity to the neighbors' home was not reasonable under all circumstances, 
nor was the placement of the access road on the property line. The complainants did not 
move to the nuisance, but were established on their property for several years before the 
Defendants arrived. 
Finally, the nuisance claim in the case at hand is not based solely on the 
appearance ofthe Defendants' fabric building, but upon the aforementioned factors. A 
nuisance cannot be established based solely upon aesthetic considerations. Wallace v. 
Grasso, 119 S.W.3d 567 (Mo.Ct. App. E.D. 2003); Oliver v. AT&T FJlireless Services, 76 
Cal. App. 4th 521,90 Cal. Rptr.2d 491 (1999). In White v. Bernhardt, 41 Idaho 665, 241 
P. 367 (1925), the Idaho Supreme Court considered a case where a dilapidated frame 
house was relocated onto a street devoted exclusively to neatly kept residences in 
Pocatello, Idaho.27 The Court considered whether the fact that a building was unsightly 
27 'fVhite v. Bernhardt was disapproved by the Idaho Supreme Court nearly fifty years later in Sundowner, 
Inc. v. King, 95 Idaho 367, 509 P.2d 785 (1973). 
Our decision today is not entirely in harmony with White v. Bernhart, 41 Idaho 665, 241 P. 367 
(1925). White held that an owner could not be enjoirled from maintaining a dilapidated house as 
a nuisance, even though the house diminished the value of neighboring property. White is clearly 
distinguishable from the case at bar. Rather than a fence, it involved a dwelling house which was 
not maliciously erected. The rule announced herein is applicable only to structures which serve 
no useful purpose and are erected for the sole purpose of injuring adjoining property owners. 
There is dictum in Vv'bite which suggests that a structure may only be enjoined when it is a 
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or out of harmony in construction with adjoining buildings was sufficient to establish a 
private nuisance. 
The rule seems to be well settled that-
"A landowner may erect upon his land the smallest or most temporary 
kind of a dwelling house * * * in close proximity to the finest mansion, * 
* * and that for the mere sake of spiting the OVv'ller of such mansion * * * 
by the contrast, without becoming subject to restraint at the hands of the 
courts. In other words, if the improvement itself is legitimate and lawful, it 
is not per se a nuisance-the law will not inquire into the motives" of the 
party. Falloon v. Schilling, 29 Kan. 295, 44 Am. St. Rep. 642. 
Before the question of motive can be gone into, or at least before it can 
be allowed to have any bearing upon the result, the unlawful character of 
the act complained of must be established. From the record in this case it 
appears that the building was located entirely upon the lot of the appella..l1t, 
that it was being placed there to be used as a residence, that in its location 
and construction and use there would be nothing injurious to the health or 
morals, indecent or offensive to the senses, or an obstruction to the free 
use of the property of the respondent, so as to interfere with the 
comfortable enjoyment of life or property; therefore it would not be a 
nuisance falling within the provisions of C. S. § 6420. The fact that it is 
unsightly or out of harmony in construction with adjacent buildings, and 
therefore not pleasing to the eye, would not make it offensive to the senses 
within the meaning of C. S. § 6420, so as to warrant a holding that the 
building is a nuisance within the terms of that statute and subject to 
abatement. Crossman v. Galveston, 112 Tex. 303,247 S. W. 810,26 A. L. 
R. 1210. The building in no way interferes with the right of ingress or 
egress to the property of the respondent and in no manner encroaches upon 
it so as to interfere with its comfortable enjoyment, nor does it endanger 
the lives of the inhabitants thereof. 
Id. at 670-71,241 P. at 368. 
The case at hand is distinguishable from the circumstances in White. The 
nuisance claim is not based solely upon the appearance of the building, but a variety of 
nuisance per se. Such language is inconsistent with our decision today and it is hereby 
disapproved. 
J d. at 369, 509 P.2d at 787. The Sundowner case dealt with the placement of a "spite fence," which is 
distinguishable from the case at hand. There has been no argument in the case at hand that the Defendants' 
building is a structure that serves no useful purpose or was erected for the sole purpose of injuring 
adjoining property owners. 
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factors which interfere with the Plaintiffs' comfortable use and enjoyment of their 
property. 
Finally, the Defendants' use oftheir property has resulted in the devaluation of 
the Plaintiffs' property.28 According to appraiser Terry Rudd and realtor Jennifer 
Menegas, the value of the Plaintiffs' property has decreased nearly a quarter of a million 
dollars. The devaluation of the Plaintiffs' property is a direct result of the Defendants' 
use of their property in a manner that interferes vvith the Plaintiffs' comfortable use and 
enjoyment of their property. The factors which establish the claim of private nuisance 
also result in the devaluation of the Plaintiffs' property. 
There are several issues associated with the building and the use of the 
Defendants' property which interfere with the Plaintiffs' comfortable use and enjoyment 
of their property. Under all the circumstances, the Defendants' course of conduct 
unreasonably interferes with the Plaintiffs' enjoyment of their property and with the 
enjoyment of their lives while using the property. Therefore, the Plaintiffs' have 
provided clear evidence of the private nuisance claim. 
2. Public nuisance 
A public nuisance is defined as "one which affects at the sanle time an 
entire conlmunity or neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons, 
although the extent of the annoyance or damage inflicted upon individuals may be 
unequal." I.e. § 52-102. Generally, a public nuisance must affect an interest 
common to the general pUblic. 
The difference between public and private nuisances is that a public 
nuisance affects the public at large, while a private nuisance affects one or 
a limited number of individuals only. In other words, to be considered 
2& See supra tex't accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 86-88. 
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public, the nuisance must affect an interest common to the general public, 
rather than peculiar to one individual or several, and the mere fact that a 
nuisance may have injured a number of persons does not make it a public 
nuisance, where the injury is to a private right and not to the public 
generally. A nuisance is public because of the danger to the public; it is 
private only because the individual as distinguished from the public has 
been or may be injured. 
58 Am. Jur. 2d Nuisances § 2 (2010). The Plaintiffs' claim that the building is a public 
nuisance is premised on the argument that the building is structurally unsafe and a fire 
hazard, therefore the public is at danger because members of the public utilize the 
building for various events, as well as to purchase hay from the Defendants. 
Considerable testimony was presented regarding the structural safety of the building29 
and risk of fire hazard. 3o The Plaintiffs contend the fabric building does not meet the 
requirements of the International Building Code.31 
In the case at hand, there is no evidence which supports the Plaintiffs' claim for 
public nuisance because there was no evidence that the Defendants' use of their property 
affects at the same time an entire community or neighborhood, or any considerable 
number of persons. In Corporation of Presiding Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints v. Ashton, 92 Idaho 571, 578, 448 P.2d 185,192 (1968), no nuisance 
was found because there was conflicting testimony regarding the effect of noise and 
lights from softball games held on a recreation field that was placed in a residential 
29 See supra teXt accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 98-107. 
30 See supra text accompanying Findings of Fact Nos. 108-110. 
3] Much of the focus ofthis case has addressed whether the fabric building is an agricultural building for 
purposes ofLC. § 39-4116(5), which states: 
Local governments shall exempt agricultural buildings from the requirements of the 
codes enumerated in this chapter and the rules promulgated by the board. A county may 
issue permits for farm buildings to assure compliance with road setbacks and utility 
easements, provided that the cost for such permits shall not exceed the actual cost, to the 
county, of issuing the permits. 
The Court need not analyze whether the building is exempt from building codes for purposes of 
determining whether the building itself constitutes a nuisance. The Plaintiffs have not shown by 
clear evidence that the building is structurally unsafe. 
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area.32 In the case at hand, there is no testimony that the Defendants' use of their 
property affects individuals other than their neighbors. The Defendants presented several 
witnesses from the Tammany Creek area that testified in support ofthe Defendants' use 
of their property. 
Further, the Plaintiffs' reliance on the claim the building may be structurally 
unsafe or a fire hazard is not supported by clear evidence. There was conflicting 
testimony regarding the safety of the building, and no support for the argument that the 
public in general was in dllilger as a result of the construction of the building. Therefore, 
the Plaintiffs' contention of public nuisance fails. 33 
3. Right to Farm Act and Clean Hands Doctrine 
The Defendants rely on the Right to Farm Act (hereinafter "RTFA") and the clean 
hands doctrine to refute the Plaintiffs' contentions of nuisance. Neither argument 
changes the finding that the Defendants' use of their property constitutes a private 
nUIsance. 
32The testimony was categorized as follows: 
Several landowners testified that the activity on the Church's land forced them to take 
refuge in their houses and abandon the enjoyment of their yards during the summer months. 
There was also testimony to the effect that it is difficult or impossible to sleep before the 
games are over and that games often begin as early as 6:00 a. m. No one, how·ever, testified 
that he had suffered any physical or emotional consequences from the activity, and nearly 
everyone conceded that most of the objectionable features, such as trespassing, dust, and late 
hours have been eliminated. Only the noise and lights remain as any kind of a problem. On 
the other hand, several witnesses testified for respondent Church that although they can hear 
the noise and do receive some illumination from the lights they are not disturbed aIld are not 
forced to retreat from the normal use oftheir property. In addition, evidence was received 
regarding light meter readings at several residences in appellants' area. These readings 
indicate that in general the respondent Church's lights cast no greater illumination on 
appellants' land than is cast by ordinary street lights on the land of their neighbors. 
In light of conflicting testimony, the trial court found against the plaintiffs' contention the recreation fieJd 
constituted a nuisance. Corporation of Presiding Bishop of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints v. 
Ashton, 92 Idaho 571, 578, 448 P.2d 185,192 (1968). 
33 The Plaintiffs asserted concerns regarding the safety of the building, and questioned whether the building 
should be bound to building code requirements in support ofthe claim of private nuisance, as welL 
Because clear evidence supported the Plaintiffs' private nuisance claim based upon the use the Defendants' 
property, the Court did not rely on the evidence presented regarding the safety ofthe building. 
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The legislative intent ofthe RTFA is set forth at I.e. § 22-4501. In pertinent part, 
"[IJt is the intent of the legislature to reduce the loss to the state of its agricultural 
resources by limiting circumstances under which agricultural operations may be deemed 
a nuisance." Id. However, the RTF A does not prevent claims of nuisance in any 
situation involving an agricultural activity. In Payne v. Skaar, the Idaho Supreme Court 
detennined that the act applies to the encroachment of "urbanizing areas" and when there 
have been changes in "surrounding nonagricultural activities;" the RFTA does not apply 
where an expanding agricultural operation is surrounded by an area that has remained 
substantially unchanged.34 127 Idaho at 344, 900 P.2d at 1355. In the case at hand, the 
Defendants' ranchlhorsing operation has expanded when the surrounding area has 
remained substantially unchanged. Thus, the Defendants' reliance on the RTF A is 
unpersuaslve. 
The Defendants also assert the clean hands doctrine as a defense in the case at 
hand. The Defendants contend the Mc Vicars granite operation was the only usage of 
property not consistent with the TamIllany Creek area. In addition, the Defendants 
placed much emphasis upon the fact that the granite operation may have released 
dangerous silica dust into the air, endangering the Defendants and their children. No 
34 The Payne Court provided the following analysis: 
The RTF A is more specifically tailored to encroachment of "urbanizing areas" (see § 22-
4501 above) and situations where there have been changes in "surrounding nonagricultural 
activities" ( see § 22-4503 above), which is not the case here. 
There is little dispute that the neighborhood surrounding the feedlot has remained 
substantially unchanged during the Skaar feedlot's existence. Indeed, many of the Citizens' 
residences predated the Skaar feedlot. Citizens claimed the feedlot was a nuisance because of 
expansions of the feedlot operation, not a change in the surrounding area. The district court 
correctly concluded the RTF A does not wholly prevent a finding of nuisance in 
circumstances of an expanding agricultural operation surrounded by an area that has 
remained substantially unchanged. Accordingly, the district court committed no error in 
denying Skaar's motion for a directed verdict. 
!d. In the case at hand, the Defendants contend the agricultural use of their property has not 
changed, however, the facts before the Court do not support this characterization. 
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evidence was presented to support this argument. Neither the RTF A nor the clean 
hands doctrine change the analysis regarding the determination that the Defendants' use 
of their property constitutes a private nuisance. 
6. Remedies 
The Plaintiffs have shown by clear evidence that the Defendants' use of their 
property to the west of the Plaintiffs' home constitutes a private nuisance. Thus, the final 
element to be considered is the nature and extent of damages and the amount thereof. See 
Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho 341, 346, 900 P.2d 1352, 1357 (1995). "Idaho law ... 
provides that nuisances 'may be enjoined or abated, as well as damages recovered. '" Id. 
at 345, 900 P.2d at 1356; I.C. § 52-111. Remedies in a nuisance case were discussed in 
detail in Benninger v. Derifield, 142 Idaho 486, 129 P.3d 1235 (2006). 
Idaho Code § 52-111 states that "by the judgment the nuisa.l1ce may be 
enjoined or abated, as well as damages recovered," not" shall. " Remedies 
for nuisance include abatement, injunction, and damages. Rowe v. City of 
Pocatello, 70 Idaho 343, 218 P.2d 695 (1950); Koseris v. JR. Simp/ot Co., 
82 Idaho 263, 352 P.2d 235 (1960). "An injunction may issue to restrain a 
threatened or anticipated nuisance when it clearly appears that a nuisance 
will necessarily result from the contemplated act or thing sought to be 
enjoined." Larsen v. Vill. of Lava Hot Springs, 88 Idaho 64,73,396 P.2d 
471,476 (1964). 
!d. at 491,129 P.3d at 1240 (emphasis in original). The Benninger Court explained the 
application of general damages and actual damages. 
Concerning an award of damages for the nuisance, the "[r]ight of 
recovery depends upon the existence of the nuisance ... the ascertainment 
of damages depends upon the extent ofthe injury." Conley v. 
Amalgamated Sugar Co., 74 Idaho 416, 424, 263 P.2d 705, 709 (1953). 
For an award of general damages, discomfort, annoyance and 
inconvenience sustained by the plaintiff are appropriate elements of a 
damages award in an action for nuisance. Pollard v. Land West, Inc., 96 
Idaho 274,526 P.2d 1110 (1974) .... 
For an award of actual damages a "mere allegation of diminished 
property value is not sufficient to meet the requirement of showing actual 
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and substantial damage to the property itself." lvfock v. Potlatch Corp., 
786 F.Supp. 1545, 1551 (D.Idaho 1992) (citirlg Bradley v. American 
Smelting & Refining Co., 635 F.Supp. 1154 (W.D.Wash.1986». 
In the case at hand, the Plaintiffs have presented more than a mere allegation of 
diminished property value. Appraiser Terry Rudd testified that the current value of the 
property was an estimated 26% loss in value, or a loss of $217,00.00. The loss of value 
of the property was also supported by the testimony of real estate agent Jennifer 
Menegas, who testified the house would be difficult, if not impossible, to sell in today' s 
market. 
\Vben considering an adequate remedy in a nuisance action, the utility of the 
Defendant's conduct must be considered. 
The case of lvfc1'iichols v. JR. Simplot Co., 74 Idaho 321, 262 P.2d 
1012 (1953) should be viewed as the law in Idaho that in a nuisance action 
seeking damages the interests ofthe community, which would include the 
utility of the conduct, should be considered in the determination of the 
existence of a nuisance. The trial court's instructions in the present case 
were entirely consistent with McNichols. A plethora of other modern cases 
are in accord. E.g., Nissan Motor Corp. v. Maryland Shipbuilding & 
Drydock Co., 544 F.Supp. 1104 (D.Md.1982) (utility of defendant's 
conduct is factor to be considered in determinllg existence of nuisance in 
damages action); Little Joseph Realty, Inc. v. Town o/Babylon, 41 N.Y.2d 
738,395 N.Y.S.2d 428,363 N.E.2d 1163 (N.Y.Ct.App.1977) (indicating 
that New Yark still adheres to balancing of risk and utility, requiring that 
harm to plaintiff must outweigh social usefulness of defendant's activity); 
Pendergrast v. Aiken, 293 N.C. 201, 236 S.E.2d 787 (1977) (balancing of 
harm versus utility retained, despite change of section 826 Restatement 
(Second) of Torts); Pate v. City o/Martin, 614 S.\V.2d 46 (Tenn.1981) 
(determination of existence of nuisance in action for damages and 
injunction cannot be determined by exact rules, but depends on 
circumstances of each case, including locality and character of 
surroundings, as well as utility and social value of defendant's conduct). 
Carpenter v. Double R Cattle Co., Inc., 108 Idaho 602,607-608,701 P.2d 222,227-
228 (1985). 
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The Plaintiffs believe that removal of the building is the only remedy which will 
fully abate the nuisance. "As for abatement, the removal of the building is the only 
remedy that is fully responsive to the nuisances that exist." Plaint~js' Closing Argument, 
at 20. This Court, however, has latitude to seek equitable middle ground. A similar 
argument was posed in Payne v. Skaar, where the Plaintiffs' sought a permanent 
injunction requiring the Defendants' feedlot to be closed. 
Entirely closing the feedlot would be a momentous invasion of Skaar's 
property rights. The district court has the latitude to seek a more equitable 
middle ground. This Court has stated: 
But in a case of conflicting rights, where neither party can enjoy 
his ovro [property] without in some measure restricting the liberty of 
the other in the use of property, the law must make the best 
arrangement it can between the contending parties, with a view to 
preserving to each one the largest measure of liberty possible under 
the circumstances. 
Koseris v. JR. Simplot Co., 82 Idaho 263,270,352 P.2d 235,239 
(1960), (quoting Madison v. Ducktown Sulphur, Copper & Iron Co., 113 
Tenn. 331, 83 S.W. 658, 667 (1904)). Citizens have not shown on this 
record that only total closure or relocation will abate the nuisance. There 
may yet be other steps which will abate the nuisance. 
Payne v. Skaar, 127 Idaho at 348, 900 P.2d at 1359. 
Requiring the Defendants to remove the fabric building from their property would 
negatively impact the Defendants ability to raise horses and run a small ranch. Similar to 
Payne, such a requirement would result in a momentous invasion of the Defendants' 
property rights. 
Another alternative is to award damages to the Plaintiffs for the devaluation of 
their property. An award of damages in the amount of $217,000.00 is supported by the 
record. However, simply awarding damages is not an adequate remedy which would 
fully compensate the Plaintiffs for their injury. The onus would still be on the Plaintiffs 
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to either try to sell their house, which, according to realtor Jelli"'1ifer Menegas, could be 
difficult, if not impossible based upon today's market. lfthe Plaintiffs were unable to 
sell their house, they would stili live next door and be affected by the ongoing issues 
which gave rise to the lawsuit at hand. 
In addition to an award of damages, the Court could also attempt to fashion 
injunctive relief to abate the nuisance by limiting activities which create odor, dust, 
traffic, noise, and light. These measures would include relocating the roadway and 
requiring dust abatement measures be placed upon a replacement roadway, limiting 
traffic on the property to those vehicles O\vned by the Defendants, requiring that no 
manure be piled in the area west of the Plaintiffs' property line, requiring that no pigs be 
kept in the area west of the Plaintiffs' property line, limiting the use of the stereo 
equipment, and limiting the hours in which the lights may be used. However, if the Court 
were to award damages and also issue a permanent injunction in an attempt to abate the 
nuisance, the expense to the Defendants would be significant. Further, enforcement of 
these requirements could become cumbersome and, based upon the history of the parties, 
would ultimately result in heightening the dispute between these neighbors to a more 
intolerable level. Abatement ofthe nuisance is not feasible given the history ofthe 
parties. 
Considering the interests ofthe community and the utility of the Defendants' 
conduct, as well as the goal of preserving to each party the largest measure of liberty 
possible under the circumstances, the Court finds the most adequate remedy to abate the 
nuisance at hand requires the Defendants to relocate the building to a different location 
on their property. Relocation of the building will result in the Defendants' horse 
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operation being centralized to a location that is not in the area west of the Plaintiffs' 
property, and thus activities associated with the Defendants' horse operation will no 
longer directly impact the Plaintiffs' use and enjoyment of their property. 
The Piaintiffs' property is bordered on the west and north by the Defendants' 
property. The northern boundfuy of the Plaintiffs' property sets forth a straightforward 
point of demarcation for purposes of directing the relocation of the building. The 
Defendants' are required to relocate the building to any place on their property that is 
located north of the Plaintiffs' northern property line. No portion of the building may be 
located on the property that is west of the Plaintiffs' property. In addition, only vehicles 
which are personally owned by the Defendants may drive on the property that lies west of 
the Plaintiffs' property.35 The Court recognizes that it is necessary to provide the 
Defendants some time to plan for, and implement, relocation of the building. The 
building must be removed from the current location by no later than August 1, 2011. 
CONCLUSION 
The Plaintiffs have presented clear evidence that the Defendants' use of their 
property west of the Plaintiffs' home constitutes a private nuisance. The Court has 
considered options to remedy the situation and finds the best solution, with a view to 
preserving to each party the largest measure of liberty possible under the circumstances, 
requires the Defendants to relocate their building and centralize their horse operation at a 
different location upon their property. The Plaintiffs claim that the fabric building 
35 It is the Court's intent to apply a permanent injunction in a manner that is uncomplicated but also 
eliminates the nuisance at hand. The Court considered issues of noise, dust, traffic, lights, and odor, and 
finds that the relocation of the building should, in effect, recentralize the horse operation to a portion of the 
Defendants' property that is not in close proximity to the Plaintiffs' home. Further, the limitation of traffic 
should fully abate the nuisance in this case. \Vhile the Court recognizes the contentious relationship that 
has arisen between the parties, the Court believes that overall, each party is seeking a resolution to the 
situation at hand. The Court does not expect any actions that are of a retaliatory nature from either party as 
a result of the issuance of the permanent injunction. 
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:.,': 
constitutes a public nuisance is not supported by clear evidence. Thus, tbis claim is 
dismissed. 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendants relocate the fabric building from 
its current location to a new location north of the Plaintiffs' northern property line by no 
later than August 1,2011. IT IS FIJRTHER ORDERED that the Defendants limit traffic 
on the property west of the Plaintiffs' property, consistent \vith the Court's fmdings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs prepare a Judgment consistent with 
this Order and submit it to the Court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiffs' claim of public nuisance is hereby 
DISMISSED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
r/~ 
Dated tbis '6 day of F ebmary 2011. 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
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Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
FINAL J[)1)GMENT 
This Court, following trial that commenced on August 30,2010, and having entered its 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order in this action on February 8, 2011 enters Final 
Judgment, as follows; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AI\T]) DECREED: 
1. Judgment is hereby entered that Defendants' use of Defendants' real property west 
of Plaintiffs' real property constitutes a private nuisance. Defendants' real property is particularly 
described in instrument number 689325, records of Nez Perce County (hereinafter "Defendants' 
property"). Plaintiffs' real property is particularly described in instrument numbers 566720 and 
688737, records of Nez Perce County (hereinafter "Plaintiffs' property'). 
2. A mandatory injunction is hereby entered requiring Defendants to remove the fabric 
building from its current location on Defendants' property by no later than August 1,2011. 
FINAL JUDGMENT -- 1 
3. To eliminate and fully abate the cumulative effect of the noise, dust, traffic, lights, 
odor and building placement issues constituting this private nuisance, a permanent injunction is 
hereby entered prohibiting Defendants: (i) from relocating the fabric building or any portion of 
the fabric building on any portion of Defendants' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' 
property; (ii) from centralizing Defendants' horse operation on any portion of Defendants' 
property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; and (iii) from driving vehicles that are not 
personally owned by Defendants and/or allowing vehicles that are not personally owned by 
Defendants to be driven on Defendants' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property. 
4. Plaintiffs claim of public nuisance is hereby dismissed. 
5. Claims of the parties not otherwise disposed of by this Final Judgment, exclusive of 
claims for costs and/or attorney fees, are hereby dismissed. 
DATEDthis 2g'~yof kk'/v~rf....( ,2011. 
FINALJl-JDGMENT 2 
. J 
Carl B. Kerrick, 
District Judge 
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Case No. CV 07-01460 
Fee Category: L 4 
Fee: $101.00 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NA.i\ffiD RESPONDENTS, JOHN M. MeYlCARS Al\TD 
JULIE MCvlCARS, Ahv THEIR ATTORt"ffiY, RONALD J. LANDECK OF L~vECK 
& FORSETH, P.O. BOX 9344, MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843, Al\TD THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellants, BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and 
EDDIEKAB.CHRlSTENSEN,husbandandwife,andBARDOL"BLEDOTQUARTERHORSES, 
CharJes A. Brown, Esq. 
PO. Box 1225/324 Main St 
NOTICE OF .A.PPEAL 1 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 q I 208·746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) ~ 
LLC, appeal against the above-named respondents JOHN M. Mc VICARS and JULIE MCVICARS 
to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Final Judgment, dated February 28, 2011, inclusive of the 
Findings ofF act, Conclusions of Law, and Order, entered in the above-entitled action on February 8, 
2011, and the denial of the defendants' summary judgment motion as set forth in the Memorandum 
Opinion and Order on Defendants' Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, dated April 12, 
2010, the Honorable Carl B. Kerrick, District Judge, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rules 4 and 11(a)(l) of the I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellants then 
intend to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
appel1ants from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) that the District Court erred when it concluded and ordered that the 
Defendants' use of their property west of the Plaintiffs' home constitutes a private nuisance; 
(b) that the District Court erred when it ordered the Defendants to relocate 
their building and centralize their horse operation at a different location upon their property; 
(c) that the District Court erred when it ordered that the Defendants limit 
traffic on the property west ofthe Plaintiffs' property and that the only vehicles which are personally 
owned by the Defendants may drive on the property that lies west of the Plaintiffs' property, and 
(d) that the District Court erred when it ordered a mandatory injunction 
is hereby entered requiring Defendants to remove the fabric building from its current location on 
Defendants' property by no later than August 1, 2011. 




Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
The appel1ants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's standard transcript: i.e., the six (6) days of trial- August 30 and 31, September 1, 2, and 
3, and October 8, 2011, inclusive of any opening statements made by the parties. 
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Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewistoll, Idaho 83501 
208-746-9947!208-746-5886 (fax) ~ q ~ 
6. The appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record ill addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.: 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' .Junended 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Plaintiffs' Contentions of Law 
• Defendants' response to Order Setting Case for Trial and 
Pre-Trial Conference 
Defendants' admitted exhibits 
• Plaintiffs' Closing Argument 
• Defendants' Closing Argument 
• Plaintiffs' Rebuttal to Defendants' Closing Argument 
• Defendants' Rebuttal Brief to Plaintiffs' Closing Argument 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the repOlier 
of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Nancy Towler, Reporter, Nez Perce County Courthouse, 1230 Main Street, 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350l. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated for preparation ofthe clerk's record has been 
paid. 
(d) That the appenate filing fee has been p-aid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED on this 7th day of April, 201l. 
/)/ () 0. 1 
( ,Lv.~fl L~ 
Charles A. Bro~ 
Attorney for Defendants! Appellants. 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P,O. Box ;2251324 Main St 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 3 Lewiston, Idaho 83501 ') 113 208· 746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) ()\ 7 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
V mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
o sent by facsimile to: 
o sent by facshwe and Ir;3.iled by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
o sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
o hand delivered to: 
on this 7th day of April, 2011. 
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Attorneys at Law 
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Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
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Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
PLAINTIFFS'IRESPONDENTS' 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORD 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANTS AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that PlaintiffslRespondents John M. McVicars and Julie 
McVicars, husband and wife ("Respondents") in the above entitled proceeding hereby request 
pursuant to Rule 19, LA.R., the inclusion of tbe following material in the clerk's record in 
PLAINTIFFS'IRESPONDENTS'REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 1 
addition to that required to be included by the tAR. and D efend ants'/App ell ants' Notice of 
Appeal. 
] . Clerk's Record: 
.. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
.. Plaintiffs' Ansv,rering Btiefin Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
.. Affidavit of J elmifer Menegas 
.. AffidavitofJolmMcVicars 
.. Affidavit of Bryce Stapley 
.. Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
.. Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Blief 
.. Second Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
.. Amended Order Setting Case for Trial and Pre-Trial Conference 
.. Second Amended Order Setting Case for Tlial and Pre-Trial Conference 
.. Defendants' Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
II Plaintiffs' Second Answering Blief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed January 19,2010 
II Second Affidavit of Bryce Stapley 
II Third Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
.. Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Amended Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 
.. Statement of Plaintiffs' Claims 
PLAINTIFFS'/RESPONDENTS'REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 2 
o ~,I L 0 I 2011 WED 11: 59 F l'_X 20 S 8 B 3 4593 
2. Exhibits: 
.. All Plaintiffs'lRespondents' admitted trial exhibits. 
3. I celiify that a copy of this request for additional record has been served upon the clerk of 
the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20, l.AR. 
DATED this 20th day of April, 2011. 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
1'--------', -} . 
, I. I. { i i 
l Pi.f!J~IJ.!jJr..-'-e L<-v~ By ! --. 
Ronal! 1. Landeck 
Attor;neys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
JohnlM. McVicars and Julie McVicars 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 20th day of April, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy ofthis 
document to be served on the following individual 1n the manner indicated below.: 
CHARLES A. BRO\VN, ESQ. 
A TTORNEY A T LAW 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
CLERK OF THE DISTRlCT COURT 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
1230 MAIN STREET 
PO BOX 896 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PLAINTIFFS'/RESPONDE}rrS' REQUEST 
FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 3 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Ovemight Mail 
[ ] Fax (208) 746-5886 
[ J Hand Delivery 
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[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ X] Fax (208) 799-3058 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
Ronald], Landeck 
( 
Charles A Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
l£wiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB :# 2129 
CharlesABrov,rn@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
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v. ) Case No. CV 07-01460 
) 
BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, .and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) CORRECTED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, JOHN M. McVICARS AND 
JULIEMCVICARS,ANDTHElRATTORNEY,RONALDJ.LAN1)ECKOFLANDECK 
& FORSETH, P.O. BOX 9344, MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843, A.,~v THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellants, BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN and 
EDDIEKAB.CHRISTENSEN,husbandandwife,andBARDOUBLEDOTQUARTERHORSES, 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
CORRECTED NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 Lewiston, Jdaho 83501 ,") Ii 0 208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) ~ 7 A 
LLC, appeal against the above-named respondents JOHN M. Mc VICARS and TIJLIE MCYlCARS 
to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Final Judgment, dated February 28,2011, inclusive of the 
Findings ofF act, Conclusions of Law , and Order, entered in the above-entitled action on February 8, 
2011, the Honorable Carl B. Kerrick, District Judge, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
Judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rules 4 and 11(a)(1) of the LA.R. 
3. A prelinlinary statement of the issues on appeal wmch the appellants then 
intend to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
appellants from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) that the District Court erred when it concluded and ordered that the 
Defendants' use of their property west of the Plaintiffs' home constitutes a private nuisance; 
(b) that the District Court erred when it ordered the Defendants to relocate 
their building and centralize their horse operation at a different location upon their property; 
(c) that the District Court erred when it ordered that the Defendants limit 
traffic on the property west ofthe Plaintiffs' property and that the only vemcles wmch are personally 
oVvTIed by the Defendants may drive on the property that lies west of the Plaintiffs' property, and 
(d) that the District Court erred when it ordered a mandatory injunction 
is hereby entered requiring Defendants to remove the fabric building from its current location on 
Defendants' property by no later than August 1, 2011. 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion ofthe record? If so, what 
portions? No. 
5. ( a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? Yes. 
(b) The appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's standard transcript: i.e., the six (6) days of trial- August 30 and 31, September 1, 2, and 
3, and October 8, 2011, inclusive of any opening statements made by the parties. 
6. The appellants request the follovvmg documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
• Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Amended 
~on for Partial Summary Judgment 
CORRECTED NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
CharJes A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston. ldaho 83501 
208·746-99471208·746-5886 (fux.) 
• Plaintiffs' Contentions of Law 
• Defendants' response to Order Setting Case for Trial and 
Pre-Trial Conference 
Defendants' admitted exhibits 
• Plaintiffs' Closing Argument 
Defendants' Closing Argument 
• Plaintitls' Rebuttal to Defendants' Closing Argument 
Defendants' Rebuttal Brief to Plaintiffs' Closing Argument 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy ofthis Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter 
of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Nancy Towler, Reporter, Nez Perce County Courthouse, 1230 Main Street, 
Lewiston, Idaho 8350l. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED on this 28th day of April, 201l. 
Wh/)~ 
Charles A. Brmvn 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
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Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
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Case No. CV 07-01460 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONi\L 
RECORD - EXHIBITS 
CO:ME NOW the above-named defendants/appellants (hereafter defendants) in the 
above-entitled matter by and through their attorney of record, Charles A. Brovlll, and object to the 
plaintiffs/respondents' (hereafter plaintiffs) request for additional records in the Clerk's Record in 
the appeal 01 the above-entitled matter. This objection relates to the requested exhibits by the 
plaintiffs. 
OBJECTION TO PLAlNTIFFS' REQ1.JEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD - EXHIBITS 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main Sl 
Lewistnn, ldaho 83501 
208-74£-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 3 0 ~ 
The defendants specifically object to the plaintiffs' exhibits submitted to this Court 
at the time of trial which contained either printed comments andJor cursive writing in the form of 
hand written notations or comments made on the pictures or other exhibits by the plaintiffs. 
Defendants had made objection to the use of the same at the time of trial, and 
plaintiffs' counsel represented to tI-us Court that the plaintiffs would present "clean" exhibits to this 
Court and opposing counsel for their review. To date, the defendants have not been provided with 
these "clean" exhibits and is not aware of the same either being provided to this Court. 
~ 
DATED on this 4 day of May, 201 I. 
- (~likD k--
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
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Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD - EXHIBITS 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, through counsel, respond to Defendants'JAppellants' Objection to 
Plaintiffs' Request for Additional Record - Exllibits. 
PLAlNTIFFS' RESPONSE TO DEFEI\TDANTS' 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD - EXliIBITS -- 1 
Plaintiffs agree that this Court ruled, during trial, that written notations or comments on 
photographic exhibits offered by Plaintiffs would be admitted but that the photographs would be 
purged of those notations or comments. Plaintiffs' counsel's recollection of the Court's 
statements as tp how that purging would occur was that the Court, following trial, would attend 
to that detaiL Plaintiffs' counsel does not recan the Court asking Plaintiffs to produce "clean" 
exhibits to replace those that were admitted into evidence subject to this evidentiary mling, 
rather, Plaintiffs' counsel recalls that it was the Comt's desire to have the admitted exhibits 
purged ofthe handwritten notations or comments. IfPJaintiffs' counsel's recollection is not 
accurate, then Plaintiffs will either purge the admitted exhibits or present purged, replacement 
exhibits to the Court as the Court may direct. 
DATED this 6th day of May, 201 L 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
rTr.n-,,"J(, for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
McVicars and Julie McVicars 
I hereby celtiiY that on tIns 6th day of May, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of this 
document to be served on the following individual in the manner indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BRO\VN, ESQ. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON,ID 83501 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD EXHIBITS -- 2 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Ovemight Mail 
[ J Fax (208) 746-5886 
] Hand Delivery 
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Moscow, ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
attomeys@moscow,com 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR NEZ PERCE COUNTY 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JULIE 
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Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
PLAINTIFFS'IRESPONDENTS' 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL RECORD 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANTS AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Plaintiffs/Respondents Jo1m M. McVicars and Julie 
McVicars, husband and wife ("Respondents") in the above entitled proceeding hereby amend 
their original Request for Additional Record following receipt of Appellants' Corrected Notice of 
Appeal filed herein and request pursuant to Rule 19, tA.R., the inclusion of the following 
PLAINTIFFS'/RESP01\TDENTS' AMENDED 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 1 
OS/25/2011 WED 11: 24 FAX 208 883 4593 
material in the clerk's record in addition to that required to be included by the LA.R. and 
Defendants'/Appel1ants' Notice of Appeal. 
1. Clerk's Record: 
'" Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint and Brief 
'" Second Affidavit of Julie McVicars 
'" Amended Order Setting Case for Trial and Pre-Trial Conference 
'" Second Amended Order Setting Case for Trial and Pre-T11a1 Conference 
• Statement ofPlaintifi'S' Claims 
2. Exhibits: 
e All Plaintiffs'lRespondents' admitted trial exhibits. 
3. I certify that a copy of this request for additional record has been served upon the clerk· 
the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20, l.A.R. 
DATED this 25th day of May, 2011. 
LANDECK & FORSETH 




anel1e C. Forsel 
PLAINTIFFS'IRESPONDENTS' AMEN"DED 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 2 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
John M. McVicars and Julie McVicars 
I.(JU V.J I V V '* 
OS/25/2011 WED 11: 24 FAX LUti bti.:l ",:;';1,5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 25th day of May, 2011> I eaused a true and correct copy of this 
document to be served on the following individual in the marmer indicated below: 
,., 
CHARLES A: BROWN, ESQ. 
A TTORNEY AT LA VI 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWiSTON,ID 83501 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
1230 MAIN STREET 
PO BOX 896 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PLAINTJFFS'IRESPONDENTS' AMENDED 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD -- 3 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ J Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ X] Fax (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ J Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ X] Fax (208) 799-3058 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
,. 05/31(.2011 TUE 11: 46 FAX 208 883 4593 IdJ003/012 
FILED 
toll trvtr 32 ffl 12 (](J 
}fSfj ('I f!J T!-i ~ I~ - r JI1/l ~ r :~;~7 (0. "TE:i:c: I ~ V tJV ( . . j'.j ',(T r \. 
RONALD J. LA1\TJ)ECK 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
Attomeys at Law 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow,ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
ISB No. 3001 
attorneys@moscow.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
DE T ( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR NEZ PERCE COUNTY 
JOHN M. MCVICARS AND JULIE 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Latah ) 
Case No. CV 07 - 01460 
AFFIDAVIT OF RENEE EV Ai'\iS 
Renee Evans, being first duly swom upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am a legal assistant for Landeck & Forseth, counsel of record for Plaintiffs in the 
above-entitled matter. 
AFFIDA VIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 1 
05/31; 2011 TUE 11: 4 B FAX 208 883 4593 IoZl°04/012 
2. I am over eighteen (18) years of age and make this affidavit upon my personal 
knowledge. 
3. On May 27,2011, with pennission of Judge Carl B. Kenick and under supervision of 
the Court Clerks, I exp~ed the following Plaintiffs' trial exhibits by marking over handwritten 




4. Photograph of Christensen home 
5. Photo graph of Chlistensen home 
6. April 9, 2006 letter 
7. April 25, 20061etter to Pat Rockefeller 
10. April 27, 2006 letter to City of Lewiston 
lL April 27, 2006 letter to Christensen 
14. March 23, 2007 letter 
15. March 26, 2007 letter 
16. APIil 5, 2007 letter 
17. April 16, 2007 letter 
18. April 24, 2007 letter 
19. April 26, 2007 letter 
21. Notice of Appeal 
23. McVicars' shop check 
24. February 19, 2003 invoice 
31. March, 2007 photograph 
32. Apri1, 2007 photograph 
AFFIDA VIT OF REl',rEE EVANS -- 2 3/(} 
O:::;/jl(.LU1J... :J.:U.c .L.L:qO l'.H.A .GVO 00":> '-4..}:;J"; 
33. June, 2007 photograph 
34. June, 2007 photograph back of McVicars house 
35. June, 2007 photograph of fabric building 
36. November, 2007 photograph 
37. December, 2007 photograph 
38. December 15,2007 photograph 
39. December, 15,2007- two (2) photographs 
40. Winter, 2007 - two (2) photographs 
41. Febmary 9,2008 - two (2) photographs (4 and 5) 
42. Febmary 9, 2008 - two (2) photographs (6 and 7) 
43. February 9, 2008 - two (2) photographs (8 and 9) 
44. Febmary,2008 two (2) photographs 
45. February 9,2008 hvo (2) photographs (12 and 13) 
46. Febmary 9, 2008 - two (2) photographs (14 and 15) 
47. Two (2) photographs 
48. April 2008 - two (2) photographs (18 and 19) 
49. April 2008 - two (2) photographs (3 and 4) 
50. Two (2) photographs 
51. April 2008 - two (2) photographs (5 and 6) 
52. April 2008 - two (2) photographs (9 and 10) 
53. April 2008 photograph of plivate arena sign 
54. May 1, 2008 - two (2) photographs 
55. May 2, 2008 photograph 
AFFIDA VIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 3 3/ / 
05/31/2011 TUE 11: 48 FAX 208 883 4593 WjUUb/U.LL 
56. September, 2008 - two (2) photographs 
57. Fall, 2008 - photograph 
58. Winter, 2008 and February 2009 - two (2) photographs 
59. Winter, 2008 photograph 
60. December, 2008 photograph 
61. December, 2008 photograph oftTuck and building 
62. January 3, 2009 photograph 
63. January, 2009 photograph 
64. January 10,2009 photograph 
65. January 10,2009 - thTee (3) photographs 
66. February 8, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
67. February, 2009 and March, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
68. Spring, 2009 and February, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
69. March, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
70. March, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
71. March, 2009 and February, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
72. March 23, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
73. March, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
74. Spring, 2009 photograph of road to arena 
75. Spring, 2009 photograph of manure pi1e 
76. April, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
77. March, 2009 and April, 2009 photographs 
78. Spring, 2009 photograph of manure and brush pile 
AFFIDA VIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 4 
05/31/2011 TUE 11:48 FAX 20B 883 ~593 1£jVV 'f V.Lk-
79. Spring, 2009 photographs of refuse pile 
80. Spring, 2009 view of trailer \\'ith hay load 
81. Spring, 2009 photograph of manure pile 
82. Spring, 2009 photograph of manure pile with horses 
83. Spring, 2009 photograph of roadway 
84. March, 2009 and April 3, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
85. April, 2009 and March, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
86. April, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
87. April, 2009 - two (2) photographs of dust 
88. April, 2009 - two (2) photographs of dust 
89. April 30, 2009 - three (3) photographs 
90. May 11, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
91. May 11, 2009 - three (3) photographs 
92. May 28, 2009 - two (2) photographs of Rules for Arena and inside fabric building 
93. May 28,2009 - t\.vo (2) photographs of inside of fabric building 
94. June 8 and June 11, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
95. June 10, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
96. June 8, 2009 photograph of Nez Perce County notice 
97. .I.me 16, 2009 - nvo (2) photographs 
98. June 26, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
99. June 23,2009 - two (2) photographs 
100. June 26, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
101. June 26,2009 - two (2) photographs 
AFFIDAVIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 5 3/3 
05/31/2011 TUE 11:49 FAX 208 883 4593 ~008/012 
102. June 26,2009 - two (2) photographs 
103. June 26, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
104. June 26,2009 - two (2) pbotographs 
105. June 26, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
106. Summer, 2009 photograph 
107. July 8, 2009 two (2) photographs 
108. July 8, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
109. July 9, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
110. July 14, 2009 - thTee (3) photographs 
11 L July la, 2009 - three (3) photographs 
112. July 10, 2009 - two (2) photographs 
113. July 10,2009 - three (3) photographs 
116. Summer, 2009 photograph 
117. Summer, 2009 photograph of semi-tlllck 
118. July, 2009 photograph 
119. July 15,2009 photograph 
120. July 15, 2009 photograph of dust 
12l. Summer, 2009 photograph 
124. September 23, 2009 photograph 
125. September 23, 2009 photograph 
126. September 23,2009 photograph 
127. Summer, 2009 photograph of window 
129. August 17,2009 photograph 
AFFIDAVIT OF RENEE EY ANS -- 6 
05/31./2011 TUE 11: 49 FAX 208 883 4593 6;]J009/012 
132. August 27, 2009 photograph 
133. August 31,2009 photograph 
134. September 23, 2009 photograph 
135. October 16,2009 photograph 
136. December 23, 2009 and January 4,2010 - two (2) photographs 
137. 2010 - tvvo (2) photographs 
139. 2010 - three (3) photographs 
140. January 4, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
141. January 4,2010 - two (2) photographs 
142. January 12,2010 - one (1) photograph 
143. January J2, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
144. January 12,2010 and February 19, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
145. February, 2010 and Aplil, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
146. January 11,2010 - two (2) photographs 
147. January 27, 2010 hvo (2) photographs 
148. January 30 and February 1,2010 - three (3) photographs 
149. February 11,2010 - three (3) photographs 
150. February, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
151. February, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
152. February and March~ 2010 - three (3) photographs 
153. March, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
154. March 3,2010 - three (3) photographs 
155. March 3, 2010 - tlU'ee (3) photographs 
AFFIDAVIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 7 315 
05/31/2011 TUE 11: 49 Fl'.x 20B 883 4593 
156. March 5 and 7, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
157. March 10,2010 - three (3) photographs 
158. March 10 and March 12,2010 - three (3) photographs 
159. March 15, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
160. March 16,2010 - three (3) photographs 
161. March 18,201 - three (3) photographs 
162. March 18,2010 - three (3) photographs 
163. March 18, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
164. March 19 and March 22, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
165. March 23, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
166. March 23,2010 - three (3) photographs 
167. March 23,2010 - three (3) photographs 
168. March 23,2010 - three (3) photographs 
169. March 23, 2010 three (3) photographs 
170. March 26, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
171. March 26, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
172. March 26, 2010 - three (3) photographs 
173. March 28, 2010 - tlu'ee (3) photographs 
174. March 28, 2010 - tlu'ee (3) photographs 
175. March 28,2010 - three (3) photographs 
176. March 15 and March 28,2010 - two (2) photographs 
177. March 16 and March 28, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
192. May, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
AFFIDAVIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 8 
IidVLVIV.l.L 
05/31/2011 TUE 11: 49 FAX 208 883 4593 ~V.L.LiUJ.L 
193. June 9, 2010 - tWo (2) photographs 
194. June 9 and June 11, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
195. June 9,2010 - two (2) photographs 
196. June 9, 2010 - two (2) photographs 
197. June 30,2010 - tv,o (2) photographs 
198. Two (2) photographs of construction of McVicars' pool area and of pool 
202. Two (2) photographs of interior of fabric building 
203. March 2, 2010 photographs 
204. Photograph of McVicars' 2003 wedding 
205. Photograph of2003 IvlcVicars' wedding 
226. Stapley Engineering notes regarding code references 
260. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building foundation southwest corner 
261. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building foundation footing outside west wall 
262. May, 2007 photograph of footing width 
263. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building southwest corner 
264. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building southwest corner 
265. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building southwest corner 
266. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building west wall 
267. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building foundation 
268. May, 2007 photograph of fabric building west wall 
269. May, 2007 photograph of fablic building west wall 
270. May, 2007 photograph of footing width 
277. January 12,2010 Nez Perce County Sheriff's report 
AFFIDA VIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 9 317 
05/31/2011 TUE 11: 49 FAX 208 883 4593 
285. HorseWyse Instruction flyer dated February 6, 2007 
4. The above statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief 
Dated this 31st day of May, 2011. 
NOT!L\RY PUBLIC for the State of Idaho 
My q:ommission 
\ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby eeltify that on this 31 st day of May, 2011, I caused a hue and con-eet copy of this 
document to be served on the following individual in the marmer indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
A TTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON,ID 83501 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
1230 MAIN STREET 
PO BOX 896 
LEWISTON,ID 83501 
AFFIDA VIT OF RENEE EVANS -- 10 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ J Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[X) Fax (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Band Delivery 
] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ X] Fax (208) 799-3058 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COl.JNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
) 
JOHN M. McVICARS and JULIE ) 







BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV 07-01460 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
AND ORDER ON MOTIONS 
FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS 
This matter came before the Court on both parties' motions for attorney's fees and 
costs. The Plaintiffs were represented by Ronald Landeck, of the firm Landeck and 
Forseth. The Defendants were represented by Charles Brown, Attorney at Law. The 
matters were submitted to the Court on the briefs filed by the parties. The Court, being 
fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
MEMORANDUM OPIN10N AND ORDER 




On February 8, 2011, this Court entered a Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, 
and Order following a court trial held on this matter. A Final Judgment was entered on 
February 28, 2011. The Defendants were ordered to relocate the building in question as a 
result of the Plaintiffs' claim of private nuisance; however, the Plaintiffs' claim of public 
nuisance was denied. Following the entry of judgment, both parties filed motions for 
attorney's fees and costs. 
ANALYSIS 
Each party is seeking an award of attorney's fees and costs, on the basis that each 
party claims to have prevailed in the action. This Court must first determine whether 
either party is the prevailing party in the action, and then determine whether an award of 
attorney's fees and costs is appropriate. 
1. Prevailing party 
It is within the sound discretion of the trial court to determine which party is the 
prevailing party for purposes of an award of attorney fees. Costa v. Borges, 145 Idaho 
353,359, 179 P.3d 316, 322 (2008), citing Hughes v. Fisher, 142 Idaho 474, 484, 129 
P.3d 1223, 1233 (2006). LR.C.P. 54(d)(1 )(B) sets forth criteria to guide the Court in 
determining which party is the prevailing party to an action. 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled 
to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 
judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the 
respective parties. The trial court in its sound discretion may determine 
that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and 
upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in 
a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims 
involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
ON MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND COSTS 
2 
LR.C.P.54(d)(l)(B). In conjunction with this rule, the Court is guided by three principal 
factors: 
[T]here are three principal factors a trial court must consider when 
determining which party, if any, prevailed: (1) the fmal judgment or result 
obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple 
claims or issues between the parties; and (3) the extent to which each of 
the parties prevailed on each of the claims or issues. 
Nguyen v. Bui, 146 Idaho 187, 192, 191 P.3d 1107, 1112 (Ct. App. 2008), see also 
Sanders v. Lanliford, 134 Idaho 322, 1 P.3d 823 (Ct. App. 2000). 
In the case at hand, each party contends they are the prevailing party. Wnen 
considering the matter as a whole, this Court fmds that each party prevailed in part, and, 
thus, was also unsuccessful in part. The Plaintiffs prevailed in part on the claim of 
private nuisance, and the ultimate result that the fabric building must be relocated. 
However, the Defendants also prevailed because the claim of public nuisance was 
dismissed, and, while the Defendants were required to relocate the building, they were 
not required to deconstruct the building. Thus, the Defendants may continue to utilize 
this building. Taking into account the three factors set forth in Nguyen, as well as 
LR.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B), the Court cannot state that one party prevailed over the other in the 
case at hand. 
2. Motions for Costs 
Each party is seeking an award of costs as a matter of right, and discretionary 
costs, as authorized by LR. c.P. 54( d)(l). As discussed above, the Court must first 
determine which party is the prevailing party in the action. In the case at hand, it has 
been determined that neither party prevailed over the other. Thus, in accordance with 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
ON MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND COSTS 
3 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(A), both the Plaintiffs' and the Defendants' motions for an award of 
costs as a matter of right, and motions for an award of discretionary costs are denied. 
3. Motions for Attorney's Fees 
Both parties are seeking an award of attorney's fees pursuant to I.e § 12-121. 
I.e. § 12-121 allows a court to award reasonable attorney's fees to the prevailing party in 
any civil action. 
In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party or parties, provided that this section shall not alter, repeal 
or amend any statute which otherwise provides for the award of attorney's 
fees. The term "party" or "parties" is defined to include any person, 
partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the state of 
Idaho or political subdivision thereof. 
I.C. § 12-121. LR.e.P. 54(e)(1) narrows the scope of this statute by providing that 
"attorney fees under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded by the court only when 
it fmds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or defended 
frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." I.R. C.P. 54( e)( 1 ). 1 
In Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist. v. Washington Federal Sav., 135 Idaho 518, 20 
P.3d 702 (2001), the Idaho Supreme Court provided guidance regarding awards of 
attorney's fees pursuant to I.e. § 12-121. 
This Court has. held that an award of attorney fees under I.e. § 12-121 is 
not a matter of right, and is appropriate only when the Court, in its 
discretion, "is left with the abiding belief that the action was pursued, 
defended, or brought frivolously, unreasonably, or Vvithout foundation." 
Owner-Operator Ind. Drivers Assoc. v. Idaho Public Util. Comm'n, 125 
Idaho 401, 408,871 P.2d 818,825 (1994). When deciding whether the 
case was brought or defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without 
foundation, the entire course of the litigation must be taken into account. 
Thus, if there is a legitimate, triable issue of fact, attorney fees may not be 
awarded under I. C. § 12-121 even though the losing party has asserted 
factual or legal claims that are frivolous, unreasonable, or without 
lIn addition, LR.C.P. 54(e)(l) does not allow a court to award attorney's fees pursuant to I.C § 12-121 
where a case is resolved with a default judgment. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 4 
ON MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND COSTS 
foundation. See Turner v. Willis, 119 Idaho 1023,812 P.2d 737 (1991). 
The award of attorney fees rests in the sound discretion of the trial court 
and the burden is on the person disputing the award to show an abuse of 
discretion. See Anderson v. Ethington, 103 Idaho 658, 651 P.2d 923 
(1982). In determining whether the trial court has abused its discretion, we 
again turn to the three-factor test articulated in Sun Valley Shopping 
Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho at 94,803 P.2d at 1000. 
Id. at 524-525, 20 P.3d at 708 - 709. In the case at hand, there were two legitimate, 
triable issues of fact; specifically, a claim of private nuisance and a claim of public 
nuisance. There is nothing in the record to support a finding that either party in the action 
pursued, defended, or brought claims frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation. 
Consequently, neither party has a basis for an award of attorney's fees pursuant to LC. § 
12-121. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing analysis, the parties' motions for awards for attorney's 
fees and costs are denied. 
ORDER 
The Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs is hereby DENIED. IT IS 
FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendants' Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs is 
hereby DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this If 1;ay of July 2011. 
Q~ C) 
CARL B.RRiCK - District Judge 
MEMORANTIUM OPIN10N AND ORDER 
ON MOTIONS FOR A TTORl\TEY'S FEES 
AND COSTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing MEMO~TIlJM OPINION AND ORDER ON 
MOTIONS FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES A.~1) COSTS was: 
__ faxed this __ day of July, 2011, or 
()0 
-+-_ hand delivered via court basket this ~(~-day of July, 2011, or 
('. 
_+- mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ffday of July, 
201 ,to: 
Ronald J. Landeck 
Landeck & Forseth 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston,ID 83501 
PATTY O. WEEKS, '-'-'-'.LJHJ."V 
MEMORAl\.TDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
ON MOTIONS FOR ATTORN'EY'S FEES 
AND COSTS 
6 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Le\:viston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants! Appellants. 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF :NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. MeVICARS and JULIE ) 






BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an/daho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
MOTION TO STAY E"N"FORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PENDING APPEAL 
COME NOW the above-named defendants/appellants (hereafter defendants) in the 
above-entitled matter by and through their attorney of record, Charles A. Brown, and move this 
Court for an order staying enforcement of the Final Judgment entered in the above-entitled action 
and also requesting that the defendants/appellants be allowed to apply dust abatement and to make 
limited use of the property in question. 
MOTION TO STAY ENrORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PEJ\TDING APPEAL 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lev.-iston, Idaho 83501 3 )5 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) "'\ 
That this motion is made pursuantto LR. C.P. 62( d) and LA.R. 13 (b )(15) and is based 
upon the following facts: 
... That the defendants have filed a Corrected Notice of Appeal. 
That a judgment was filed on February 28,2011, requiring: 
(1) Defendants to remove the fabric building from its 
current location on Defendants' property by no later 
than August 1,2011 
(2) Prohibiting defendants from: 
(i) from relocating the fabric building or any portion 
of the fabric building on any portion of defendants' 
property that lies to the west of plaintiffs' property; 
(ii) from centralizing defendants' horse operation on 
any portion of defendants' property that lies to the 
west of plaintiffs' property; and 
(iii) from driving vehicles that are not personally 
O\vned by defendants and/or allowing vehicles that are 
not personally o\vned by defendants to be driven on 
defendants' property that lies to the west of plaintiffs' 
property. 
That the appeal filed in the above-entitled matter is still pending. 
The defendants further move this Court for an order alloVv1ng others to apply 
Magnesium Chloride, a sterilant to stop weed growth, and for replacement and maintenance of the 
arborvitae (in place already for noise and dust abatement), upon their property which is located to 
the west of the plaintiffslrespondents' property. This v"i11 require the driving of vehicles not 
personally owned by the defendants on their property that lies west of plaintiffs' property. 
Additionally, the defendants move this Court for an order allowing the defendants' 
customers and suppliers to access the interior of the building in question with their vehicles in order 
load and unload hay which the defendants sell pursuant to their Conditional Use Permit during the 
pendency of this matter. By allowing them full access to the interior of the building, it would 
decrease the amount of dust, noise, and activity by the defendants. The specifics in regard to said 
request are more fully set forth in the affidavit of the defendant Dr. Christensen filed herewith. 
MOTION TO STAY Er..'"FORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PENl)ING APPEAL 2 
Charles A. Bro"Wll, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
LewistOll, Idaho 83501 3 J '-
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) ~ y; 
These motions are further based upon the affidavit and brief filed in support herewith. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED on this 9th day of Au_gu_S_~"""2=0--411/,,-'_~-,,,,-+--_f'rL-_. +,1-_. __ _ 
Charles A. Bmwn 
Attorney for Defendants! Appellants. 




mailed by regular fIrst class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent by facsimile to: 
sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
band delivered to: 
on this 9th day of August, 2011. 
C/lje/yL-
MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT PENDING APPEAL 3 
Ronald 1. Landeck, Esq. @ 208-883-4593 
Landeck & Forseth 
Attorneys at Law 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 3 7 
208·746·9947/208·746·5886 (fax) J 
Charles A. BroVvTI 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABroVvTI@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants! Appellants. 
FilED 
lOU FllX' 9 ffYl tf ~8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.~1) FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHN M. Mc VICARS and J1JLIE ) 






BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA. B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUARTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendants/Appellants. ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
BRIEF IN SlJPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STA Y E~FORCEMENT 
OF J1JDGMENT PENDING APPEAL 
COME NO\V the above-named defendants/appellants (hereafter defendants) in the 
above-entitled matter by and through their attorney of record, Charles A. BroVvTI, and provide this 
brief in support of their Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment Pending Appeal as follows: 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT PEN"DING 
APPEAL 1 
Charles A Bro,,11, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewistm:, Idaho 83501 3 ') (/ 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) Ci\d' 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
This matter having been heard by the Court in six (6) days of trial - August 30 and 
31, September 1, 2, and 3, and October 8, 2011; the Court having entered its Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law, and Order, entered in the above-entitled action on February 8, 2011; and the 
Court having entered the Final Judgment on the 28th day of February, 201l. 
The Court determined that defendants' use of their property west of the plaintiffs' 
home constituted a private nuisance; that defendants are to relocate their building and centralize their 
horse operation at a different location upon their property; that the defendants are to limit traffic on 
the property west of the plaintiffs' property and that the only vehicles which are personally ovmed 
by the defendants may drive on the property that lies west of the plaintiffs' property; and that a 
mandatory injunction was ordered requiring defendants to remove the fabric building from its current 
location on defendants' property by no later than August 1, 2011. 
That the defendants have filed a notice of appeal in regard to Court's above-
referenced fmdings and believe that the portion ofthe Final Judgment concerning the removal of the 
fabric building from its current location on the defendants' property by August 1,2011, should be 
stayed pending the appeal in this matter and relief given in regard to the other restrictions. 
ARGUMENT 
I. TillS MATTER DEALS 'VITH A UNIQUE SITUATION. 
This Court and the parties are faced with a unique situation. During the trial, no 
evidence was provided which proved that the building in question was in violation of any county, 
city, or state ordinance or rule nor that the building was unsafe. This Court did not find that the 
building at issue was a safety issue even after the expert testimony of various engineers. The 
building was legally placed on the land in question, was built according to the building standards, 
and was a building found to be appropriate for the agricultural area wherein it is located. The only 
thing that was determined was that the large building was considered a private nuisance and it was 
required to be moved. 
The Court mentioned in its findings that the plaintiffs did not prove any of their 
allegations that the building violated any type of city, county, or state ordinance, rule, or regulation 
at any time. It found that the testimony supplied by the Nez Perce County building official to be 
sufficient when :Mr. Rockefeller explained "that no building codes were enforced because the 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
ENFORCEMEr.."'T OF JUDGMENT PENDlNG 
APPEAL 2 
Charles A. Brov,ll, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 3) t1 
208-746-9947!208-746-5886 (fax) 0< I 
building is exempt as an agricultural building." See Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 
Order, p. 7. 
"The Plaintiffs have not sho\\TI by clear evidence that the building is structurally 
unsafe." See Footnote 31, p. 49 of the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order. The Court 
concluded that: 
Placing a building of this magnitude in such close proximity is 
unreasonably offensive to the senses, and under all the circumstances 
unreasonably interferes \vith the Plaintiffs' enjoyment of their 
property. 
See Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, p. 38. Thus, this unique situation is a large 
building legally built and lawfully situated upon the O\\TIer's land but is now considered a nuisance 
and is required to be moved. It would be unreasonably offensive to have the defendants move this 
building should the appellate court determine that there is no private nuisance which affects the 
plaintiffs/respondents' enjoyment of their property. 
The plaintiffs/respondents had also alleged that the building's size and structure 
created a public nuisance. The Court noted: 
The Plaintiffs' claim that the building is a public nuisance is premised 
on the argument that the building is structurally unsafe and a fire 
hazard, therefore the public is at danger because members of the 
public utilize the building for various events, as well as to purchase 
hay from the Defendants. 
See Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order, p. 49. 
The Court after hearing considerable testimony in relation to the building'S structure 
and the activities with which the defendants were using the building for their agricultural business 
determined the follo\\1.ng: 
In the case at hand, there is no evidence which supports the Plaintiffs' 
claim for public nuisance because there was no evidence that the 
Defendants' use of their property affects at the same time an entire 
community or neighborhood, or any considerable number of persons. 
ld. Thus, this Court found that the building was not posing a threat to the public and was not a 
public nuisance. 
BRlEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
E1\TFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT PEr.."'DING 
APPEAL 3 
Charles A Brown, Esq, 
P,O, Box 12251324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 33 0' 
208·746·99471208·746-5886 (fax) 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW - THE DISTRICT COURT HAS STANDING TO ENTER 
AN ORDER STAVING THIS MATTER PENDING APPEAL. 
follows: 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 62( c) states in regard to injunctions as 
(c) Injunction - Writ of Mandate Pending Appeal. When an 
appeal is taken from ... final judgment granting, ... an injunction 
... , the court in its discretion may suspend ... an injunction ... 
during the pendency of the appeal upon such terms as to bond or 
otherwise as it considers proper for the security of the rights of the 
adverse party. 
The rule gives the above-entitled Court the authority to suspend the injunction it has ordered in this 
matter to relocate the fabric building during the pendency of the appeal. 
By requiring the defendants to move their fabric building at this time during the 
appeal would be prejudicial to them and impair their equities by causing them extreme financial 
hardship. Should it be determined in the appeal process that the fabric building does not need to be 
moved, then the defendants will have been prejudiced by the immense time, trouble, effort, and 
expense it will have taken to relocate the fabric building. 
33 C.J.S. § 259 Evaluation by court of request for stay, states: 
The granting of a stay usually rests in the discretion of the court, 
which balances the rights and interests of the judgment creditor and 
the judgment debtor. 
The granting of the stay usually rests in the discretion of the court 
which 'will not be reviewed unless capriciously exercised or abused. 
Unless warranted, courts generally will not disrupt the rights of 
creditors to collect judgment by legal means. 
To properly evaluate requests for stays of execution of 
judgments, the court must consider the circumstances of each 
individual case. This entails a weighing or balancing the rights 
and interests ofthe judgment creditor and the judgment debtor, 
or the potential harm or prejudices to the parties. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
ENFORCEMENT OF TIJDGl\1ENT PENDING 
APPEAL 4 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lew'.ston, Idaho 83501 3 3 / 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) 
The court may grant a stay of execution of a judgment under such 
conditions as it deems proper. Where a statute authorizes a stay on 
such terms as shall be just, it is in the discretion of the judge whether 
to impose any terms and as to what terms shall be imposed. 
(Emphasis added.) Further, 33 C.J.S. § 252 When execution would be unjust, states: 
A court may grant a stay of execution when it would be unjust to 
permit execution of the judgment. 
A court may grant a stay in the furtherance of justice whenever it 
would be unjust to further execute or enforce the judgment, or when, 
although it is proper to enforce the judgment, there is good reason 
why execution should be postponed. In generally, a stay may be 
allowed on legal and equitable grounds. Thus, a stay may be allowed 
to give the defendant opportunity to set off a claim against the 
plaintiff, or to permit the filing of an equitable defense .... 
(Emphasis added.) 
In. STATUS QUO 
In the matter of Farm Service, Incorporated v. United States Steel Corporation, 90 
Idaho 570, 414 P.2d 898, 149 U.S.P.Q. 861 (1966), the Idaho Supreme Court set forth as follows: 
In cases involving ownership or right of possession of specific 
property, this court has held that a preliminary injunction to preserve 
the property in status quo pending final judgment, is proper, although 
other remedies may be available to the moving party, since the owner 
is entitled to the protection of his property in specie. Gilpin v. Sierra 
Nevada Con.1I1in. Co., 2 Idaho 696, 23 P. 547, 1014 (1890); Staples 
v. Rossi, 7 Idaho 618, 65 P. 67 (1901). 
In this case tangible property is not involved. The issue is alleged 
unfair competition. Plaintiff is seeking protection of a claimed 
intangible right. In such a case the court should consider the 
availabiIityto plaintiff of other remedies; whether plaintiff will suffer 
great or irreparable injury, during the pendency of the action, as 
contemplated by the statute, LC. § 8-402 (2); whether any such injury 
may be adequately compensated in damages; and whether the 
defendant may be able to respond in damages. These considerations 
should be weighed against the injury which may result to the 
defendant during the pendency of the action by the imposition of 
the temporary injunction, in case it should fmally be determined 
that plaintiff was not entitled thereto. Plaintiffs showing in the 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
ENrORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT PENDING 
APPEAL 5 
Charles A. Brown, Esq, 
p.o, Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
208·746·9947/208·746·5886 (fax) 
33~ 
federal court in support of its motion to remand, indicated its 
damages, in the absence of any injunction, would be minimaL 
Id at 586-587, 414 P.2d at 907 (emphasis added). Even though this matter does not involve a 
temporary injunction during the pendency of this action, it could be finally determined that the 
defendants do not need to move their fabric building. 
CONCLUSION 
The defendants should not be made to move the subject building until the appellate 
process has been completed due to the substantial burden of doing such and the great expense that 
it will cost the defendants. The other issues addressed in the motion in regard to usage of the 
property pending the appeal are an attempt to comply with this Court's judgment in a consistent 
manner pending appeal. 
RESPECTFlJLL Y SUBMITTED on this 9th day of August, 2011. 
LlJt,~~ 
Charles A. Brown 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 




mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent by facsimile to: 
sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
hand delivered to: 
on this 9th day of August, 2011. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STAY 
Et-.TFORCEMENI OF JUDGMENT PENDING 
APPEAL 6 
Ronald 1. Landeck, Esq. @ 208-883-4593 
Landeck & Forseth 
Attomeys at Law 
693 Styner Avenue, Suite 9 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lev.'iston, Idaho 83501 3 3 3 
208·746·9947/208·746·5886 (fax) 
Charles A. BroVvll 
Attorney at Law 
324 Main Street 
P.O. Box 1225 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
208-746-9947 
208-746-5886 (fax) 
ISB # 2129 
CharlesABrown@cableone.net 
Attorney for Defendants/Appellants. 
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BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, and BAR DOUBLE DOT ) 
QUA.RTER HORSES, LLC, an Idaho ) 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
Counties of Nez Perce ) 
Case No. CV 07-01460 
AFFIDA VII OF DR. BRET B. 
CHRISTENSEN IN SlJPPORT OF 
DEFE1'YDA..1\JTS' MOTION FOR 
STAY PENDING APPEAL 
DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes, and says: 
1. That your affiant is one of the defendants/appellants named herein and that 
he makes the following statements of his oVvn personal knowledge. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDA.'N"TS' MOTION 
FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL 1 
Charles A. Brown, ESQ, 
P.O. Box 1225/324 ~ st. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 33 J 
208·746·9947;208·746-5886 (fax) r 
2. The Final Judgment in this matter was entered on February 28, 2011, and we 
received it shortly thereafter. 
3. After reading the Final Judgment, my impression was that August 1, 2011, 
was the triggering date for all the items set forth in the Final Judgment. 
4. We did not have an opportunity to meet with our counsel, due to his trial 
schedule and a large mediation matter, until the 16th day of May, 2011. 
S. At that time, our counsel agreed that there was some ambiguity in the 
language of the Final Judgment. We decided to err on the side of caution, and we initiated the 
attempt to comply vvith the language of the Final Judgment immediately, with the exception of 
relocating the fabric building. 
6. In the Final Judgment, it prevented us from "centralizing Defendants' horse 
operation on any portion of Defendants' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property." We 
have 29 horses. We keep all 29 of the horses north of our property that lies west of plaintiffs' 
property, with the exception of two (2) to four (4) horses at a given time. With that exception, we 
keep the remainder of the horses below the plaintiffs' property line. 
We have also moved all of the horse trailers that are not owned by us, below the 
plaintiffs' property line as well. So, now when others come to pick up their horse trailers or drop 
off their horse trailers, that location is not located on our property west of the plaintiffs' property, but 
rather is located north of that area. This avoids others driving their vehicles upon the property west 
of the plaintiffs' property and it also avoids others from moving their horse trailers on and off of the 
property located west of the plaintiffs' property. (The manure pile is located 30 to 40 yards north of 
the property line which is the southern edge of the plaintiffs' property line, but this manure pile has 
been in that general location for many years. ) 
7. The Final Judgment makes reference only to horse operations. Despite not 
being requested to do so, we have discontinued our support for the 4-H kids because that would have 
brought not only their livestock but the individual children and their parents onto the property west 
of the plaintiffs' property .. Any and all other aspects of our horse operations, for example, breeding, 
stalling, veterinarian work, horse shoeing, and loading hay for customers, have been occurring north 
of plaintiffs' northern property line and is located in the immediate vicinity of our home. (This is 
inclusive of office operations which have always been located in our home.) 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL 2 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 tv.tain St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 3 3 5 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) '. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 you will find a true and correct copy of 
Nez Perce County Resolution 2011-06-080. As Judge Kerrick is aware, he had issued an order to 
the Nez Perce County Commissioners for them to revisit the situation and to arrive at findings of fact 
and conclusions of law. 
9. Since the original decision on this matter had occurred back on the 19th day 
of January, 2010, the makeup of the County Commissioners has changed due to an election. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 you will find the County Commissioners' decision (Amended Findings 
of Fact Conclusions of Law Decision) again voted on unanimously, that gives us the right to sell hay 
from the property in question. It also limits hay sales to occur only between Monday and Saturday 
from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and with no sales occurring on Sundays, both of which are consistent 
with its previous opinion. It also provides that we "provide annual application of dust abatement to 
the driveway that leads to the hay storage structure and is situated between the two parcels." 
10. This last requirement has led to a conflict Vvith the Final Judgment in this 
matter because the last provision would require someone other than us driving a licensed vehicle to 
go upon our property located west of the plaintiffs' property. And, thus, that is the reason that we 
are seeking permission from this Court to allow for any kind of activity that would provide dust 
abatement or maintenance of the property by others. The dust abatement consists of Magnesium 
Chloride which lasts approximately two (2) to three (3) months, and, thus, we intend to apply the 
Magnesium Chloride more frequently than on an annual basis. 
In lieu of the Magnesium Chloride, we have applied water in order to facilitate the 
dust abatement, but that simply does not last very long. Before we met with Mr. BroVvl1 in May, we 
also had Atlas Sand & Gravel apply pre-washed gravel to the property in question as a form of dust 
abatement. At that time, we were under the impression we had until August 1, 2011, to do the 
above. 
11. The Final Judgment has put a halt to the many aspects of maintaining our farm 
and ranching activities. For instance, one of the arborvitae that we planted on the property line as 
dust, noise, and sight control has died. The landscape company that is supposed to replace this dead 
tree cannot come out and replace the tree because I do not personally ovm the vehicle that would 
come out carrying the tree and the equipment that it would take to remove the dead tree and plant 
a new one. Also, we would like to put a sterilant material around the perimeter of the hay storage 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN SlJPPORT OF DEFEl'-ITIANTS' MOTION 
FOR STAY PENDING APPEAL 3 
Charles A. Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. fo 
Lev.'iston, Idaho 83501 jJ 
208·746·99471208·746·5886 (fax) J 
building but the company that I contacted does not have enough hose material to park their vehicle 
north of the property line and reach the areas that need to be sprayed. 
12. As a point of clarification, after receiving the decision of the County 
Commissioners, we conferred with Nance Ceccarelli of the Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office, 
and we reviewed the Final Judgment \vith her. She felt that the application of the Magnesium 
Chloride by others could be in violation of the Final Judgment. She advised us to call Judge Kerrick 
in order to obtain clarification or permission. That explains the attempted phone call by your affiant 
to Judge Kerrick's Clerk which occurred without Mr. Brown's knowledge. 
13. After being informed by the Judge's Clerk that your affiant cannot 
communicate \vith Judge Kerrick (which I thought I was instructed to do) then Mr. Brown said he 
would make the motion seeking permission. 
14. After our meeting with Mr. Brown in May, we have not allowed anyone to 
drive vehicles which are not owned by us to be driven on our property west of plaintiffs' property. 
To our knowledge, there have been a couple of instances where individuals accustomed to driving 
up to the building to retrieve their hay have driven on the property west of plaintiffs' property, and 
we have asked them to immediately remove their vehicles. We then would bring the hay to them. 
15. On or about July 27, 2011, John Mc Vicars came upon our property and started 
yelling at your affiant because he thought I had not done anything in regard to dust abatement. I had, 
as indicated previously, already applied pre-washed gravel and water, but he wanted more dust 
abatement than that. Wben Mr. Mc Vicars came over wanting additional dust abatement, I explained 
to him that I was not allowed to per the terms of the Final Judgment. He then started yelling at me 
and telling me how he was going to "break me" if it took him 10 years, he was going "break me." 
He then became, as usual, quite angry and upset. I called the police, and they came to my premises 
and at that time they called Nance Ceccarelli and conferred with her from my premises. They then 
issued a No Trespass Order against John Mc Vicars (see attached copy which is Exhibit 3) 
prohibiting him from coming upon my property. Nance Ceccarelli conferred with the police officer 
in regard to how I was handling hay sales and vehicles. She indicated to the officers that, in her 
opinion, I was in compliance with the judge's Final Judgment and she, too, was going to seek 
clarification from Ju~ge Kerrick in regard to the placement of Magnesium Chloride on our property 
west of the plaintiffs' property. She then authorized the issuance ofthe No Trespass Order. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRISTENSEN 
IN S1.JPPORT OF DEFEJ:-.<l).4.NTS' MOTION 
FOR STAY PEr...TDING APPEAL 4 
Charles A Bro\1;1l, Esq. 
P.O. Box 1225/324 Main St 
Lewiston., Idaho 83501 J 7 
208-746-9947/208-746-5886 (fax) J 0 
If Nance Ceccarelli, the police officer, or anyone else had indicated to me that I was 
somehow in violation of the Final Judgment, I would have complied immediately. I have even gone 
through the time, trouble, and expense of having a truck titled in my name in order to move the hay 
up into the arena, so as to cause less traffic upon the property west of the Mc Vicars' property (see 
Exhibit 4 attached hereto). By purchasing the truck, it allows me to make one trip of transporting 
hay across the property into the building in question, as apposed to the equivalent of 50 trips. The 
50 trips consisted of me using a tractor and taking 10 bales of hay at a time. 
16. In regard to the deconstruction ofthe building in question, the FinalJudgment 
contemplates moving of the building, but the building, as the testimony reflected at the time of trial, 
is anchored in a cement foundation that supports the entire building and the steel supported beams 
are anchored in there. A true deconstruction of the entire building would have to occur if the 
building were to somehow have to be placed elsewhere. The cost to deconstruct, move, and 
reconstruct the building would easily exceed hundreds of thousands of dollars for this process and 
would be a fmancial burden. 
17. That we store the hay we are able to sell, pursuant to Exhibit 2 attached 
hereto, in the building. We are not able to haul large quantities of hay on our tractor and, thus, make 
several trips to and from the building accessing the hay. Customers place their vehicles north of 
property line in question awaiting the hay. This causes additional dust, noise, and activity. If our 
customers and suppliers are able to access the interior ofthe building, then that would allow for less 
activity (one pass into the building and one pass out of the building), less dust (the dust would be 
contained in the building from the loading and then less traveling to and from the building), and less 
noise (less activity). An example is a load of hay was delivered to our property last weekend and 
the supplier parked north of the plaintiffs' property line. There were twelve (12) large hay bales. Our 
tractor could only haul two (2) at a time, thus necessitating six (6) trips -- to and from the building 
(twelve (12) passes in all) -- in order to unload and store the hay. By allowing the supplier to drive 
to and from the building would have only necessitated one trip -- to and from for two (2) passes in 
all. 
The vehicles would not be allowed to remain outside of the building, but would be 
driven into the interior of the building. 
AFFIDA VII OF DR. BRET B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANl'S' MOTION 
FOR STAY PEJ:\'DING APPEAL 5 
Charles A Brown, Esq. 
P.O. Box 12251324 Main St. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 3 3 (II 
208-746-99471208-746-5886 (fax) tJ 
DATED on this 9th day of August, 2011. dL 
~ ~ 
Dr. Bret B. Christensen 
SUBSCRIBED A,.'\1J) SWOR.."N to before me on this 9th day of August, 2011. 
(SEAL) Residing at (9.,-0+;1'1-0 
My: commission expires on: 
~ ~ ;;,;; I ;;;>0 I i 
I, Charles A. Brown, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was: 
o mailed by regular first class mail, and deposited 
in the United States Post Office to: 
sent by facsimile to: 
sent by facsimile and mailed by regular first 
class mail, deposited in the United States Post 
Office to: 
o sent by Federal Express, overnight delivery 
o hand delivered to:. 
on this 9th day of August, 2011. 
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A RESOLUTION ADOPT1J'.JG TIffi A.MENTIED PINTIINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AL"ID 
DECISION OF AN APPEAL ON CONnffiONAL USE P~\1IT (ClJP) 2009-4, A-""rn F1JRTIffiR 
PROvIDINGFORA.N EFFECTI\7E DATE. 
\VHERR·~.s, it is the desire of Nez Perce County to adopt the Amended Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and Decision with respect to an appeal on the Conditional Use Permit 2009-4 .. 
NOW, 1BEREFORE, BE IT A.® IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED W..AT: 
Section 1: The Nez Perce County Board of Commissioners, having reviewed the iunended Findings 
of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision regarding the appeal on the Conditional Use Permit 2009-4, does 
hereby approve and adopt the iunended Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decision" and authorizes 
execution on behalf of Nez Perce County. 
This resolution shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage, approval, and 
pUblication. 
This resolution is dilly approved and adopted by the Nez Perce C01mty Board of Commissioners on the 
rf)<-&. 
~ day of June, 2011. 
ATTRST: ' 
~!A U:J{~/J$ ./)'l/ll-~ 
PATTY O. "lEEKS - ymp Cf 
Cler~t39f~fl()lp~i~~T B. CHRlSTENSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
~'&~~PING APPEAL Iofl 
W;\Resoiuti[}lIS 2fnl\Aoopt Amended Fmtlings of Fact Appeal COP 2009-4.ooc 
BY: 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMJSSIONERS 
Nez Perce County, Idaho 
w. HAVENS, Member 
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FINl)INGS OF FACT 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
DECISION Bret & Eddieka Christensen, 
Appliclllits 
1. Conclusions of Law: Pursuant to I. C. 67-6509 and Nez Perce County Ordinance No. 
72z, all cpplicable legal provisions regarding public notice prior to the public 
hearings were met 
Findings of Fact: Notice was published in Le'\,J\riston Morning Tribune, a 
newspaper of circulation, at least flfteen (15) days to each bellling. 
Notice of the public befuings was posted on the premises one (1) week prior to each 
2. Conclusions of Law: Pursuant to 1. C. 67-6509 and Nez Perce County Ordinance No. 
72z, all regarding public bearings were met. 
Findings of Fact: Nez Perce COUtlty Planr.ing and Zoning Commission (P & Z) 
held a public heai1llg on October 20, 2009, for a proposed Conditional Use Permit 
(CUP 2009-4). The Nez Perce County Board of Com:rrissioners held a public hearing 
on April 15, 2010, to consider the appeal ofClJP 2009-4 (A 2010-1). 
3. Conclusions of Law: Pursuant to Nez Perce COlLTlty Ordin,;;nce No. 72z, the public 
hea.n..ngs provided testimony regarding the issue at the hearings. 
Findings of Fact: The Pl3lli-llng and Zoning Commission received testimony and 
documents entered into the record at the public heai1llg (Appendix A - Planning and 
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EXHIBIT 
Zonhl.g Commission Meeting Minutes). There was testimony from t.1.e public in favor 
and in opposition of the Conditional Use Permit (C1JP). 
Tes+cimony in favor of the ClJP cited that the sale of hay was a good ser,lice to 
the com..rnunity because it provides good quality hay at an affordable price, which 
allows people wit.1.out sufficient pastureland to keep horses and children to pfu-ticipate 
activities such as In addition, favorable testLrnony was received stating that 
is a non-intrusive, agricultural business use a.l1d is a 'liable asset to t.1.e whole 
cornmunity and County. One individual testified that tr3.J.4Jc created by the hay sales 
was not constant, "there is a lot of down time and a lot of quiet time". total 
of (23) people testified favor of CUP. 
Testimony in opposition of CUP was received from a neighboring 
landowner, l\1r. John McVicars, and his legal representative, 11r. Ron Landeck. J\1r. 
Me Vicars, speaking on behalf of himself his wife Julie, stated t.1.at t.1.ey are not 
opposed to sale of hay, but feel that the hay storage and sales are an enormous risk 
to lives and property. He stated that they are opposed to the storage of hay in the 
Cover-All building located behind their home, since it does not meet building code or 
code for a commercial use. He also complained of the dust generated by traffic 
into and out ofu~e property for hay sales. 
Tne Board of County Cornrnissioners (BoCC) received testimony and 
documents entered into the record at the second public hearing (Appendix B - Board 
of County Comm.issioners Meeting Minutes). Again, there was testimony from the 
public in favor and in opposition of the conditional use permit Testimony in favor of 
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t.he CUP cited the agricultural uses of the surrounding area., attempts to control ul.e 
level of dlb"i with oil, and the product service that the hay sales provides people. 
l\f.J. and Mrs. McVicars testified opposition of the C1JP, stafug that the 
building used to store the hay prior to sales does not have a flre-rateo cover and that 
the use is a nuisance shouldn't be allowed. MJ. Landeck took issue wi.th the USe 
an agricultural building of com..mercial hay sales. 
4. Conclusions of Law: The requested use is consistent with t.'le Nez Perce County 
Comprehensive Plan. 
Findings of Fact: As referenced in the St3..L"f Report (Appendix C), the Nez Perce 
County Comprehensive Plan land use classification of the 
subject property as Cropland Pasture. proposed use of property for hay 
is consistent vlith agricultural nature of this land use designation, 
.section 6 of the Comprehensive Plan identifles Future Land Use 
Designations to represent projected land use associations and patterns, which is 
described as follows: 
«The land uses depicted by the map are not precise, They represent a long-
range vision of cOID..munity development. The map is a result of extensive input, 
study, and ideas expressed by the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) and other 
county citizens . .AJthough many issues have influenced the arrru1gement of land uses 
shown on the map, the significant factors were: 
., Importance of agriculture 
co Housing choices 
., Importance of jobs and economic development 
• Grow~Lh Management" 
The future land use designation of the subject property is Rural Land: Transitional 
Lands. The Comprehensive Plan deflnes Rural Land as "Land not proj ected for 
intensive development", Trful.sitional Lands are deflned in the Comprehensive Plan as 
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adjacent to City Le\vlston" wherein "a of low-density 
residential uses are permitted. The sale of hay is consistent with the 
18...11d use designption of Rural Land: Transitional Lands as defined hl the 
Comprehensive Plan. 
5. Conclusions of Law: requested use is consistent 'lvith the Nez Perce County 
'-'U.i .. LLU.K Ordh"1ance No. 72z. 
Findings of Fact: Section 8.1 Zoning Ordinance establishes a process for the 
consideration of conditional uses allowed in a zone. Conditional uses may be 
permitted by Plfu."1iling 2L."1d L..AJU.U.lK Commission accordance with the standards 
procedures set forth in wbich specifically includes the follo\ving: 
Wnether or not the use would cause public health, safety or welfare concerns; 
B. If proposed use conflicts allowed uses the subject zone. 
(A) Public Health, Safety, or:Welfare Concerns 
of Idaho State Department of AgricllitllIe investigated the 
C:hJistensen's Depfu-t.rnent of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 
received a complaint from the Me Vicars about flies and odor coming from manure 
piled on Christensen's property. The investigator completed an inspection of the 
site, whieh is recorded on an ftillimal Industries Case Investigation Form (Appendix 
D). According to the inspection report, the inspector found that "the agricultural odor 
at the facility was slight and I did not find a significant fuuOunt of flies present". A 
letter from DEQ to the Me Vicars was also submitted into the record (Appendix E), in 
which the Air Quality l'vifulager made the follo\vllg statement: 
"1."1 response to your concerns, on August 1, 2008 fu."1d July 17, 2009, DEQ 
AFFIDA .s:taff rC.Qruiucted an investigation at your residence to determine compliance with 
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applicable environmental laws. DITllig these two site VISItS and fu~er revlev\0ng 
pictwes submitted to DEQ, it has been determined that there are no violations that 
occurred on your property or on the adj acent property to the west of your residence." 
No other evidence was presented to indicate adverse effects on public health. 
Vfben evaluating whether or not the sale of hay causes a public safety 
conceLJ., the Planning and Zoning COITllTission received testimony and documents 
hito the record regardhig Christensen's store hay in what is currently 
considered an agricultural buildLT1g. Perce County Zoning Ordinance exempts 
agriculturai buildings from protection/proofing requirements. Whether or not the 
IS lTI an agricultural or commercial building is currently being disputed 
Ll a separate lawsuit filed the Christensens by Mc Vicars. 
.A~t issue the purpose the CT.JP application was the fire risk 
directly related to the sale of hay on the property, rather than the fire risk specifically 
attributable to the building. these findings are limited to COlTh'11ents 
relevant to overall use of the property hay sales. M...r. Mc Vicars provided 
testimony in opposition to the sale of hay, stailng that the hay storage posed a "risk to 
their lives and property". Iv1r. Christensen testified that as a landoVv'1ler and hayseller, 
took necessary precautions and insured property against casualty fuld loss. 
Fire risk was discussed at the public hear,ng before the P & Z. Chairman 
0' Connell compared the risk of hay storage to that of farms throughout the 
County, in that there is an inherent risk of fire associated with both general 
agriculture and the storage of hay, and that fires are very difficult to fight under both 
circl1.l:Pstances. As cited in the Staff Report, COIilirnents on the CUP application were 
received from Ron Hall, Nez Perce County Fire Chief, stating that "as long as Nance 
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[.Nez Perce County Civil Deputy Prosecuting Attorney] does not have a problem with 
the hay storage, I don't have a problem with the fire side of the request If that 
building full of hay catches there is no way we can put it out." 
The Christensen's subm itted a ,vith their application for a 
conditional use stating LL'1at the purpose of their hay sales operation is to offset 
the expense of feed for the horses they own personally. The C~-istensen's further 
stated in their ncu'Tative they provide a unique and valuable service to people in 
the region by selfu"lg and/or delivering hay at a reasonable cost. i'Jo specific rebut'Lal 
of two claitlls was made dw."":illg the public process. As described above, 
testimony was received at public hearings supporting these statements. Based 
upon testimony received and the lack of-evidence to the contrary, it is evident that the 
hay sales provides a valuable service to residents does not adversely affect the 
welfare of the public. 
(B) Conflicts with AJlowed Uses in Subject Zone 
WIT. and 1,,1rs. Mc Vicars submitted six (6) letters of complaint into the record 
written by family and citizens. (See record of BoCC public hearlng.) With LL'1e 
exception of and tr<Lffic-related noise and dust, t.'-lese complaints were 
associated Vv'ith the Cover-all building, and not the sale of hay on the property. 
Testimony and documentation was received at both public hearings that supported 
and refu.ted the claim that traffic-related noise and dust was substantial. 
At the public hearillg before P & Z, lVIT. Mc Vicars testified that traJ."TIc on 
Thiessen Roa.d does not bother them, but he objected to the traffic and dust generated 
behind their home due to hay sales operations. Tne Mc Vicars also submitted 
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photographs into the record to illustrate the cloud of dust generated by a semi truck 
cLriving to l-ilIlS1:em,en's Cover-All building. 
The Clli-istensens submit-ced a quarterly record of their bay sales (Appendix F) 
April 1 to June 30, 2009 as evidence of number of sales that took place. This 
record shows one hundred t'wenty (120) hay sales transactions took place over the 
ni.Llety-one (91) day period, or 1.3 sales per day. Seventy-five (75) of these sales were 
on-site, where the buyer picked up the tilly Christensen's property. The 
'-'"-Llu..L:_UHS forty-five (45) sales were deliveries. During period, the maximum 
DUlnber of sales recorded in one day was four and 1i1.e rninimu...rn was zero (0). 
was at public before P & Z that "there is not a 
constant hl and out of .. " Ot.1.er testimony in favor of the CUP stated that the 
"is measurable [compared] to amount of traffic on TllilJillany 
Creek Road". 
J.a.LJ."-ll"-Li=, and ZODing Commission approved CUP with condition 
the applicants apply dust abatement to LLllu.LLU'-" __ ,'-' dust £enerated bv 
~ ~ 
related to Before the Board of Cou...Tlty Commissioners, lviI. Christensen 
that they had to minimize dust by oiling the area. This statement 
was supported by further testimony. 
The map entered mto the record with the Staff Report illustrates that the 
subject property is located in the Agricultural Residential Zone of Nez Perce COUIrty. 
According to Nez Perce County Zonirlg Ordinance No. 72z, the intent and purpose of 
this zone is to maintain irnpor'"llill.t agricultural uses and areas considered unsuited for 
cultivation due to soil conditions and siope. In addition, low densities of residential 
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7 3l/-7 
221d other complementary uses provide a from agricultural uses to 
higber residential and urban land uses. Testimony favor of the CUP 
demoD.::;'irates that proposed use does not conflict allowed uses in the Agricultural 
Residential zone. Testimony ;n opposition of OJ? argues that sale of hay 
"With the residence located on adjacent property to the south. 
report, in addition to an overwhelming amount of public testimony given at 
both public support CbIistensen' s the proposed use 1S 
witb adjacent uses are also agricultural in natl.ITe. 
Section 5 of the Zoning Ordinance provides a list of uses that are 
pel]TJ,rre;Q outright Tbe list specifically includes 
uses are agricultural ill nature - such as riding arenas horse stablh"1.g -
provided property consists of a IIlinimurn of five (5) acres. described in the 
Staff Report, L~e Christensen's property consists of 9.776 acres, and is In 
compliance the requirements Agricultural Residential 
According to Section 5.2.4 of the Zoning Ordin221ce, Agricultural support 
businesses are peIITitted with issuance of a Conditional Use Permit, and include 
"warehouses uses, =-=...;:.=-=-=-= machine repair shops, fertilizer plants 
and ==c.::::..-====~." Christensen's qU3..l-terly record of hay sales supports testimony 
that they sell hay as an agricultural support business in order to offset the cost of their 
commercial horse operation. This documentation was entered into the record at the 
public hearing before the Planning and Zoning CoillIllission and fu.rilier demonstrates 
compliance "With the requirements oft.'iJ.e Zoning Ordinance. 
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DECISION 
Based upon all the information and evidence on record, including testimony 
and documentation submitted at the public hearillgs, and accordance Viith Section 67-
6509, Idaho Code, the Nez Perce County Board of Commissioners, as hearing board, 
hereby affirms the decision the Plan:rring and Zoning CoIIlIDission to approve 
conditional use permit CIJP 2009-4 with conditions as follows: 
a. Provide annual application of abatement to driveway that leads to u'1e J..ay 
structure and is situated bet\veen t.1}e two parcels (RP35N05W2360 10 and 
RP35N05W236450). 
b. Provide proof of purchase and proof of application of the dust abatement to Nez 
Perce County Planning to be kept on file Viith the Conditional Use 
c. hours of hay sales to Monday through Saturday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
No delivery or sale of hay shall on Sundays. 
Motion by C~LJtTi1~':)/ ~'\ /IV../lffP1 
o '. LL J 
seconded by Lr:Jn'iJl"'Yd\l Dl'M I 1fiVf.f7N 
to adopt the foregoing Conclusions of Law acId Decision. 
ROLL CALL: 
Commissioner Zenner voted 
Commissioner Havens voted 
Chairman Grow voted 
Motion approved by a vote of_-----""""-______ _ 
Regularly passed, approved, and adopted by the Board of COIDJIlissioners of the County 
Hl 
of Nez Perce, State ofldabo, on this Cl'l aay of 
~L('.g, , 201 L 
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Dee.A.rill WIttman, Deputy Clerk cr 
Nez Perce County, Idaho 
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Nez Perce CDUUl..y Ph;;;;Tng & Zoning Corrrrn;ssion 
Vfu""1.Utes - Tuesday, Oc-wDer 20, 2009 
Lewiston, Idaho 
C!>..LL TO ORDER 
ine meetIIlgW"'3 called to or-der at 6:03 p.l:!l. wi.th Chsi.,..,..""n O'Connell presiding. 
COMllAISSION 1:JEl.JBERS PRESEhTf: FraT'"\< Dillon, Kristin Gibson, Roger Bit'"um, Shawn 
Wentwol Lr,-, Randy A..D:lold and J1Tn O'CoD.1leIL 
COl.flIAISSION M:El.JBERS }8SENT: None. 
PROFESSION.AL STAFF PRBSE:Ni: Pat:;:ick P....oc:ke:feller, Building Official; CoIlDie 
Clerk 
II. AUDIENCE CONCER-fiS 
There were- DO audience concerns at tDi.s ti.rne. 
m. APPROVAL OF 1.I:!IINDTE8 
CD.,...,n-;ssion Member Wentwort...h made a :notion to approve the 2009 
seconded by Co'T"'iss.ion Member Gibson. eon<",;SSiOD Member ?..D:lold 
I-'D._.;>",~u. with 5 ayes and one absts1ned. 
IV. PUBLIC ~!iRING 
v:;m09--8 - An. for a variance from the minimum lot size of five 
(S) acres to allow for a .78 acre parcel in the Residential Zone. 
The is located at 20200 Su.mm.it Grade in Lenore; Robert and 
Sandra Stoker; 
ChaiTJJ:l.an O'Con.nell the pu bile U\...a..J..L.W.S 
the members of the aUdience. He asked the '['w·p""..,,; their testimony. 
Sli .... 'NlJP-..A STOKER, 20200 SUM:MIT GRADE, LENORE, IDA.HO addressed the 
Commission. She stated about 2 % years ago purchased 2.4 acres which 
include 2 part:els with one bemg 1.60 acres and one being .78 acres. She stated the 
.78 acre includes a well, sewer, RV hook-up and a ba..-rn. with a small liVillg 
in the top of it.. She said there are also a and an orcha..ti on this 
pa....-ceL She stated these amenities are one of the reasons they bought the land and 
believed they would be able to build on it.. Ms. Stoker stated that the parcel was 
o:r~n8ny a ilt'-J.e over an acre of land but when the road was put for the area, it cut 
into this parcel of land so it reduced the parcel to .78 acres. She stated that they 
were told without the Vl"......t-'J.2.D.ce, they would not be able to rebuild their ba....-:n. if it 
bu..'Ued down or redo the sewer if needed and this causes a ha....tiship for them. Ms. 
Stoker discus.sed the 4 criter.ca needed for a v-c:.riaDce to be granted. She said the first 
item was there were some other parcels a..rolliJ.d them that were less than the 
minimum 5 acres. Secondly, she s.aid they bmlght the property in goDd faith 
t'hjnkjng they would be able to build or rebuild on the property and without the 
v8..t.-ia.nce, they would Dot be able to do tD...at. Nert she stated that this would not be 
detr.wnental due to zone as it being agricultulal residential and that is the use they 
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CUP ZDOS-5 ~ .A n f.!;.-!J.1L .. 0-• .JJ.Jll for a couditiar::ta1 use to S',rface 'miDe 
54 .50 acres of land located at 2909 .AibP..ght Grade in 
.llJ:1as Sand and Applir-..:::n'L 
Cha~rrnal1 Q7ConneIl opened the public He asked the Applir-a 71 t to pz-esent his 
:R:J:'LB B::-u.t'.t-'N.L.A .. N, 1532 QUAIL RUN D?JV"E, LEw1STON, IDA.1m a.ddressed the Co-rn-rn;SslOIl 
r-e'Pl:-e,scrrtmg Atlas Sand and Rock. He S""'t.ated ti::;at Allis Sand and Rock bas 1T1"'Tketed crushed 
rock foz a.bout t"e last 6 yeaT;; from a SOlLT'Ce at 2909 .Albright Grade and they are following the 
OOlli-ce and aLe up on the boLder of the existing conditional use permitted 3.l-ea from the 
ci~y as that area is ~71 the Are::a of City The:: rrew area is in the County and they want to 
DJEike SllTe can contir:ue SOG-ce to the north. inere VlTill be nD arlditio:c..al truck traffic 
or increase Tn S'""des. He stated thi", would just allow them to follow the SOlli-ce. 
Ch"'1r-mBn O'Connell asked if there were a:ny for the 
none, Chai.rma.n 0 'Connell asked for the S""'t.aff 
YJI. Rockefeller by tL'le entire file 3.l'"'ld its into the record.. He went over 
the comments that wer-e received that' are in the 
ConcrLlsions of Law and Decision from the City of Lewiston. 
and me of 
of only concern was :hat Atlas 
He told the CoJ!Jmission h'1.at the 
Sand and Rock continued to use 
95 to come off of. 
ueeded me couclition'" i use 
the land use and 
He addressed the vlSllru buffer aDd 
stated L0.at ITD did uot want aDY mine pits 
Chai.L-n;sn O'Connell asked for u...,;'ULU'cO'-' in favor. 
IA..'RP-:f 141719T::-{ LEWISTON, ID1ufO testified in favor of the c.onditional use 
He stated be is the owner of the property that the would be done on. He scid 
LT:ie rock an for 6 to 7 years or more aDd they just w-'a.nl to continue to 
the :::wm'l.. had gone to the City of Lewiston w~tb. this and they 
waived the b-uifer of trees that was mentioned as there is rio water out there to water any trees 




or questions, Cl:-:..air.r:nan O'Corillell asked for 
Being none, Chairman O'Connell asked if there were any questions. 
Being none, Chairman 0 'Connell dosed the and asked for a motion. 
Co-rnm;ssiou MembeT Wentworth made a motion to approve CUP 2009-5 as written; secouded 
by Corr:r.mission Member .A.rnold. Motion passed unanimously. 
CUP 2009-4 - .A.n application fOT a couditioual use permit to sell and store 
hay on 9.77 acres of land located 3t 29878 Thiessen Road 
in Lew~stou; Bret and Rddieka Christensen.; Applicants. 
and lim.it Cb.r:lli--m.a:n O'Connell opened the public he.ari.ng. He also asked the aUCl1euce to 
their testimony tD 5 minutes due tD the large number of people present or can simply state 
He asked 'LlJ.e they agree or disagree with what the persou LT:iat testified before them. 
Applicants to present their testi.mouy. 
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eo""..,ris;sion Member Gibson said she needed to recluse heme-lf from t-his application due to a 
BRET CHRISTENSEN, 29878 T:F:lIE-SSEN ROAD, IEW1STION, IDA.BO addressed the 
CoIIl.IIlissioIl. He sta."-Lbd moved out to the to the horses and all.. He s<>....id at 
fr-r-st he b071 g-ht for hiTDseli -Dut as -nTTle went orr., he hAd friends that didn't have :>'LDlage 
facilities. They p"'k-ed Ms. Christensen if he cDuld hay and store it for them.. He said 
SOlletIm.eS people would come ill the dddle of w;nter and see if he heo any ex:b:a hay he co-wJd 
sell the:m.. He stated he also hail. some ask if he co-wJd S""LDre hay fOT them. MI. Cili-ist.errsen 
ex:piRr1'1ed that the qllP'fTty of the hay is increased wheIl stored in a controlled enVll'Oilillent. Tn 
2006 or 20'0'7, he stated he went to the State of Idaho and a hay dealer liceIlse. he said he 
operated willi that UIltil J111y of 200'9 when the State of Idaho sent a letter that 
were no hay deal licenses. He said he wP..ill.t....<>d to be in. compliance so he asked 
Pat Rockefeller, OfllrjR 1, if it would be Dk to sell hay and he S""LEited th.et he was told by 
¥JS. Rockefeller, he did Ilot thin" he needed a conditional use permit as lOIlg as he was Ilot 
proces;si1"lg the hay and was IlOt feed store items.. Mr. Cili-istensen stated that they 
deh"ver about 40'% to 44% of the hay sell He dis;cussed some of the locations of his hay 
customers and one of the tnllners he uses that he delivers to. He said have 
statistics ali every bale of hay. He discussed the most r-ecent that he files sales tax for 
and s"-LEited there were 92 with 46 in which sold. Of Lh.e 86 sales 
38 of the sales were deh7ered. The sale day was in August "With 6 
sales that and 4 of those sales weIe de'L.vered. He stated that all of Lhis averages out to 
about % a sale a day which is not a rJr. Christensen said he owns 30 hOises a...'1d 
he tries to buy and sell to cover the cost of hay for h,s own hOises but he said it 
does not CCJ\7er that cost but on 1y cover of his 0'W::l costs. He s;aid they m.oved into 
this lL~ wne and not in the Ji;-n;ts as it is a horse He also said the area does 
not have covell.aL'l.ts Dr restrictions orner i:.L'lan those in the ..AR wne. He stated they store their 
in the Cover-AJl building t.hat w--a..s built on an agricultural He said there PIe over 
30,000 of these the world and are used to store and stable 
horses. and the between ti:lem due to the Cover-fill 
'"'-"-"'-'-'-'-'-s, and that the accuses them. of a lot of people in and out getting 
stated that with the statistics it shows theie is a limited number 
of the Cru-istelisen's He stated fr.,Et oue of the 
1..c..U.<...U.u,s but that the CUP was about the service to 
t-he and not the and also that was of Lh.e lawsuit that is pending. He 
s",id that a denial of the CUP would have more of a impact on the community frllUl 
what it the He s.aid marry of the tb...at buy CanTlot afford to buy 
hay in bulk and w~th the few people that come; do not have set hOliIS as the impact is low. 
He said that he does not feel OIle or two people come at 6:00' or 7:00 p_m.. to get a little 
hay is a big inconvenience. Yrr. Christensen said he works a full-'t:ime job so he is not there 
the day and many of his custollers also work the day so it is a SC:IY-lce to them to 
be able to up a little in the or on the week-end. He said he goes out to the 
hay fanners a...nolmd them and buys the in bulk and is able to pass that savings onto his 
cllstomeT'S. 
C'hP>1rmail O'Co:o.nell asked if mere were any questions for the Applicant. 
Cornmi"'siOli Mellber Dillon asked how much of the hay do b.''ley sell and do they haill iL'l. hay 
for their own horses_ 
Ms. Christensen stated they probably sell over half of the hay. He said that since they were 
s;hut down, they do not have the Eillloun.t of hay that they Dormah'y do. He said they wel"e 
an amount they coilld bring in and t...h.at is all they brought in. He stated he is hoping 
they get llie conditional use permit so they can get some hay bought so he will have hay for his 
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Ch,,;, IIIED O'Connell asked ""hat was the earliest aDd the latest that som.CODe would come to 
buy hay and how ""Bny are right there in the 
Mr. ChristenseD said that 9:00 a.m.. is ab-out the earliest and abo-cIt 7:00 to 8:00 p.lD... is the 
latest that hay is upp He ~d arollnd 40°/;) of the hay goes to peDple in me Tammany 
Cha~T"Tn&D O'CoDIlell asked about if hay is loaded .wum inside or ouf-;:::ide of:he b8.J.u and also if 
there are horses stabled in the bacu and Wl:lO they be:loL.g to. 
Mi. Ch';..stensen said t-he is loaded from in and outside the bfu""1l. He said there are hDrses 
stabled in the bEU..u at times but are 0,,1y his horses. He s"Lared that he dves board some' 
horses but not in fue b~~. He said the ba....rn is mostly used to store hay in and horses 8..J..c 
sonetimes ridden in. file: 6Da.tJl. 
Commis.siDn Meillber Wentwo~ ill asked about the 
COlill.ty Dr the LCC:~UL'L)l 
lViS. ChristenseD said the suit was from 
and if he Was being sued by the 
Commission Member Bit"LDn asked MI. Christensen's statement aoout being 'limited to the 
aITlount of he could 
Ms. Christensen stat..."iJ. that due to the by , he had to apply for the 
CUP. He was told by Nance Ceccarelli by and was ac:ked not to brillg 
for wha:t he b..ad lliJ.til after ic'le dec'....s.ion was 
made the CD? He said. he would have applied for a CUP when he got his state 
lic.ense if he b..ad known he needed one. Mr, Clli-istensE:n asked how many CUP's there were 
and was told there was only Dne other one from a few years ago and because of compl.a.h"'lt was 
why he was for this one. 
ComITlission Member Bit"LOn asked what the setback was for the 
WIT. Clli-istense:l stated the U...!.J.W..L.ClS was 23 feet from the rence a.::r.d 50 feet from the south. 
DO further questions, Ch.aic-mpn O'Connell asked for the staff report. 
l>!u. Rockefeller beg-an by the entire file and its contents -into the record. He addressed 
the comments that were received froill the agencies asked for COIT'ment. He read a written 
co-rnrnent submitted by Dale Valent:i:::le and it was entered into the record as Exbibit A in favor 
or the CD? He then read the letter that was entered as E"hibit B ITom WiPiam C. :MacLacbJ.a.:n 
that was in opposition to the CUP. :M...r. Rockefeller read the staff report. 
Being no questions for s"L8.if, Cha.L."W..aD. O'Connell asked for testimony in favor. He also asked, 
due to the large n1lID.ber of peDple there, ror those who YT'cillted to to tine Up and to limit 
their testimony to 5 m-im.ltes. He also as.ked if someone agJ.eeO. with the person priDr to them, 
just to state that they agreed instead of repeating the same t...""Si::im.ony. 
LINDSEY LONG, 1328 ELM STREET, CLA.c'ZKSTON, WA testified in favor and stated she is in 
4H and is a member of the American Dairy Goat .Association. She stated she has been raising 
dairy goats for 4 years and have gone to a couple different feed stores but tbinks M.s. 
Cb"istensen's hay is the be1rt: she has eVer seen, it is affordable and he deL.~ers to her. She 
said with her condition, being in a wheel chair, it is much easier ror her to have hay delivered 
and her animals reflect the quality of the hay so she would like to keep him operat:i..'"1g. 
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3828 BL"R-"R. LEWiSTON, ID testrur;d in favor enG stated Bret is 
a good se"" ~ce. He said that he and his wife can't afford much hay at a time and it is 
good t:Ll..t.-u 2.1.--opnd as tb;s helps the :b.a.t-ves-'-t..ers around a little money in NIT. 
Cb..r.J.£tensen's p!xket and saves money rDr them. He stated he has gODd and good prices so 
he is 100 percent for 1-, Till , 
KATI-rERUm wiLSON. 3713 14TE STREET C, LEwiSTON, ID testi5"..d in favDr and stated she 
'has been u~ends #JJ. Bret for about 5 years and hES bDught a lot of hay from hiTT') She sta.:""t.ed 
that Bret good quality fm a good price and when her husband cut back Dn ills 
holL.""S last year so that really heLped them get thrDugh this tough time. She said she checked 
on at feed sto:-es to Bret's and they saved abDut $160 a ton. She said 
thi::: also saved her on gas uDm not to gD out of town to get it. She said this is a good 
ScI vice for the to have good <.:..t a good and wiii also deL.~er it c:..nd the CUP is 
much needed for this 
LEVIISTON, ID testi5ed in favor c:..nd stated he is an 
Df a local company h town Eil."'ld deals with p:-oducts 
and has been fm 22 years. .':ie said he has hauled The of the for Bret.. He 
addressed the about an 18 wheeler 2 deliveries in a 2 week period and said 
if he is or a local area, he can sOIDetimes haul one or sometimes 2 trips 
in <.:.. He said if you think about the wheat ha.-rvest time, iciess;;en Road probably sees 
about 7 or 8 semi lDads of go out a day. He stated the truck traffic bringing in the hay in 
is not any maze excessive thRD a normal wheat b..ru-v-est. He seid if fue hay comes from. 
southern IdAho, it is one or two a week.. He said when he del.ivers hay to he 
comes in at the boLi::om end of his field and not by b.is as he can't fit down the 
BRA..NDY 1411 F..A.IR STREET, APT. 208, CLA...'R1CSTON, WA testified in favor and s;;aid 
a horse owner, she upon Bret for her and he is affordable. She said she 
had an underfed horse arld with his goud hay, the horse did ber-Ler hL a few days. She also 
works for him and if he did not sell his she would be out of a job. 
M,l'{ WOOD, 735 W. ID tesnfied in favor and said she h<.:..s known Bret & 
Edri';eka for the last 5--6 years. They met at a and she has been hay from 
Bret for the last couple of ye2.1.""S due to Bret being able to buy in bulk and get a 
better of than what is found in fris area. She said it is to have that 
as she has 4 ho:-ses that are She said she had to go elsewhere for L.t.ns 
year 2.lLd had to pay more and do the work themselves. She stated they ;'Rd to Dnd people 
to haul L."leir and with B:-et could as they needed it and could pick it up 
themselves or have it delivered by Br-et.. Ms. Wood said they had to from 2 hay 
places and she and her husbc:..nd, due to his bad back, can't pitch so had to Dnd 
people to off load it instead of havi..ng Bret detr;reI' it.. She also stated would be ru.n.ning low 
this year and to be able to get hay frOID Bret would be great. She addressed the traffic and said 
this spr.ffig she kept a hor-se at Bret's to pr-epare the hDr-se for competition and 
worked a little for Bret. She said while she was a number of nights nD one· came to get 
hay and then some even.i..t.-:tgs ilieI'e be 2 Dr 3 that ca:me to get some hay at the S21Ile time. 
She said ther-e is not a constant in and out of traffic. The:r-e is a lot of down time and, a lot of ..... ,. 
qweL nme. 
RODJ\>1IT KILLMER, 928 W.~~"ER AVE1\TU"'E, LEWiSTON, ID testified in fa'VDr and state he is a 
trucker and has brought hay in for Mr. Clli-istense:o... He said this keeps the money spent 
locally try lVlI. Christensen Eil.Ld bimself 2.l1d this keeps his trtlck going. He said he uses Les 
Schwab and Coleman Oil so money is spent locally. He said this deal has ra1'T1ifioations beyond 
~ust thDse t...hat buy and sell hay. 
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JOE SMITrl., 3507 16T'd STREET C, LEWISTON, ID tes:t:med Tn favor and s::<id he operates a 
l::r=:Tnrng fac'"Jity on Cleek Road and also t::rains horses at the Lewiston Round-up 
Grounds fn the "Winter ;nonths.. He said they bu.)' aJ)out h81f of their hay from Cili-istensen's 
and it is very good and he is reliable. He stated. thpt an tHng is. that Bret wiii de17er 
one bale at a n;ne and at a very low rost.. He said thele is no way that some people could get 
those 700 to 1,000 pound bales., ",hich is less expensive to buy the bales, and have them 
deLfvered an ai a tim.e. He said thE.t Bret is the one he knows of that wil do this. He said 
this is gDOd to the welfalc of the horses aroUIld here due to the low cost and the deliVEry 
availahle. Iv"J. Smith l>"L2..ted th::<t there are 2 other dealers on the same :road and there 
seems to be busines.s for all of them and he c1::>es not see how those othQ-S can sell hay 
and then Ms. Clli.-:Lstensen to sell . He addressed the comment about truck tra.:ffic and 
sta'-ced he can't Tmagine the truck trailic to put that amount of hay there is. b.aJ.-d...1y measurable 
to the amount of tr'w.ck b..Jfic on Creek Road. l!.:.r. Smith addressed the noise is.s-we 
and said he has never noticed the -&;ns in tJ:::ce ba.;:.u being on when he has been there or the 
loud spe:.a.ker. He said the comTnent from the an maD about the noise 1.'ves acros.s the street 
from the 4ger Saddle Club and there is noise from the microphones at least 2 nights a week 
the S1jTIlm;::r :from there so he said he did not t.hin 1< that is a VE lid concern this. 
TPJ\1]yfy LONG, 1328 ELM: CL.IL.'ZKSTO N, W A teS"-'uiied in favor and said she is the 
mother to LiDdsey who 18 a child with cerebral had a hard time for awhile 
able to afford the hay to last for the winter. She 
s.aid that she can only buck about a SO bale so they ;;1<e to the 900 pound bales and 
that way it is ouly m1nimai cost and may have the best in Duu~tion 
and she is for this 
JIM PARViN, 30300 ROSEtr.l:CRP....c1\TZ ROAD, LEwiSTON, ill testified in favor and said 
the letter of concern and the fire aspect., there 18 a aspect where ever you are. He 
said he listened to the truckers and the about the qu.ality of the hay. He said the 
w.1ckers a:;:-en't to br'illg in poor and Brei: is not to sell poor hay. 
He said the:ce is a !i..'C with that but there is no smoking or fire ill or 
around L'-J.e building and the electric.a1 outlets are not fu-m.md the . He T",i1.red about the hay 
fires in the Columbian Basin a few years ago but those we:;-e set up bya..l'Somsts. 
GEORGE BRANi:MER, 24282 BRAMJ,ffiR ROA.D, LENORE, ID testified in favor and stated they 
raise some of the hay that Bret buys. He said he has been involved with hay for about 70 years 
and he feels that the fire hBzfu-Q that was in the let'-Li":r was He said he 
has not experienced any problem with hay and the ins"LEUltaneous combustion ~....s C-A.a.";!,;COl. 
and he feels there is very lir-Lle danger :from fu'C from that.. 
PAUL.A. Pll'llAR, 735 PRESTON, LEwiSTON, ID testified in favor and said she just moved up 
here about 1 year and has 4 horses and bo"'roed 1 outside at Bret's for a couple months and 
now buys about 15 bales at a time :from Bret as that is all she can afford and has room to sto:ce 
at one time. She stated she felt it was top hay and her horses are competition horses 
so she needs the best hay for them. She said she has looked all over the valley and has tried to 
grow her own hay but Bret's is the best she has found in this area. She said she was out there 
about 6 nights a week when. she was boarding her horse there and she remembers that most 
cights there was no one that came to get hay and then one night there might be 2 different 
peDple come for hay. It was not a continual tra.:Bic ~sue. She said they buy hay abo-ut every 5 
weeks fu'J.d Lhey go in about 6:00 at night. He s.aid the building keeps the hay dry so they are 
able to feed all the hay in each bale with no mold or heat in it. 
DEAN CA.'<.FEl\'T'fER, 4039 CA..'<.FENTER LA...1"("E, LEwlSTON, ill testi:5ed in favor and said his 
ranch is about one mile west of Bret's place DD. Ta.;:nmEL."'"lY Creek Road. He said he has been 
A;iJ~lllsClIE.:t)1t?BRErF1t3~ce~NSEtN.s now and it does not have any mold or water 
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damage because Brei is able to store it Tll a c1.:y place:. He s.aid rhat Bret ha~ a.:rways beeIl f?T"I 
and reasonable w~th ;'"1is prices and fair 2nd reasonable w~th WIT. CEL."'"Penter's He 
state he has to know Brct we last cOllple ye:fu-S Rna feels he is a gDod persoD. and 
devotes a lot of time to children and activities and the He feels Bret has ,",""F~M" 
My and is to de1.~er the eveu w';:-Lh b.is 
jJ he could conti:o.ue gE:ttmg hay from Brei. 
He stated he would 
BA . ..i.Z."R.Y SCHULTZ, SR., 6319 CODGl·R RIDGE DRTVE, LE'iliTISlON, ID test:ii.2ed in favoT and 
s-'""LEited he has been pu.rchR~ng hay from Doc for a feW ye2.l-S :lOW. Be said he ha i1 b.is OW!l 
hoI"S;es and also rescues horses from the Nez Perce Co11.IlLj Sher'.:i:fs Dept. He said he has a 
n::.ma now that is a Te:SCUe :=in'" ,aJ ; om the Col1:D.ty. He s.aid the hDrses he gets are pretty 
sick and the hay they them has to be good so don't collc:. He feels the hor-ses D.l..Lu 
around a lot sooner w~th th~c:: hay than from some of the other hay have plli-chPilied other 
-in the COUIlL),. He said }/.:.r. Ch.t-c..steuScu has be:::n fair and ther-e are times he has 
yolu:o.teered his to haul the . l\'ir. Schultz stated it h",s beeu a to work with h~m 
and be wOllid bo; in favor of NIT. Christensen being able to continue to sell 
BECKY ATKIN"SON, 640 19lrl LEvlISTON, ill testified ill favor and stated she has 2 4-
H kids that have horses but she does not live on a horse and she houses her horses at 
a on Creek Road. She said she it was for everyone 
to knew that not all horse oW"'.u.ers have a for the'li bay. She s:=id if she could not 
4-H Q::p,erlel:lc:e 
member-s and 
her c'nlldren could not have horses 'lll.d would :miss out on the 
Sbe re:r.nl.,.--::.ded e,'eryone D.'lat the cbildren now aTe the up '-W'.l.L..cU~ cOllnty 
need to have ::<lOu:o.d the "Dim",] 
business. She stated sbe that when her children are adults like 
bere to sell them 
DAVE 3315 10m STREET, LEWISTON, ill testified in favor and stated he has acreage 
and it is clDse fDr b1"C"n to h",ul the as he's had to go to southern 
Idaho and He stated th:=t ills saves fuel and tim.e and he does nDt ~..ave a 
so this allows ror him to have and witb~u his means a:r:.d he 
hopes the use 
PAITL TRU, .. iTl..LO, 32680 W""EBB PJDGE RO.A..D, ill testified i:J. favor and said he does 
have good and his veter'illfu-i.an was the DDe that told him about Bret about 4 
years ago wben he mo'V'ed here. He could not afford ;-he hay if it wasn't fDr rh. Christensen and 
even when he was out of he was still able to the hay and pay for the hay when he 
could. He said DD one else would let him have hay without paying for it wheu be it. He 
stated that he 1S one of the people that waits to the last miDute and calls and asks to come and 
in the He said he wanted to thank- Bret for good qu.ality 
CP.ANCE OLSON, 2716 SLJ"""NSET DRIV""E, LEWISTON, ill testified in favor and s.aid they lIye in 
tDwn and don't have a way to store at their house so they buy a ton at a t:1m.e and take it to 
their horses. He is Lhis does cut dDwn on the price and the fuel and cuuund town, He 
said t:.'-:Lat Bret Christens:en is a good citizen, a good busmessman and he is for him. being able 
to s:ell J:-...ay. He stated he has been in fu"""ld ridden in the areua when the sound system was 
and it is very and he does not feel it would bother the hay sales at all. 
:\I.J'...L'\f LAJ:vfM, 29926 DA wl'i LAJ\l""E, LEW1STON, ill tesi:i:5ed in fPVOT and s.a:i.d be is an outfitter 
and a guide and he does not have t:i.:me tD rlID a..roun.d to get hay. He said he has just called 
Bret up and had bTm de1.'-ver hay and theu he pays Bret sometimes a few days later a..fter he 
gets bac\r He said he is always gDod to work with, has goDd quality hay and bends over 
backwards to he~p anyone that D..ad dealt with hin[. He said another issue he would lik-e to 
address is the traffic. He said he knows that anyone would know t:."lat a couple loads of r..ay is 
Am.t2\~tat~~rBR:ET"B.CnfUlrEN~EN Sand and Gr-ave trucks going by day in and day 
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out about every 15 TnTT'ates. He said there are also logging trLlcks., c....=ment trucks and SwiiL 
lli--i:v":illg school LL Llcks. He said fhi" is a viable asset to the whole com",unity and Couuty. He 
s.aid his son lived Tn norill lriaho and there were a lDt of people who COl.Jdn't give horses aWRY 
and yet they c:ouldn't feed them. Dot-h so the ended up with them. and that cost the tax 
payers.~ He addressed the 1et'-LEr that y~as read as a CDmment and that stat:in.g he ~ilan a Datu 
s'e and a neld s'e. He felt this was hypocritical that he could have tb.eSe agricultural u.ses 
with f-he risk of fu-e but no O!le else D:Juld have it. He said b..e has never had aJ.l-Y m.old or heat 
in the )-,;::y he gets b~Llt O\ify hay. Be st-~ted that you have to have that mold and heat to 
have that fire. He said he L"'ves west of Bret and bos never heard any noise tram. Bnoot's but h",s 
hefu-Q the noise from the Rouud-Up t;.lounds the rodeo's a...1"ld the dem.olition derbies and 
other auto :races that go on there. He said that blares his house. He sPid the 
area was intended for uses and horse He feels that de!lyEg tb.is would be 
a slap in the face to the ""hole are and the users as it is and a",oricu1t"L1..r"'..J. uses. He said 
there are 3 other 5'-'yS arouud t11ere that are also and he does not think any of tl::u::m 
have conditio:c..2l use to s.eD He said he is in favor of Bret about to sell bis 
and do business out there. 
CAROLYN COOK, 2009 .ALLMON DR1\/E, LEV,lISTON, ID teru.fied in favor and said in .u.~.u.....L.U;'CJ::. 
to the traffic iesue, she has L.'ved out there for 30 ye:fu-S. She has enjoyed rid.ing on Tniessen 
Roa.d but due to D'le construction bus.ic:tess there now, she would not dfu"""e to ride on 
Thiessen Road. She said that tra£5.c is far worse th on a!ly hauled to Bret's. 
JA-,,,TN LIGUORI, 812 FOl!1'i"TAIN STREET, COLTON, ill testi:6.ed L.""1 fa.vor and said that she said 
she has purchased from Bret in the ",no H",en was fortunate to grow some 
of her own but this year, her got rained on fu""te.r it was cut so she will need to buy from. 
Bret She is the of a . Her Dad told her that this was good hay and if 
you have gODd hay, you have no worry of lli-e. She stated that if there is bad hay, it will put off 
heat. She said when she gDes into Bret's she has to have a coat to keep WCiJ."""TD... She said 
he dDes a gDod job and is very affordable. She said he needs to be going as he is a 
top Dotchjob for the 
RICK KEEN, 35309 POW""ELL ROAD, LEViTISTON, ID testi:6.ed in favor and said this is a IlOIl-
intrLlsive use a!ld is on the ;:>l.1sL.""1ess. He said he feels it falls in the 
for fr.is He said t...'Le meets the setback He said fr.Lat 
Creek and Tt-.iessen Road a.re suitable for the for the iDtended use. He recommends that 
the CD? be '" ""·.,..,.,-r."':7p,,,, 
COLLETTE RIDDLE, 3713 14TH STREET C, LEWISTON, ill testified in favor and said a few 
yeEU"'""S ago, they got a rescue horse a!ld with the help of BTet, they got him up to weight very 
Ql1ickly. were able to go a short distance to get the good qu.ality hay and easy 
to get to. She said they stili go to. the other stores to get the rest of the things they need since 
Bret only sells hay so that does not take away that business from the other stores in town. 
Chainnan O'Co:o.neD a.sked for a 5 TTIinute break before 
7:35 - Break - off record. 
7:43 - Resume - back on record. 
Chairman O'C;)I'.Jlell asked for testimony in opposition. 
testimony in opposition. 
Commission Member Dillon asked that lV.i.I. McVicars be given a lirJe more time to testify s.ince 
he would be the main one testifying and due to the fact that his property adjoIT.Ls the 
Cru--1stensen property. 
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Chai-rrnan O'CoDDeil asked for aDyont: to test-ffy Tn oppositirJIl get in Ene as befole 2nd 
to the to that of t-n e conditional use peITIJ..it and not to any litigation or 
be on betv7een the neighbors. 
JOliN MCVICA.RS, 29978 Tt"ISS.SEN ROAD, LElAiISlON, ill testified in opposition. He s;tB.ted 
thRt he was for 1-dms.elf and his wJe Julie MC\Rr-plS. He entered the packet he had 
provided as P'Thi"!:::rit C. He stated he had a couple of iteffiS he wanted added to that packet. He 
stated to deny ChriSte12SeIl}S tiom sePrng or stor.!Ilg n~y in. the Cover-Ail 
as it is 90 feet from their home. He said they BIc not opposed to the sale of hay. He 
stated that if the CO:i7IIT1;ssion agrees to the C1JP) h.e asked fuat the conditions that they have 
listed iT< their be considered. 1\'11". McVicar-s sr'"cated they- feci the bE.y stor-age and E>"'....les 
ar-e 8...""1 enOrTIlOUS risk to their lives and p:mperty. He a;o1.red that all decisions be held llntil time 
a lesponse irom the rec:ruest for iu.formation they requested irom the Nez Perce County 
, the state fi"-e ms",ha1 and oilier He they had seal"ched for 
site for their dream home abo .. ~t 18 ye8.J.-s ago. He stated they co:D.Etructed the home 
w.i.th 15 v;.rindows to the west they had a territor'.12.l view of green and l8.J."'"lIl ground. He 
said their home for 13 years had OlliY 1 close as were 
SUllOll1J.GeQ ffu"'"lIl fields. He stE.ted had a 2"ood wi.lli ail the neighbors and 
the ffu"'"lIlers that f8.J.JJ:led the fu"""Dund them. Approximately 5 years ago the ChL-1.stensen's 
. He said ill of 2006, Christensen's constructed a 31,000 square 
Cover .. fiJl 90 feet from their home. He stE.ted 
ChL--:LS ten sen 's had 9.7 acres to UL"'-'-'t..L.:.LLS but placed it to the sout..h. of their own home 
90 feet from McVic8.J.-s' He stated that a conditional use 
at the tirrIe of COl2struction but was the mistake of cert::;m entities that 
didn't go that process so 
the COl2struction of the 
wele not able to comment on 
He stated that have had to live 
with this mistake for the He said felt horror their once peacerLu 
;" one week's time due to thoughtless of the building. He stated 
has altered the residential ch8.J.-acter of their property and their property 
have also had to live with the commercial a dump 
site, massive man1.ITe piles, pens for 2 S1Jmmers and the OdOL He stated that the truck 
t:r--ailic does not bother them up and doWll the road but have 18 wheelers and 
other ve:t-Jcles ber.ind their house and on L~eir line on a 8..!ld di.t.-t road. 
Thele are also flour horses ail and then you have an 18 wheeler put on 
their brakes and there is a dust cioud for 10 m;"utes and the wind comes to 
i.c'-lem. He said he has no o"ojections for trucks ar-ound them for bebi.11.d their house. He 
stated that ail of this disturbance is on a % acre area behind L1Lem. He stated this makes 
impossible. l\£r. McVicar-s' stated they attended a Planning and Zoning 
about 3 year-s ago and in May of 2006, he s.aid the letter from Jack Lime, G"ll Deputy 
Prosecutor for the County at Lhat stated that WIT. Ch.t-istensen had assured the County 
that the will o"-,ly be used for hay EL'l.d for use. He said the 
LJCl .L!..l.LL for the building was a to be used by Christensen's He stated that the 
County put a tag on the building in June, 2009 that stated the was not to be used or 
occupied until inspected. He said that were disappointed wit..h. the County as the 
building continued to be 'clsed by the public. He state that the Nez Perce County ordinances 
states L.'l.e Pla:r-.ning and CP....Il. stricter conditions to the surroundin.2" 
property owners and he s.aid b.'"1ey are requesti.""1g that the Com,..,.,ission e:z:amine each stora.g~ 
section. He asked that a condition be placed that no hay feeding ring or co:n.fined 8urma1 
feeding be allOwed w~th 300 feet of their home. He said they ar-e asking for a denial of the hay 
sales section 2nd the sto:r-age of the hay for sale in the Cover-fijI bulld.h"'lg. He stated the 
building exceeds the allOwed size in Nez Perce County and does not meet buildin.g cDde or fue 
cDde for commercial use. He said they feel that Christensen's should do ever-yi:~r,ing possible to 
resort tc':te damage that has been done to their property and their lives. He said their attorney, 
Ron will add to their comments. 
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RON LAl'{DECK, 593 Srtl\!-:ER A\lENUE, 8m 9, MOSCOW, ill te:"Wied in opposition aud 
::-epresenting the McVic;a,.-s as their He stated he wanted tD t", Ik about the 
aspects of what is be7-ng asked for and why it should be de::Died.. He asked to submit a handout 
aud it W-~ marked as F,hibit D. He stated the CLIP application fo;Tls under Section 8 of the Nez 
Perce Zo,,"ng Orri';"'anc.e End the pllipOSe ror this review was to consider land uses that 
:J:ILSy be allowed in a zone under conditions., He said the conditions that need to be 
considered 2..Lc whether the use would cause auy public health, or we1:fare concerns ar,:.d 
if the use c--Onflicts w~th the anowed uses Tn the zone. He s:f-~ted the w.Lll the 
that shows that want to be allowed with the use of 
:;:-esidence that is allowed in this zone, He said the pict-tlres and evidence in the packet show 
the impact the Ch>istensen's use ha.s had on the McVIcars, He stated the application for the 
CUr address not the sale uf but also the use of the to sto:;:-e the hay. Vrr, 
b...ndeck addressed the that was Wri:t:'-tLil on the 
C<+'f-',"''''~L~~,-L which stated it was to be Used fo:;:- a stables, He said there was IlO 
mention of the sale Dr or sale of to the public. He refeTenced IdaJ::lO Code 39-
4116 tb.E.t states local shall e;;;:ern]:)t 
of the codes - building, fire and any cerde. He 
the Idaho for or r"'>rn but the ;r.tellded use was for a riding 
an::c.a arrd stables. He addressed the letter writ"-Lell lVi.r. Lit"-Je to the McViC2..L-S dated 
from May of 2006 that stated the use of the building can. oIlly be used for agriculi:U1 al use, hay 
and arrd personal use of the owner for' arrd horses. He said it 
does not meet code for commercial uses of the type it is used for. He said 
the letter ;:,lS0 states the owner has ass-cred the tha.t the str-ucture W1l1 oIlly be used for 
use aD.d use of the owner. He said the owner has beell advised tha.t the 
strt.1cr-tlre can. be used for use arrd persoIlai use of the OWTIer for ,,"'::U .. 1J..LL.1.'; 
horses. He said this was frOID a let"-Ler written in 2006 and frOID the it 
shows how the Christensen's have taken upon themselves to violate the intent of the permit 
and the let"-..er of the law from the He said it has beell stated tonight that the b-u.ilding 
and to train horses and for the and storage of 
u...:..LLLll.L5 has become unusable for the uses for which it is 
said the use is for cOIIllllercial use and the is for agricult"tlral or 
and Ilot cOIIllllercial He discussed 
uses 8..i'1.d the intent of pToduced on the 
Chait-ma.:o. O'Con.nell asked lvir. 1?-..i1.dec:k if the CUP would not address me issues L.!.at have 
been up about not and the and if it wasn't the 
Commissions job to the CUt> to Tesolve the situation. 
M.s. Landeck stated he did Ilot feel the CD? could turn a "''''-='''-'-'..Lf> that is not exempt into aIle 
iliat is if it is used for cOIllJJJ.ercial uses. 
Cb.ai.t-man O'Corrnell asked NIT. Landeck if the CUP was IlO! supposed to address the sih.latioll 
if ll-1I. ChristeIlSe.Il was told he Ileeded to a C1JP and t:..i1.at from Iv'iJ. l.?...ndeck's testimony, it 
appears to be !nore than vague what is or is not 
1l1r. Landeck stated it was supposed to address what is i-n Section 8 of the zoIling ord.lLJ.B.nce 
which is wheb..'1.er or not the particular use being asked for conflicts with the allowed use or if it 
poses a health, saiety or welfare concern. 
Commissioll Member Dillon said t..1J.e use of the building for riding is for private use arrd not for 
commercial use. He asked if someOlle had a pool, they can't give swimming lessons 
but they can. have a pool pat-ty and they can have friellds or neighbors over to ride in the arena. 
He said there was a stop put to the corn..m.er-cial uses that wellt on whell the building was first 
put up arrd if Yli. Christensen did that he would be brea...1cing the rule. 
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IViT. IP--.-ndeck stated that be ciid not feel the U[cVicac-s would have a problem is frieruis came 
oyer to ride with the Ch~cteIlSeD~S but DOt v~heIl it is a coD.JI.!l.erci.21 :-e1anorrsbip. He st--P<ted that 
tJ::e s"'te of hay is not a sale to friends. 
CDTT1m~ssion Iv.fe.LL.Lber Dillon st::.ted tb.at if a r-c.ncn hand OT the public could not enteI'" any f2.L"'lD. 
building, every ranch would have to be shu.t down... 
Cb3.1.J:U2.n O'CoIlIlell asked Mr. IP--.-ndeck about anyoDe riding ou'h::1de of any building and 
would be allowed. 
. 1;;,-
NIT. Landeck shted be felt that was an allowed use in this WDe 11Dder SectiOD 5.,j.2(F). He 
referenced the secoDd page of the siting .,...p'-rr-",t and the IBC CD de that Dr defu:les what 
is. He read the deiinitiOD-
CD .. aiITDBn O'Co:;::i.TI.eIl addressed if MT. Clli-ist.enseD had 250 tons of hay stored outside COVeled 
up with a the building wo-uJd not be an issue. He stated if cu? for 1&. 
Cht"'istensen to sell 
iSSUe. 
} \Nbich is not 1.J...UCOIILTIlon DUt in fr.ds ar~ so the c..w.~.LU1S is the Dilly 
Nis. Landeck He uses and the nT-n~"1Tl to McVicac""'S 
property and tilerr home 23 feet from the 
CbS1DJ:lEl..i"'1 O'CoDnell asked Mr. Landeck :if the issue was the of t.1-:te building 
used for hay in a corr,mercial purpose to the McVicars property. 
:t.1r. Landeck said that was correct. 
JULIE MCJICfL~, 29978 TI-iIESSEN ROAD, and stated 
that they have no objection with IVIT. Ch-<istensen or 
as long as it is at least 300 feet away from the Dor-ill corner of then- house. 
Chai..-rm"'D O'Connell asked staff to the CUP is needed for an pUJ.yose. 
1lir. RDckefeller stated they govern by He that there is only CJIle other CD? 
in the last 10 years where Lucky Acres is now and a neighbor behind them and so 
had to a CUP. He stated he confirmed with the ofIice and there was 
discussioD about whether a CUP was needed and it was decided they did not need on uni::il 
there were ChaiI.Luan O'CoIlIlell then asked about a home Dccupation only one 
employee, a 32 square feet or less and Dothing stored outside to the bu~iT'1ess and' 
if all that is the case, why do you have to have a CU? for hay operation. Mr. RDckefeller said he 
would have to go to the civil prosecutor for a leg-d and get tc'-:i.at fro:;:n 
them. 
Ms. McVicars stated the ordinance says that a home occupation has to be in a buildirlg 1,000 
square feet or less. 
Com:mission Member WeDtworth asked if they needed to decide if it is a commercial building or 
not~ 
Cha.innan O'Connell asked if there was any :ft.u-ther testimony in opposition. 
Being none, Chait-man O'Connell asked the LJ';'L'-'~, L for re bur-LBl. 
BRET Cf';:RlSTENSEN first addressed the fue issue and said he did Dot feel it W"CLS an issue ~"'1d 
said they do have insll.LCLl."l.ce on the h-uilding and the contents. He stated he would like to bow 
if McVicars have insurance on their house that if it on lli-e and blh""T.Ied down his 
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LlLL.!.L'CLcJ-'5 if it would cover his b1nlrtTng and contents. He stated that reg-c:.Tding the view, he bas 
:lever seen m any court that anyone owned a view. He said placed the where it 
was the flattest spot on their place. He addressed the dust and'said they had the Dep8..l l..u.r.eflt 
of EnVlIOD.lIleDtal Quality Dut twice and they did an 1TlVestigation and said there were 
viohtioD.S.. He said he did not know Jack LirJ.e so he W-c.£ not S"Llre about that Mr. 
Cl::LL.-istensen adri,essed the bnj1d1ng and s""id that is a stor-;;;.ge fa~Jity for hay. He 
s",;ri he did not fDTnk he had to w~~te down that on the application sinCe that is a use for an 
B£;.l icultL!.l-al building and that is why he only wrote doW!l the arerra and stabling hoI'ses. 
He &aid they are outright uses in the Co-Ltrlcy. He adcLnessed the of moving 
the storage of the 3DO feet from their property and if they did that, the hpy would not be 
undeI' cover and the qUah~1 would go down. tie said McVlc:ars requested thai: a weeks wor-Lh of 
hay would be removed from the at a rime and stoI'e it somewhere else and he said -roat 
would not be feasible and especLBL'y at times of rain. He said regan:ling the use by the public, 
he did' not 1('"ow how the hpy would get out of the and he did flot think it would grow 
legs and jump in the u.l1cks and he said they have to be able to get the out of the b-Ltilding 
and into the He said are classified as a home occupation and have one 
employee. He said the paper the 1,DDO square feet is an administrative portion and 
dDes not to the ag building. He said that to offices. He addressed him 9.7 
acres but stated they looked at the cost and the best for the building 8...L'J.d this was the 
best for it. He said that he nc-yer heard from the McVicars 'Lliltil about a month 
after the buildTng was constru.cted at which time he said he received a letter from the McVicars , 
and that it needed to be dismantled. He said this is not a1:>out the this is 
about the He said the people that testi:5ed for him are real people and they live in 
wis are. He said wb...at do is a service to them and jt is a T'li"iTllal amOlli"1t of t:J:-c.ilic. He 
said he hopes he can this not so much for tim but for all the people he serves. 
There was discussion amongst the CoJ:Il.:Ilission Members. 
Com-mission Me-mber IPJlon stated that WIT. Christensen can store his personal and go in 
and out to get the and asked Iv1r. McVicw-s if he really felt that there was that much 
difference. 
JOH::Y. MCVICPRS stated he did feel there is a as it is uses w~th fue 
use and if it b",d been pe:tmitted properly, would have had an OPPOITc1.LJ.ity to 
come to a the building. He also discussed the visit by the DEQ and said 
did not ask for fuern to corne out and cite Cb..Dstensen's but to give them 8...L"1 idea of what to do 
to abate the dust. He stated that he dDes not think the is being used as the 
us and said that My. Clli-istensen can go 1,-:1 and a for the building for what 
it is being used for then he would have he could do but questions if Mr. Clli-istensen 
can the building for the use. 
JULIE MC\TICARS asked the COT'lmission Members to table their response 1lI:i."-w they had a 
reply from the Nez PeI'ce County Fire Dept. I'egarr1...iug the fire response to a non-file rated 
building with 650 tons of in it. She asked that they find out first if the fi,e dept. would 
have fire engines and water to put out a fire. 
Cbain:nan O'Connell stated that there was aJready a reply to the Coup.ty's request for co-mment 
on this. Com-missioD. Member WeIlt:wort..h said there would not be enough water. Cha1rm2:rJ 
O'Connell stated that there are 3 firemen on the Commission and short of the river dumping on 
it, there would not be enough water to put out a fire to me building. He stated that would be 
the case w~th most ffu-:o:ls in the County. 
JOliN MCVICPRS stated that if Lhe use is not ag and it changes to co:m.meI'cial use, then there 
is a required fire code per ~'le state code that supersedes everywhere else. 
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In.ere was discussion the Com, Ii ssion Me'" hers reg;-cUdi:ctg the :Ere code and 
CO"TnITlE:u_.:.a.l Dr non-com"""ew.iU use of the bn;1rling. Cha'rm2n O'Coili"'leIl asked It1r .. RDckefeller 
abo-elt a building if the use is dercermined to be commen .. iaL 1rr. Pwckefeller u-::plairiEd 
the df-nerence is going to De: 1T1 the pllipDse of the use of the builnrng whefuer commercial or 
agri..cultu...,.-al. There was more discussioD that the CLTP "W"'.s just to allow sales and if that 
was gn:rrte:d, the S"-t-ate or codes wo111d come into effect and then he would nave: to ju::::rp 
th..nough those hoops. Commi scion Member WentworLh said this was a recon-crnenciation to the 
BOfu.-Q of County Commissioners. It was cla.r'.Lii.-....n that a CD? stops with the 
Zo!'11ng ciecisioll.. 
and 
AJJY WOOD add..nessed the Comn-1~ssiOD and stated sbe is on ber 3rd term on the P & Z "dh 
Genesee. She sT-::=!ted that the ClTP}s are: a decision by the COTT1Toission u.:oless it is it 
'Wlll not go to the board. lV-IT. Rockefeller coJ:::liiL"lJ'led this. 
I.J:Nl)SEY LONG addressed the Commission and asked if this was appealed if Bret codd sell 
Cbe i rDJ.21l O'CoIl.D..ell said he covld DOt answer that 
would be up to t:b.e Commission to make those decisions. 
and WIT. RDckefeller S"-Lated that 
eo",mission Member J~old asked about the green on the door 8.1:!.d what it 
said on it. Mr. Rockefeller stated that the CiVJ Deputy Prosecutor said they could use the 
orJy as intended for persoual or hay Co-;n]'nission Member A...l--:D.old 
asked if 1:bB.t had been lifted and WIT. Rockefeller said it had been lil'ted with the 
recom.menciauon of how much hay could store and selL 
BREI' C1-IRlSTEN'SEN addt-essed the Commission and stated that he was told by Nance that 
could in the 50 tons that they had coutracted for 8.1:!.d sell that until a 
decision is made the and Zoning CoTflTnisslon. He said they brought in oilly tb..at 
mvch hay. 
WIT. Rockefeller stated that a new was posted that stated the was to be use for the 
intended i.:se. He said the continued hay sales were by the pros:ec:u:tor office si.,., ce 
there was contract prior to all of this COIlflict. 
Chai.c-man O'Connell asked Mr. McVicars if there had been a conventional ba...rn built, if there 
would still be an issue. 
JOHN MC\l1C.ARS stated that it not be as it could not be that large but they were 
in the P:r:ea of City at the there would have been a public and L'flls could 
have been discussed tllen. He said ail of this was an over-site and is past now. He said fr..at it 
is the usages as well as the size: of h~E building they have a problem with. He stated that there 
are conditions :L."1. their that they would like the CorJ.JJJ.ission to consider and those 
satisfy the 
Chairman O'Connell asked if there was any more discussion or questions. 
Being none, he closed the public hearillg. 
TI."1ere was discussion amongst the CorJ.JJJ.ission Members reg"'cUding the building and that they 
can't tell Christensen's to move or te"'T down the building and due to the sale of hay is why he 
is apply-ing for the CUP. Com ' "ission Member Wentwort..h stated he did not know if it was a 
cOIIilllErcial building or not. Commission Member Dillon stated that is why t:b.ere were there 
was to give him the conditional use permit. He said if it is deemed commercial by someone 
else, they be wiJ1 have to jump h'rrougb D.'lose boops at that time. There was fw"1:her discussion 
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abD~l1.t fire and CO'n'"TTiiiSSlon IJ:emDer D:illnn s:ta}-ed if they Wele worried abD~Llt TIle) they should 
be worried about the wheat field c:at:ch1n g Oll fI.re and the DEll-:D. OIl fu-e. There was 
some discussion aODu.t sprf'fi'k-1er =:rc-;-p'TTI 
C ..()j.liliiSslOD. IvlemDer Dillon II.lade a motion to approve CDy 2009-4 as wrirL.eIl with the 
CDnditio:Ll to do so:rn.e dust abat.ement to keep the dust 
Welltworill. MotioIl passed wi'-Lh 5 ayes and 1 nay. 
. seconded by Coi1liTi lss:ioD. MembeI' 
Afr. Rockefeller stated he was asked by Nance CiY"iJ Deputy Prosecutor, to remrDd 
the and CO"G"Gksiollers that they Deeded to have the fi"8i cL.-aft of the 
SubcL'visioll Orciirrance for the December Ch::;TrmaIl O'CoD.llell said they would try 
and have a lli-a.:."t to Nance by the middle of me morr'Lh so she could take a bok at it before the 
VI. !tDJOURl~ 
IlO furiller discussioIl to come before the Commissiou, the 
.M. 
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RECOPJJ OF PROCF' r,j m'm OF BO.t,.pJJ OF COUNTY COlviMISSIOJ:-.lERS 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY, IDiiEiO 
Board in regular session "With the following wembers present: Douglas J.o- Zenner} 
ChairmEn, RoD. Wrt:tman and:MIke Grow. 
Ai 9:00 2-ill..-, the Corm:nissione.rs conducted a regular public heac-IDg on GUP 2009-4. 
Present in addition to the Commissioners were: 11ichael Planner, Concie BeI~ Deputy 
John and Julie Me Vicars, Brett md Edieka GILnsteIlse~ Roll Landeck, Bae"'TY Schultz, 
Roger Bit-..o:n, Frank Dilio~ Glerma Bowen, Che..-yl Civil Deputy Prosecuting i;:ttorney, 
Nmce Cecca.reili, and Deputy Clerk:, Dee.ADn Wlttrri"n 
Chairman ZeiIDer opened the Public at 9:05 aero.. and ex:pla:i.TIed the 
He 2.sked That be limited to the CLy issue only. 
Julie Mc Vicars, Appell.ant, entered a packet of infoIm"tion irrto the record. :Mrs. 
Me Vicars went over the irrfoI1Wlfion in the packet. She said the purpose fur an 
agJ:1ctJltu:rat building is fur storage only and DOt to be occ.lpied by humans. She discussed 
International Code, which that If there is a irr use, the buildirrg . 
has to be updated for :£'ire and this does not have a fire rc.ted cover. Chammm 
Zenne:r remirrcied :M.rs. Mc Vicars to stick to the CUP matter. She said that that 
much combustible materi.al irr The to the storage and sales of hay. 
a busines.s feet from her back yard is a nuisance and srrouidn't be wowed. 
Also, the co:r:rtirrJing occclpation of the building after it ,,'as pO&"..ed by the coll:l:l!y is beirrg 
allowed. 
Ron 693 Steiner Moscow, attorney fur the appellants, said that 
he believes thai they have to be allowed to talk abou1: the building. Tne '9plic:a:IIts are 
c.sk:irrg to sell hay out of the building, which is used as storage for commercial purposes 
and traffic is coming in and out to get He said aren't to brirrg up an issue 
of the CLY. He believes that this is a commercial business, not an 
"""'"H'CUCW~= support business and feels the are entitled to put fur-ill fac"LS they 
believe are pertinent He st..aied thai once the use of the bailding exceeds the use, 
then the building needs to be up to £ire code. Mr. Landeck doesn't:fuel the 
corr:rmissioner,; have 6e aJTchority to approve the ClJP. He noted lci.aho code 39-4116(5). 
The fu:tute doesn't provide for exemption offue codes. Tae issue beirrg raised is one of 
and said this building should have beerr inspected fur fire. The oilier issue is ilie 
definition of an agricultuTal building, which is to house products, bLrt not a 
place to sell or conduct business. Tne building is not a place to use by public, 
etc. Mr. L.mdeck feels thai this doesn't fit the defin.,~on of an agricultural 
bufiding. rne permit restricts use and for the COllllt."y to allow the use is irr violation 
of the pen:ni:t that allowed this building to be built in the first place. The County knew 
what the building was used for shortly aefter the truilding was constructed. He read 
a letter from Jack:. Little, wbo was ilie ci:>iJ deputy prosecuting attorney at the time the 
building was built, which says thai the structure will be used fur agricu.ltrna1 use md use 
only by owner. The owne:r has been advised iliat the building can only be used by the 
owner for storage and stablirrg of horses. Even if the building we:re lmilt to code, this 
requested conditional use doesn't fit into the COUIh-yS zoning or~;nRnce. Mr. Landeck 
discusses the zoning ordinance. He said thai it is the intent of zonIDg to minimIze 
negative i.mpacts to adjacent uses and thai the proposed use corIDicts with ilie zoning. He 
said that ilie use needs to be cGmplimerrtary to othe:r uses. Mr. La:ndeck noted thai 
Me Vicars have diffiCulty usirrg their back y&-ci because of the comme:rcial use. He then 
disC!.lSSed land use goals that: &hemld allow mixed uses where ilie colIllIll1ni:ty isn't 
adversely affected. He reiterates that the Nez Perce County Commissioner,; can't allow 
this and thai they shocld deny the appliCatiOIl because of the conflicts. COmrr:Ussioner 
Grow asked for cla.n.£ication on what a ufire engineer" is (referri.ng to a letter irr the 
Mc vl= packet). Mr. Lande.::;k said that he is a civil engineer who is registered as a fire 
engin~ll)A~qcO¥~.ooM BS:C<HRllSJ.la;;N~~er qualifiC"..Doru;. 
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John Me Vicars, 2997 IS Thiessen testi£ieo tl:rE: two weeks prior to 
issuing of the there ",'as a coverall systel:IlS spec sheet all wh.at was 
needed fur tha:t partic;n.J.ar which said 60 feet of ciefu-ance is arvund all 
sides and thai it also needs a fr:e rated tarp. The bn;V!ing is twenty-""Jrree feet from theiI 
pmperty, not sixty. He said there have been ninety OCc.wrrences in the last three moItJ::s 
of ?rople going in and out ofbuiln;ng, an while its been tagged by the coun:ty. 
Bret Christensen, applicant, 29878 'Thiessen Road, offered pictures of the ar-ea and 
prepared a writte:n ;;t!t=ent which will be er:rtered into the 1econi He replied to 
~o~ents on potenrial fires iliere saying that the Me Viefu--s b= eon5t:rD.,-,~on was'ce, 
trees., shrJb~ p.aTIe~ etc -wIth flames going up twenty feet He acknoYlledged thai: the 
building doesn't have a £L.---e rated tarp. Tne cover thsi was fu-e rated was an aMitional 
$"20,000 and has less ofa W2J,anij. Tne £L.-e I2i:t:-l cover is the same thj,,!.: as wna:t he has, 
bL1: "'Ttl! a IlOn fla:m.mable liquid. Mr. Christensen said tha:t dust was an issue ard 
they have put arotmd the ar-ea and also ar-e to oil the area. He noted tha:t -::he 
Me Vicars have called DEQ on the ChriS:-censens twice and DEQ never found anyt:l:ring. 
He questioned the Mc\licar-s l:ll1JJ1ber of 5,000 vehicles in per year since there is 
less than ODe hay delivery per day and if they courrted those vehicles :wice, thea there 
y;7(}uld be 700 a year. 1.1r. Clli-isteusec said th.at that stnring hay in the building 
the hay to get in the bUilding and then get out of the The building hou..'<es hay, 
livestock and He doesn't feel that people in out of the builcfulg is 
"habitation", there is no e'"LC. Also, there is no processing or' 
parhgiDg done inside the There is a lock on the g21e and there is no 
public a=ss. The only people that !:ave the (;;)mbinatioD to the lock are his and 
people who OOattl their horses there. 11r. Ch.ris:-censen feels that the th.at come to 
get the he is. come and back in to get which 
tzkes at other f&w.s when they sell hay. He then. discussed the differences betweea 
agricultural uses verSLJ£ commercial uses. He was andited by the State Tro::. Cm:nmission 
on his fu..rm bl.li'illesS and keeps track of all hay scJes and sales tax. AJJY 
products are tcxed of who raised the prod.rL.-'i., according to the 
State Tax Co1IlITIission. He said that he stores and sells hay, which is the S21JJe as 
farrr...en; and rauchers ail over the Staie of Idaho and ifhe's to be beld to a different 
s:-candard, he ;:;aid he "WalLis to know wny. He's contacted fu.c--mers tl:rE: he gets hay from 
and those farmers are to leese him the therefore ifbe raises his own hay and 
it into his areDB and seili: it, be's DO different from other f21wers. },.fr.O:rr:istensen 
discussed his and in the pGtatc He also discussed 
toler.illce of other people. He and bis are toleran:t of the Me Vicars' 
business. He said that be realizes that the Me Vicar-s feel have lost use of their 
property) but there is approximately one vehicle a day. They live in an "'!'rUVL.W.CWJ 
ar-ea and he doesn't unden;t;md how a =ail hay can ruin their Jryes. 
GJeD.lla Bowen, 20th tes-cified in favor of the applicants. She said 
that if the ChristensellS didn't have the the cows and horses wouid still be 
brought in and out:, as well as She Doted that the ar-ea is used for agricultu.t-al 
pU!.pGses. 
Cberyl 705 Lewiston, testified in favor of the cpplicants. 
She rec:ei.ved a wre;;cued~ horse last year and was advised to comact }VIT. Clli"istiansen. He 
told her she could keep her horse there for $50 a mo:rr:th. She said that web.n she was frst 
allowed to her horse there, there were rules to follow, such as DO smoking, s'"caJls 
Deed to be clean~ etc. She Doted that she has seen people going to the M...cViears for 
bDSiness. There is grave! that is kept oiled, so they don't have to get in the Illil.d. She's 
heard Mr. Chris'"cen.sen tell people to leave the area as it was -wnen they got there. Sbe's 
gr-a.tec-w for being able to keep her horse there be..-a.llse it would be more expensive other 
places. 
Dave K..ramer, a local farmer that pruvides hay for the Ctristensens. He discussed 
preserving the quality of the hay by it stored inside the building. That is why he's 
agreed to lease his ground for hay to :Mr. Ch.t-istensen in order to hay off 
th~~VfToo.P."9A¥l.idtha!1!.).h Christensen is consis'"cen.t ofrem.i.uding people to 
Ur UK. 1:5~1 B. CHRlSTENSEN 
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be considerate aftbe neighbors and to try not to kick up lJ1llC·h dust as they come in or 
out. He noted tb:zi the building has been invaluable in value ofhay. 
29926 Da:wn Lane, testified in fuvor of applicant. Mr. 
Lamb said thai he's never seen any building as clean as rlis one. He said that 
he's m.ore worried about the wheat fields aroUIId him ill e than this V""-'CU"b. 
Wood, Genesee, said that she has a SJ:!laIl place wifu a small bZJ.ll and two 
hay at goDd is difficult She said that getting into her bam is 
diffiailit becallSe of the wetness. By fromlV.i!. Ciliis'-=e1l, she can get 
to 
Ka,in 30000 Rosencra.rrtz, L"wh,1:o1l, testified in favor of the applicarrt. 
S'be said she !illyports the business w. C'nn.,,'i:ensen has on his pro?£~rty and tb:zi he 
ri o-vides a product and service to a. wene market 
A break was taken at 10: 12 a.lIl. Back on the recorU at 10:]0 a.m.. 
Julie Me \Tic:;:a.--s asked the colIlI!1issione:rs to look at: section 8.1 fur cowririan.a1 
uses; she read the section. She also asked them to refer to the Jetter from the fire 
The v'"''"uc~ doesn't proper &l1U!ce from the McVicars propertf and 
~T"n,m!h""cl> near the area. 'The is iRITOu:ncled by seve:rc.l 
The :McVlCa,.,; don't want stora."ue in the building until it 
She noted the! have trees on their property that are in dose meets me codes. 
prcrimity to the 
wrch the me vU!~vk' 
She read the me code the! is included in their Also, 
there are a~Iial ar-tZCheci inere is TID :Eire rated 
lli-p and the 
commercial 
doesn't meet space requir=ems. 
sales. She dismssed traffic concerns. 
for the denial of 
301m Me \T;ca,..-,; read a letter from a former U~.",".U."J' 
me McVicars over animals. 
who had no LU!.llJJ'lru~ from 
Chaii"IDZIl ZelJ11ef closed the at: 10:32 R.ID. 
Commissioner Wittman said the! he would like to hire some time to scnrhnize all 
ilie information. Nance Civil Attorney, said Ih2.t the 
GOm:mission~.,; should deiib~afe and decide publicly, both orally and in v;.~ 30 
days. CoIIllIlissioner w:.'11:rnan moved to set this matter W'i:thin thirty days at an for 
deliberation and decision. Seconded by ColIllIlissiofler Grow, all were in 
caJued unanimously. 
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Existing Land Use: 
Surroun<1h"J.g Land Uses: 
Comprehensive Plan: 
Com.ments: 
Bret & Eddieka Christensen 
29878 Tbiessen Rd. 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Hay Sales and Storage 
29878 Thiessen Rd. 
Le~wiston, Idfu~o 83501 
P~35N05W2360 10 
Approximately 9.776 acres 
Agricultural Residential 'AR' Zone 
Residential with Pasture 
Nort..11: Agricultu.ral Transitional & 
Suburbful. Residential (Both ACI) 
South: Agricultural Lands 
East: Agricultural/Commercial 
West: Agricultural 
Crop and Pasture Lands 
IdaJw Department of Transportation (Shane }liemela): ITD see no negative to the 
system. 
Nez Perce County Fire Chief (Ron HaH): The fire stated as long as Nance does!1't 
have a legal problem Rite"! the hay storage, Ron Hall has no with tbis request but 
stated if L'le builclli"'1g full of catches te"!ere is no way they can put it out. 
Avista: Avista has no comment on tb.is use 
NPC DID NOT RECEP·lE COMMENTS FROM ANY OF THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES: 
a Nez Perce County Road fu"'1.d Bridge Depfu truent 
" Nez Perce County Sheriff 
• Idaho Division of Environmental Quality 
" North Central District Healt..h Department 
" Cle8..J.""Water Power COmpfu"'1.Y 
• Nez Perce Tribe 
5 Qwest 
.. TDS Telecom 
• Lewiston School District 
., Nez Perce County COJ:I1..IDunity Forestry Advisory Committee 
" Nez Perce County Soil & Water Conservation District 
.. Natural Resource and Conservation Service 
" City of Lewiston 
There was written corr..ment from William C. Mac Lachlan tehat is D."'1cluded. 
~'Y;!b1j\VIT QfPR. BRJ:T B. CHRI,STEliSEN 
1 W StJPPDJtrJOF'1::5EFE~T>X-rffSJ.~TION"-se permit to store and sell hay from. the 
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v"'.L'-L'~'-'-'-'-' on an 9.776 acre parcel located at 29878 Thiessen Road. As indicated iLl the 
Applicant's Applicants own horses and yilsh to buy and sell enough hay 
to pay for what own horses consume. 
conditional use process allows Co IlJ.lIlis sIan 
use, which may only be allowed in a zone under 
whether or not the use would cause alLY adverse 
conflicts with allowed uses. 
Zoning Analysis: 
ahil1 ty to review proposed 
special conditions, to determine 
impacts or if the proposed use 
The proposed site is located iLl the AgricultLlral Residential (PR) Zone. The plLrpose of 
LtJ.e Agricultural Residential Zone is to maintain agricultural uses fu'J.d areas 
considered unsuitable for cultivation. Low densities of residential fu'J.d oLh.er 
complementary uses will provide a from agricultural land uses to bjgher 
density residential and Urbfu"1 uses. 
The lot size requirement for Agricultural Residential Zone 1S five (5) 
acres. The proposed is approximately 9.776 acres. 
Uses iLl 
riding areas, stabling 
Uses in the 
include feed 
Agricultural Residential Zone include agricultural, farrn.L'lg, 
horses and some occupations. Some of the Conditional 
Residential Zone include agricultural support bUsiL"1ess (which 
sales), religious facilities, home parks or recreational 
facilities, storage complex, commercial greenhouse or nursery. 
PropeITj to of the proposed site includes Agricultural Transitional and 
Suburban Residential; both in the Area of City Property to the west and east 
consists of Agricultu.ral Residential. Property to the south of the proposed site includes 
mostly Agricultural, with some Agricultural Residential. 
Comprehensive Plan Analysis: 
Nez Perce County's Comprehensive Plan designates the proposed site as Cropland and 
Pasture. This 1S for agricultural which encourage areas of low 
agricultural productivity and production of '--'-,J..L..L.L ....... 
Attachments:Nfulative submitted by Applicant 
Site Map 
Written Comment from William C. Mac Lacb.1an 
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J. 'IT' • " T .• F 
AlllDlal mGustnes Lase mvestlgatlon 'orm 
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Tni eSSeD- Road 
LrewistoD t IZl 
Julie !Vjcvickars 
29978 Thiessen Road 
LewistoD! :ID 




:2.C::!..!..:"'=...C::::l.....==!.'--==..c. Referre:3. to IS!)p ... by Gail at DEQ in Levriston, 
manure abD~t 90 feet from ber bedroom window. 
DATE INC!DENT OCCURRED: 
TtME INCIDENT OCCURRED: 




The rnanure a has only been worked 




contacted Ronald wittman t a C01fmissio:ler for: Nez Perce COUIity fer the 
them of this ~ IDAP}i~ 02.04~15 '\Rules Goverr.Ling Odor 
and Idabo Stat'J.tas Title 25 Chapter 38 "Agricul tura Odor Manegeme.::tt Act" specif ied that 
co~ty lU which the agricultural is IDc~ted shall be notified of 
to have a the department an 
preSe:2t 
sent to his office for review. 
I but re~~ested documents from the 
meeti:lg w:u:n Nr. Witt=, I travaled to the Bret Christensan residence and horse located 
Thiessen Road in response to this , Prior to wy arrival, I took photographs of the 
several different v~tage in order to document tbe lay-out of the facility. 
, I met with Mr. Cr.ristensen, identified llJ'y'self a:::td told him about this 
. Upo!:! initial contact, I Mrw Christensa.Tlwith of tbe ID~..PA 02.04.16 "\Rules 
Odor Ma..D.agement" fu'"1d the Idaho statutes Title 25 Chapter 38 ~\AgriC"u.lture Odor 
co-operative and allowed me access to his facility. Ba showed me the horse stalls, 
were relative.2y clean, free of 1'i1aIlure and T!'LiniTfial flies present. He showed me the pastllre areas
l 
he used a TIBL~~e spreader i~ tbese areas to diSPerse tbe manure. Be had several lot areas 
free of ma....t"1.-wre build-up and flies. There 'W"as one area 
around his indoor arena where several horses were located that did have a small area near the 
with slight manure h~ild-~p, but it was not s icant. 
Mr. G~ristensan if he rr~"ually piled manure at his facility. he said there was one area wbere hi 
manure from the horse stalls, wbich were clea:::ted daily. He took me to a black gooseneck trailer 
It was full! but net oVer the sides. I did not see an abtL~dance of flieS 
the qclpF was slight. He ~1='lained the trail er containing the manure was taken to EKO systems, a 
c~!~~1]lff~a~T~(§~~~~~ed. He told me that several times a year, he picks 
fecalJ]NaSUif:?po.Rqtl{)F0J9EFmD'A'N1S-x:ll'vtcrtfoNcomes excessive and hauls it to EKO. 
I EPsRa~TAY f~W,GINll?fAIa 
me he believed it had been in 
takeD and an Agriculture Odor I~SPectiDn Report was =illed out. 
was lDcated very 
had beeD 
time of this the agricult-~al odor at the facility was slight and I did not find a 
amoUDt of flies present. 
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CK..>G IFlED II'LUL: 70fi4 1160 vOlE 2112 16([7 
JuJy 2.cf, 2.009 
John &. Julie McVicm 
299n Thiessen Road 
Lewiston., ill g3501 
c..L "B:.rici1' Dfu=r, ~f 
Toni HaJ"oe.".-;Y, Di~i 
Subject DEQ Rc:spollse to Let1:t7. Addressed to Clq-L.!..>Tl S't::ele (Dacd JuJy 17P" 20(9) from john and Julie 
Mc'Vic:m; 
Dear MJ. a.ltd MIT-. Me ViCfu-S: 
[De Depai1:m eDt 0 f En'~ ~ wllmental Q-LlElitJ' (D EQ) actmii1 i~tlOi> pmgTarns desi gne:d to ensun th 21 busID ese, fu.,d 
individuals comply with Spocific peT1:1Jfu and rules de:s:i.gned to protect the citizens and the e.n,,ruomnent thmugho-ut 
thes't3tF- ufIdEho. Rules for th.,E COr"Jro! of AfT PoflUL'ion in Jdaho, ill.A..PA S8.0J.OJ.GDO ttu-oug:bSg.01.01.999 are 
ar; rr:nportmt me:chanism that DEQ's Air QuaJhy ProgI!llu uses to work wilhm its reguJatory framework. 
In respDnse to your CODD.'OmS, on AugTJ£I: ). 2D08 and ju}-y 17. 2009, DEQ s:taIT conducted an IDvertig"..l:i on B! your 
re:s:ideDce to det:errnIDe comp)j;mce with applicable envli-Du,uerrtzl l~. During these two site visit:; rnd fu.-'>-cer 
reviewing p>c;"'LW""eS scln:::Du:ed to DEQ. it has been deremllr,ed that mere are DO viOlatiDns that OCC1.llTed on your 
)JI'mperty or on the. rufjac:ent property to !he west of YDur res:idence. 
AiilioUE:h DEQ could uot detern:ri:ne that there were vioiatiG'fls based on the information we have. vou a.Dd \lour -- . .; ~ 
neighbor could work together to S'uppr-...ss the dust OD the grave) road adjacent to your property . TDere are V-ariDlE 
types of dust 9.:rppressants mc:b as w~ that could be applied., but magnesium chJoricie or o!her c:bemic-d 
S'.!pp,es.s.ants (oil, etr:.) ge-'.JeT"'...Dy P' ovide fur a longer ;;-uppr-...mOIl time periDli Dn.st mppre.s;;.-,:nt:; CZll be applied by a 
local =ntra.r:..tor aild coilld quickly resolve your fugitive du,,'i. coDcerus. Please DDte that it is not advisable for =ri:Bin 
suppress:rnls to be applied i ll mch WEYS tha! they wwd flow into De3.!--by water bt..~ies (i.e. T3ll1.!"llilJJy Ct-eek). 
Please calJ me at (20g) 799-4370 if you have ;my quertiOIls regcu-ding 58.01.0 1 - RuJes rDr Control of Air Pollution 
in ldaho. If Nez Perce County cta..-=rwould Eke to fur;ili~ a meeting between fue interes"-tlOd parties, DEQ wowd 
a.l1t::TJd if you felt it would be useful. 
Sillcerely, 
G/~~ Ch'j!o~ . LL 
Air Quality Mfu.'ager 
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Hay Sales April i-June 302009 
Bar Double Dot Quarter Horses LLC 
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Hay Sales April i-June 30 2009 
Bar Double Dot Quarter Horses LLC 
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Bre 8. Eddi -3955 .. p.2 
.-',' 
I I t:!-t -:? "7 Date Purged ____ _ Date Entered ----- -Initial NPCSO Case # f r· o / ! I /) 
initial 
Li Flagged 
[J In Trespass Book 
Unifonn Notice Of Trespass 
Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office 
LC. 18-7008 (A)(8) 
DUn-flagged 
Every person, except under landlord-tenaat re.btionship, who, being frrst notified in 
writing, or verbally by the owner or authorized agent of the owner of the real property, to 
immediately depart from the same and who refuses to so depart, or wbo, without 
permission or invitation, returns and enters said property within a year, after being so 
notifit:d is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
You,J~i)n /1), Pl.!..' if CI) (5 (date of birth are hereby notified 
that you are not allowed to enter into and must immediately depart from the property described 
herein. You are prohibited from returning 10 this property for ---'--"'-_ months from t..he date of 
this notice. 
The property you are prohibited from returning to js ~: .. ;x.,. Business 4 Residence. 
. . .. ('] _/ 0-- '7 '" r'-' /,..,,) : r he address for thlS propeVIS:.-L- .') I ,?5 h? S Y"I} / '/' I (ljbusmess, include name) 
i..,,\ ) I I \C~ ,..-- I I. ~ ,. ,.. -1 
.' : I Y ! -'UU Y? f j",! ~\;- l! t1 T'''r . 7i::jr ":---) , 
The reason(s) you are prohibited from entering listed property is as foHows: l, (d}; J 
EXHIBIT 
I acknowledge that J have been trespassed from the above stated property and have 
been advised that any violation oftbis order by my returning to this property, 





Ere" &. Eddi 
JOAKO TRANSP()RTATIOJlf DEPARTMENT 
Vehicle Services. Titles • P.O. Bax 7129 
Boise JO 83707-1129 





APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF TITLE~iiiI!iIllIII!lIIIII!aDl!IIIIII'!Il'" 
iTD·3339 (R."" . 12·10) 
I, the undersigned, certify that the vehicle/vessel described below is owned by me, and this vehicle/vessel will not be the subject o f 
lien prior to receipt of the title unless indicated below. I further certify under penalty of law that all information contained herein 
is tf'ue and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief (I.C. 49-518). I.hereby make application for a certificate of title for said 
vehicle/vessel, and authorize the new title to be issued in the name(s) shown in section 2. If I am applying for a duplicate title , it is 
because the original has been lost un less otherwise indicated: 




THIS IS NOT A CERTIFICATE OF TITLE Receipt: 11HA006547 
Type of Applicati<>" 
TRANSFER -- REGULAR TITLE 2011 07 28 35 0 1 01 
TiUeNumber Vehicle / Hull ·ldentification Number PV D ealer Number I Scller'. Permit Numbe. Agency Type 
C061044629 IHSRDJSR4EHB16 091 .W 2 60015S COUNTY Z 
Pre-vious Receipt Vehicle / Hun Identification Numbe. 0 0 AD;) 
1= 1= 
Tax EXemption Purcha •• D"le 
r::( :: ~ OTHER 07/16/11 
0: 
Year , I Make BodyTWe Model 0: U 0 GROSS SALES PRICE 0.00 .... (1) 1984 INTL TRAC TRX, DIESE TIC ZUJ u.. 
0 0 2 TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE 0.00 -..J Description Coh.rTop/ BoUom Fuel T ype ..,.-
I-UJ z>< NET SALES PRICE 0.00 (,)(1) WHr DIESEL Or::( UJ(I) -I- TAX PREPAID 0 . 00 tn UJ 
Weight )l Length Width I HuU I Horsepower I Propulsion I-tn > UI.lJ 
"- 000000 U)..J TAX DUE 0.00 UJ cnr::( ..J en 
~ Odomeler Re&cling Odometer Status I Odomeler Reading Date Q Trade I Year Make Body Model 
J: 0000000 EXEMPT 
2 
In LU 1 1 r::( 
> 
PreviQUS I Previ<>us State Brand 
I 
Prev;"us Stale Title Numb"r >- O lherTax Information 





Purchaser .. Owner Name and Address r::( Agency N"me 
UJ CHRISTENSEN, BRET BOi:"LE NEZ PERCE COUNTY ASSESSOR Z 
""!5: I certify thal I have PHYSlCALlY INSPECTED the v,hide/v .. ",\ Dealer Control # 
20 
de:icribed in section 1, unless the following statemenl has been 0 , 
-0:: check.d. I further certify that the IflNIHIN and da te of thi! I-l.I.I 29878 THIESSEN RD Uti> application are co!Ted, and I have wllnes,cd tt>. signotu"'('j 01 tOe UJr::( LEWISTON ID 83501-0000 tl>J: penon!.) signing thl, application. o I DID NOT lNSPE~ THE VEHI Cl.£IVESSEt-
U 
0:: 
:::> Authoriud Sign3turr X< 
c.. 
I 
Recorded Date Recorded Time 
Primary Lien Holder 
07/2S/U 
N°xtFIDA VIT OF DR. BRET B. CHRISTENS ~N 
12:35 
a:: TITLE ISSUE FEE 14.00 
MuJ IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS ' MOTIOI' 2Cl 




~2 Secondary Lien Holder CI) 
tnl.l.l UJ W \ 
::::i u.. 
RONALD 1. LANDECK 
LA1'.TIECK & FORSETII 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 9344 
Moscow, ID 83843 
(208) 883-1505 
1SB No. 3001 
attorneys@moscow.com 
Attorneys for PlaintiffslRespondents 
ILED 
lDll~ 11 ~ 9 O~ 
Cniift'Yimtpt ~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
JOHNM. McV1CARS and JULIE ) 






BRET B. CHRISTENSEN and ) 
EDDIEKA B. CHRISTENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV07-01460 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION 
FOR CONTEMPT AGAINST 
DEFENDANTS AND BRIEF 
CONTEMPT :MOTION 
Plaintiffs, through counsel, and pursuant to LR.C.P. 75, hereby move to charge 
Defendants with contempt and move the Court for an Order of Contempt against Defendants and 
for the imposition of sanctions as permitted by law for failure to comply with this Court's 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order filed February 8,2011, and Final Judgment 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
AGAINST DEFEl\TDANTS AND BRIEF -- 1 
filed February 28, 2011 ("Final Judgment"), for the reasons that Defendants (i) did not relocate 
the fabric building by August 1, 2011 and have not relocated the fabric building as of this date, 
(ii) have not centralized their horse operation as ordered by the Court, (iii) have allowed vehicles 
that are not personally owned by Defendants to be driven on Defendants' property that lies to the 
west of Plaintiffs' property and (iv) have generally continued to create and allow excessive and 
offensive noise, dust, traffic and odor arising from uses on their property which have contributed 
to rather than abated the private nuisance. Plaintiffs also move the Court for an award of 
reasonable fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code § 7-610 and/or IRep 54(e) andlor 75(m). 
Plaintiffs have set forth specific facts constituting each separate instance of contempt in this 
Motion and Brief and in the Fourth Affidavit of Julie McVicars ("Julie Aff.") and Third Affidavit 
of John M. McVicars ("John Aff.) filed herewith in support of this motion and request the Court 
to also consider the entire record of this proceeding. 
BRIEF 
This Court, in entering the Final Judgment declared "Defendants' use" of Defendants' 
property west of McVicars' property to be a "private nuisance, and ordered the following: 
2. A mandatory injunction is hereby entered requiring Defendants to 
remove the fabric building from its current location on Defendants' property by no 
later than August 1, 2011. 
3. To eliminate and fully abate the cumulative effect of the noise, dust, 
traffic, lights, odor and building placement issues constituting this private 
nuisance, a permanent injunction is hereby entered prohibiting Defendants: (i) 
from relocating the fabric building or any portion of the fabric building on any 
portion of Defendants' property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; (ii) 
from centralizing Defendants' horse operation on any portion of Defendants' 
property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs' property; and (iii) from driving vehicles 
that are not personally owned by Defendants andlor allowing vehicles that are not 
personally owned by Defendants to be driven on Defendants' property that lies to 
the west of Plaintiffs' property. 
Final Judgment filed February 28, 2011 ("Final Judgment") para. 2 - 3. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR C01\'TEMPT 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS AND BRIEF -- 2 
INSTANCES OF CONTEMPT 
1. Relocation of Fabric Building. 
In direct contempt of the Final Judgment of this Court and without having requested relief 
from this Court, as ofthis date Defendants have not relocated the fabric building. Julie Aff., p. 2, 
para. 4. \Vbile it is expected that Defendants will seek a stay of this mandatory injunction, it 
should not go unnoticed by this Court that their refusal to relocate the fabric building has 
undermined and eroded the Court's overall objective in declaring Defendants' use a private 
nuisance. That objective, as expressed in footnote 35 of the Order, states: 
It is the Court's intent to apply a permanent injunction in a manner that is 
uncomplicated but also eliminates the nuisance at hand. The Court considered 
issues of noise, dust, traffic, lights, and odor, and finds that the relocation of the 
building should, in effect, recentralize the horse operation to a portion of the 
Defendants' property that is not in close proximity to the Plaintiffs' home. 
Further, the limitation of traffic should fully abate the nuisance in this case. 
While the Court recognizes the contentious relationship that has arisen between 
the parties, the Court believes that overall, each party is seeking a resolution to the 
situation at hand. The Court does not expect any actions that are of a retaliatory 
nature from either party as a result of the issuance of the permanent injunction. 
Defendants, as has been their modus operandi since this ordeal began, is to do as they please; 
court order or no court order. As will be detailed below in discussion of specific instances and 
pattems of use, Christens ens have kept the fabric building in place and continue to use it as 
before, except for sometimes seeming to keep non-Christensen owned vehicles from driving past 
the Mc Vicars' backyard, but that restriction alone has not reduced traffic, noise, dust and odor, to 
name the major nuisances, that Christens ens seem to believe they have a legal right to inflict on 
McVicars. As long as the fabric building is the focal point of the horses and hay on 
Christens ens' property, these nuisances will continue. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS Al\,TI BRIEF -- 3 3q I 
Me Vicars urge tbis Court to require relocation of the fabric building now. So long as 
Christensens fail to relocate it as required, they will, they have aptly demonstrated, intentionally 
find ways and means to make McVicars' lives miserable. 
2. Horse Operation. 
Defendants have not centralized their operation as ordered. Instead, Defendants have 
continued horse-related activities west of Plaintiffs' property line. Defendants installed a hay 
feeding ring behind Plaintiffs' home. A new feeder was added behind Plaintiffs' property which 
feeds between two and eleven horses. Manure and urine accumulate in these areas and excessive 
dust blows onto Plaintiffs' property due to the lack of vegetation. The odors are noticeable on 
Mc Vicars' patio, more so during warm weather, and the flies are a persistent problem. Flies 
cover Plaintiffs' bushes, patio, patio furniture, arms, legs, and food. Fly droppings coat 
Plaintiffs' pergola columns and patio furniture. These conditions are offensive and unsanitary. 
Julie Aff., p. 2, para.5, John Aff, p. 2, para. 6 and 8. 
3. Vehicles Not Owned by Christensens. 
There have been numerous instances where vehicles not personally owned by Defendants 
have been driven on property that lies to the west of Plaintiffs'. Julie Aff., p. 3, para. 7. 
Customers purchasing hay also use Defendants' vehicles to transport hay. Customers often make 
one trip per bale. If there are twenty bales, there will be twenty round-trips. The effect of these 
back and forth trips for hay is constant noise and dust from tractors and trucks on a daily basis. 
Julie Aff., p. 3 - 4, para. 8 - 10. 
4. Traffic. Noise. Dust, Odor and Lights. 
Defendants store farm implements directly behind Plaintiffs' pool and park trucks and 
horse trailers on a dirt mound behind Plaintiffs' home. Defendants let vehicles idle for long 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
AGAINST DEFEhTJ)ANTS AATJ) BRIEF -- 4 
periods resulting in offensive fumes and noise. John Aff., p. 3, para. 6. Hay is transported from 
trailers left below Plaintiffs' north property line on Defendants' property either one bale at a time 
using the Christens ens' tractor or in small loads using his personal semi-truck and hay trailer. 
Tne number of trips back and forth behind Plaintiffs' home has increased since the Court's Final 
Judgment. Tractor and/or truck noise in and out of the arena is excessive. Julie Aff., p. 3, para. 
6 and 8, John Aff, p. 5, para. 8 - 10. 
Defendants and/or individuals who use the fabric building continue to play music at a 
volume noticeable to Plaintiffs while in their backyard and/or horne. The music has been left on 
until 5:00 a.m. Julie Aff., p., 4, para. 11. Noise from a fan in the building is also annoying. Julie 
Aff, p. 5, para. 14. Lights from the fabric building also continue to be a problem. Julie Aff., p. 
5, para, 13. 
CONCLUSION 
As summarized by Julie McVicars in her affidavit, by failing to relocate the fabric 
building, which is Defendants' most blatant violation of the Final Judgment, Defendants are able 
to suffer no ill effects of the Final Judgment and, in fact, have ironically discovered that they can 
create more of a nuisance in terms of creating annoying traffic, noise, dust and odor by 
somewhat complying with the Final Judgment. As to recentralizing the horse operation, they 
have not even pretended to comply. The overall effect of Christensens' use patterns after the 
Court's entry of its injunctions has been an increase rather than elimination and full abatement of 
the "cumulative effect of the noise, dust, traffic, lights, odor and building placement issue" that 
was intended by the Final Judgment. McVicars request that this Court exercise its powers of 
contempt to put an end to this outrageous behavior by the Christens ens so as to eliminate and 
fully abate the private nuisance that continues unabated to this day. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS AND BRIEF -- 5 
To comply with LR.C.P. 75(c)(3), it is asserted that Defendants' attorney was served with 
a copy of the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order on February 8, 2011, and a copy 
of the Final Judgment on February 28,2011, as evidenced by the Clerk's Certificate affixed to 
each document. 
DATED this 10th day of August, 2011 
LANDECK & FORSETH 
By:_------+--+--_-(L_&_'cJ_--' _lCL_' _V-.-e_AlL_-u_' _ _ 
Ronald .1. Landeck 
Attome s for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of August, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of 
this document to be served on the following individual in the manner indicated below: 
CHARLES A. BROWN, ESQ. 
P.O. BOX 1225 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR CONTEMPT 
AGAINST DEFENDANTS AND BRIEF -- 6 
[ X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Federal Express Standard Overnight Mail 
[ ] FAX (208) 746-5886 
[ ] Email tocharlesabrown@cableone.net 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
